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Útdráttur 
 

Þrátt fyrir verulega þróun í stjórnun hörmunga og úrbætur á tímasetningu viðvarana, heldur 

fjöldi þess fólks sem verður fyrir áhrifum af náttúruhamförum áfram að hækka. Hækkunina 

má rekja til endurtekinna smærri hamfara. Þrátt fyrir að áhrifin séu sjaldan stórfengleg hafa 

þau uppsöfnuð áhrif: með tímanum hefta þau seiglu, draga úr getu, og snúa við eða stöðva 

þróun. Þetta hægfara rof eykur varnarleysi og skapar samfélög sem eru viðkvæmari 

gagnvart fyrir loftslagsbreytingum. Með spám um hækkandi tíðni, umfang og ófyrirséðar 

afleiðingar veðurtengdra atburða mun ekki einungis þjáning aukast enn frekar, heldur er 

búist við því að dragi úr getu þeirra sem starfa að mannúðarmálum. Fyrir vikið verður 

þörfin fyrir kostnaðarlitlar, sjálfbærar og árangursríkar lausnir sífellt brýnni. 

Í ritgerðinni eru langtímaáhrif endurtekinna lítilla hamfara rannsökuð og áhersla lögð á 

árleg flóð á svæðinu við Saint Louis í norðurhluta Senegal. Rannsóknin metur orsakir og 

afleiðingar flóða, samspil ýmissa þátta varnarleysis, og bendir á mögulegar leiðir til að 

létta þjáningar með aðferðarfræði kerfishugsunar. 

Fátæk heimili reyndust mjög næm fyrir litlum áföllum og þar af leiðandi hafa síendurtekin 

flóð tilhneigingu til að hefta getu þeirra og auka varnarleysi. Niðurstöðurnar sýna að margt 

mælir með fyrirbyggjandi aðgerðum og mikilvægt er að vinna þær fyrir atburðina. Ein 

lausnin sem skilgreind var innifelur í sér að heimili hafi meiri seiglu til að bera, svo hægt 

sé að koma í veg fyrir neikvæð áhrif flóða. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Abstract 
 

Despite significant developments in disaster management and improvements in early 

warnings, the number of people affected by disasters continues to rise. This increase is 

attributed to recurrent, small-scale disasters. Though the immediate effects are seldom 

‘dramatic’, they have a cumulative impact: over time they damage resilience, erode 

capacity, and reverse or halt development. This gradual erosion increases vulnerability and 

creates communities that are more susceptible to future climate events. The predicted 

increase in frequency, intensity and unpredictability of weather-related events will not only 

further increase suffering, but is anticipated to overwhelm the capacity of humanitarian 

actors. Therefore, the need for low-cost, sustainable and effective solutions is becoming 

ever more urgent. 

This thesis explores the long-term effects of successive small-scale disasters, focused 

specifically on annual flooding in the region of Saint Louis in northern Senegal. The 

research evaluates the causes and consequences of flooding; the interaction of various 

components of vulnerability; and through a ‘systems thinking’ methodology, identifies 

possible points of entry to alleviate suffering.  

Poor households were discovered to be very susceptible to small shocks and consequently 

flooding events have the potential overwhelm their capacities and further increase 

vulnerability. The results show that there is a strong case for preventive action – acting 

prior to the event. Resilient homes were identified as one solution to prevent the 

compounding of negative repercussions of flooding and as a means to create more resilient 

communities.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

When assessed as individual, stand-alone occurrences, small-scale weather events, such as 

an annual flood, do not catch the attention of the world’s media, seldom do they influence 

policy making; often they will not even warrant attention from national and local 

governments. To many observers, small-scale disasters are invisible. Few, if any, people 

die, homes are more likely to be damaged than destroyed and those who are affected are 

not sufficiently important in the eyes of local and national politicians.  

 

In their 2006 World Disasters Report, the International Federation of Red Cross and Red 

Crescent Societies focused on ‘neglected crises’. “Small, recurrent, cumulative and 

invisible events” are one type of neglected crisis, which can create a cumulative impact and 

increase vulnerability to hazards in the future (IFRC, 2006, bls. 21). 

 

The increasing number of weather-related disaster events, combined with lower 

humanitarian and government budgets, means that there is an urgent need for effective, 

low cost solutions to reduce suffering in vulnerable communities. A changing climate, as 

well as environmental degradation, poverty and population growth, is making communities 

more susceptible even to smaller disaster events. Acute vulnerability means that these 

disasters have short and long term repercussions, in the areas of health, education, gender 

inequality and livelihoods.  

 

Many policies and projects have short-term views and goals due to a variety of reasons: 

insufficient funds, donor expectations and short political terms. Small-scale disasters are 

often viewed as stand-alone events, and consequently their long-term effects are not 

understood. Small-scale disasters are much less of a priority than larger disaster events, 

like earthquakes or tsunamis, which can leave hundreds of thousands dead and many more 
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homeless and injured.1 Many larger disasters are not only the result of one single large 

climate event, but are produced through a combination of many factors that combine to 

produce a disaster when triggered.  

 

As small-scale weather events are frequent and in some cases increasing in intensity and 

frequency, vulnerable communities are becoming progressively less resilient each year. If 

the consequences of annually occurring small-scale disasters are assessed over a longer 

time period – five or ten years instead of one single event – the accumulation of negative 

impacts becomes evident. Framing small-scale disasters in such a way builds a stronger 

case for action.  

 

Humanitarian response does not effectively address the underlying causes of disasters, 

which results in communities accumulating vulnerability, until one or a series of climate 

events can push communities into a chronic crisis.  

1.2 Objectives 

The goal of this thesis is to draw attention to the medium- and long-term consequences of 

inaction in addressing both the root causes of vulnerability and the consequences of 

flooding. Furthermore, the research intended to highlight that inaction prior to the event, 

and inability to effectively respond after the event, results in the compounding of the 

negative repercussions over time, producing ‘cumulative vulnerability’. It was hoped that 

understanding the cumulative nature of vulnerability produced from successive small-scale 

disasters would make a strong case for preventive action in the context of weather-related 

disasters.  

A broad approach was adopted in order to understand the various components of 

vulnerability, which are both a result of and contributor to ‘disasters’. To facilitate an 

understanding of the relationship between small-scale disasters and vulnerability, a 

                                                

1 Examples of these disasters include: Haiti earthquake 2010, 316,000 dead, 3 million affected; S.E. Asia 
tsunami 2004, 230,000 dead, 1.64 million dead; Great Sichuan earthquake 2008, 68,000 dead, 4.8‐11 
million affected; Pakistan floods 2010, 200 dead, 20 million affected (data aggregated from a variety of 
news sources). 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‘systems thinking’ approach was used, as a means to assess the feedbacks and 

interconnectedness of the individual components.  

As vulnerability increases the likelihood of a weather-event becoming a disaster, the 

research wanted to establish what the main contributing factors to vulnerability are, as well 

as identifying possible points of intervention for stakeholders. The fieldwork took place in 

the region of Saint Louis, Senegal and the broad objective of the research was to 

understand vulnerability in the region, the long-term effects of small annual flooding and 

to identify potential breaking points and solutions.  

With an increase in the number of people affected by climate events, coupled with 

diminishing humanitarian budgets, there is an urgent need for a radical shift in disaster 

preparedness and response. This thesis set out to explore the feasibility of humanitarian 

shelter solutions as one strategy to improve quality of life, rebuild communities, help 

maintain daily routine and contribute financially to the community in post disaster 

situations.  

 

The research focused specifically on the region of Saint Louis, in northern Senegal. 

Although the results are specific to the study area, they could be applied to similar 

vulnerable communities worldwide. 

1.3 Research Questions  

The goal of the research was to evaluate vulnerability and assess flooding and its impacts 

in the Saint Louis region; to help understand the interactions between the various 

components of vulnerability and their relationship with flooding; as well as to identify 

possible intervention points. The research questions that focused the overall development 

of the paper are: 

− What are the causes and long‐term effects of flooding in the Saint Louis 

region? 

− How could suffering during the floods be alleviated? 

− Could resilient homes play a role in creating resilient communities? 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The technical element of the research helped in answering the above questions, as well as 

posing sub-questions. 

− Can causal loop diagrams be used to illustrate the connections and feedbacks 

between the various components of vulnerability and flooding? 

− Can the systems dynamic model quantify the economic well‐being of a 

household?  

− What are the financial pressures on homes due to floods?  

− Which impacts of flooding have most impact on the household’s funds? 

− Can the model give an indication of household vulnerability?  

− To which variables is the household most sensitive?  

− Could the model indicate the most effective intervention points to alleviate 

suffering and build resilience? 

1.4 Methodology 

The research methodology was divided into three parts: the theoretical, or desk, research, 

the fieldwork in Senegal and the technical research.  

The theoretical research was a meta-analysis of the humanitarian and academic literature 

regarding climate change, disasters, vulnerability, the humanitarian system, as well as 

current methods and innovations in the shelter and settlements field. Gap analysis was 

performed to determine possible entry points and solutions. 

Prior to the field research there was an assessment of the region in question – northern 

Senegal, to identify the key characteristics of the area, in order to understand how they 

might affect vulnerability and disaster management.  

The fieldwork, which took part in Senegal, was based mainly on semi-structured formal 

interviews, with a number of local stakeholders. In addition, informal conversations with 

local community members and observations informed the understanding of the region, 

culture and disasters. 

Finally, the technical part of the research brought in systemic analysis of the theoretical 

and field research using causal loop diagrams and system dynamics. The technical research 
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helped identify tipping points and weaknesses in the system, as well as providing a clearer 

understanding of the relationship between vulnerability and small-scale disasters.  

1.5 Overview 

This research paper begins with a comprehensive overview of the background of the thesis. 

Chapter 2 briefly describes the various fields connected to the research: climate change, 

adaptation, disasters, vulnerability, the humanitarian system, and shelter and settlements. 

Chapter 3 looks at the locus of the field research and relates the geography, climate, 

environment and culture of Senegal, as well as providing a more in depth look at the region 

and towns visited during the course of the fieldwork. Chapter 4 details the research, and 

gives insight into the research process, the changes in direction and methodology used. 

Furthermore, it provides an overview of ‘systems thinking’ and explains the techniques 

used for the technical component of the research. Chapter 5 consolidates the results of the 

research, initially looking at what was learnt during the field research with regards to 

vulnerability and flooding. This information is then used to create the causal loop diagrams 

and the system dynamic model, which are illustrated and their results explained in the 

second part of the chapter. Chapter 6 discusses a number of issues with the progression of 

the overall research, as well as the results acquired both through the fieldwork and the 

research. Difficulties with the methodology and weaknesses of the research are also 

discussed in this chapter. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the findings of the research and 

suggests how the research could be continued in the future.  
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2 Background 

2.1 Climate Change 

Climate models predict that by 2100 the global average temperature will increase by 

between 1.4°C and 5.8°C. These changes will have a significant impact on the global 

environment and the rate at which they occur will determine the world’s ability to 

adapt and mitigate the effects. Effects are thought to include: sea level rise; increase 

in global precipitation; and changes in the severity and frequency of extreme events. 

Changes in climatic zones could severely disrupt ecosystems, causing fragmentation, 

decline and species extinction. Humans will be directly and indirectly affected by 

water shortages, food insecurity, health repercussions and damage to infrastructure 

and livelihoods (UN, 2002).  

The UNFCCC’s observed impacts include: changes in snow, ice and frozen ground; 

effects on hydrological systems; changes on terrestrial biological systems; trend 

towards earlier ‘greening’ of vegetation and longer thermal growing season; changes 

in marine and freshwater biological systems associated with rising water 

temperatures; and ocean acidification (UNFCCC, 2010). 

2.1.1 Climate Change and Disasters 

Many scientists believe that climate change is responsible for more frequent and 

severe droughts, floods, forest fires and hurricanes, as well as an increase in instances 

of crop failure, water shortages, migration, and diseases like malaria (UNFCCC, 

2010).  

The frequency, intensity and unpredictability of weather-related events, such as floods 

and storms, and slow-onset emergencies, like extreme temperatures and droughts, are 

anticipated to increase (IPCC, 2007; DFID, 2004; NL EVD Internationaal, 2010). 

These extreme weather events and small, fast-risk processes disrupt the lives and 

livelihoods of communities, damage infrastructure, cause injuries and even mortality. 
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In the long term, they have the ability to further increase vulnerability through the 

gradual erosion of livelihoods, health and opportunities (Kent et al., 2010). 

Humanitarian practitioners and vulnerable communities worldwide are already 

observing altered weather patterns, such as changes in the intensity, frequency, spatial 

distribution and seasonal variability of weather-related events. The IPCC’s Fourth 

Assessment Report predicts that these climate hazards will have commensurate 

impacts (Commission on Climate Change and Development, 2008) which can be 

attributed to increased vulnerability as a result of rising poverty, growing populations 

and other development issues (Schipper & Pelling, 2006). Weather-related hazards 

disproportionately affect those in developing countries, and the poorest and most 

vulnerable in these countries suffer the most (UNFCCC, 2010): future climate 

changes are also expected to hit them the hardest as they will have limited abilities to 

cope and respond (DFID, 2004; UN Habitat, 2010).  

Oxfam has calculated that by 2015 more than 357 million people are likely to be 

affected by climate-related disasters, a projected increase of 54% (Ganeshan & 

Diamond, 2009). This increase will most likely to be as a result of small-scale, 

climate-related events (Schuemer-Cross & Heaven Taylor, 2009). Climate change 

impacts will not only increase the burden on communities and marginalised groups 

who are already susceptible to weather-related events, but will increase vulnerability 

elsewhere and begin to affect groups that were previously resilient to climate shocks.  

2.1.2 Climate Change Adaptation 

The UNFCCC predicts that in the following decades, billions of people, especially 

those in developing countries, will undergo threats to their lives, livelihoods and 

health, as well as facing increasingly severe shortages of food and water as a 

consequence of climate change. There is an urgent need for action that will enable 

communities to adapt to the effects of a changing climate: socially, technologically 

and financially (UNFCCC, 2008).  

Adaptation is “the adjustment of a system to moderate the impacts of climate change, 

to take advantages of new opportunities or to cope with the consequences” (Adger, 

Huq, Brown, Conway, & Hulme, 2003, bls. 192) and whilst the emphasis is 

essentially local, in order to be effective, adaptation requires multi-level action: 
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individuals, communities, local and national governments, private companies and 

international actors in the development and humanitarian fields (CIDSE, 2009). 

Vulnerable communities need assistance from the international community in order to 

‘adapt’, either through national planning for sustainable development, capacity 

building, technology transfer or financing. There are many measures that have the 

ability to build resilience and subsequently reduce the risk or impact of disasters like 

droughts, floods or cyclones (UNFCCC, 2008). The severity of the anticipated 

changes will require a concerted, collaborative effort. In many cases, communities 

will require external assistance to better prepare for a changing reality. Academic 

research and policy, combined with an understanding of successful past adaptations, 

generic determinants of resilience, cost benefit analyses, and indigenous strategies is 

essential in order to effectively assist vulnerable groups and communities (Adger, 

Huq, Brown, Conway, & Hulme, 2003). Households throughout the world will have 

to learn how to live with the occurrence of climate-related disasters, and subsequently 

is it essential to integrate climate change adaptation into planning and design (Suarez, 

Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008). 

2.1.3 Response to Climate Change 

An increase in number of climate events will increase the number of people affected 

by disasters and subsequently place a greater burden on governments and 

humanitarian organisations (Kent, et al., 2010). If the number of disasters does 

increase at the rate predicted, effective response will be far beyond the budgets and 

capacities available. Climate changes will significantly impact the operation and 

functioning of humanitarian and development actors, as well as local and national 

governments. At the micro level, climate change is already increasing the 

vulnerability of marginalised households – this will increase the caseload for 

governments and humanitarian agencies, who are even now overstretched in their 

capacity to deal with disasters (Suarez, Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 

2008) 
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2.2 Disasters 

2.2.1 Overview of disasters 

Disasters are points “in time and space, where the most unfavourable combinations of 

hazard occurrence, physical exposure and vulnerability conditions are revealed” 

(ISDR, 2010). Disasters are defined as the product of risk and vulnerability, or an 

event or process that overwhelms the capacity of a vulnerable social group, economic 

activity or infrastructure to resist and recover (Wisner, Blaikie, Cannon, & Davis, 

2003). Subsequently, it is important to remember that there is no such thing as a 

‘natural disaster’, only natural hazard events that combine with human vulnerability 

(Commission on Climate Change and Development, 2008).  

Just as chronic crises are exacerbated by accumulated stresses of successive climate 

hazards, combined with chronic poverty, poor health, migration, environmental 

degradation and global influences, such as the economic crisis or high food prices 

(United Nations, 2009), disasters are complex and cannot be viewed simply as the 

result of one particular ‘hazard’, but a combination of various factors.  

Hazards that result in a disaster are more frequent and are routinely affecting millions 

of people (Dyer, 2009). A UNDP study calculated that whilst only 11% of those 

people exposed to natural hazards live in countries with low human development, 

they account for 53% of disaster deaths (DFID, 2006). There is a disproportionate 

burden on developing countries, both in terms of people affected and mortality. 

Furthermore, economic loss is greater when measured as a proportion of gross 

domestic product (Schipper & Pelling, 2006), which puts developing countries under 

huge financial stress, jeopardises, stability stalls development and slows progress 

towards the attainment of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) (Cheboi, 

2010).  

Though in recent decades the total annual number of direct deaths from disasters has 

decreased, there has been a rise in the number of disasters and a significant increase in 
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the number of people affected by disasters, as shown in Figure 1, taken from EM-

DAT.2 

 

Figure 1 – Natural disaster summary 1900-2009 (EM-DAT, 2009). 

 

Different scholars have attributed this rise in affected people to a variety of factors. 

Walker et al. ascribe the increase to three factors: climate change, urbanisation and 

the complexity of the development process increasing vulnerability (Walker, Wisner, 

                                                

2 EM‐DAT, an international database of natural and technological disasters managed by the 
Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED), based at the University of Louvain 
in Belgium (IFRC, 2006) 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Leaning, & Minear, 2005). The UN Secretariat for the International Strategy for 

Disaster Reduction (ISDR) see the increase as a combination of population growth 

and the growing exposure of populations and their economic assets to climate 

hazards.  

2.2.2 Vulnerability 

The term ‘vulnerability’ has a wide range of definitions, but most often describes 

“states of susceptibility to harm, powerlessness, and marginality of both physical and 

social systems” (Adger, 2006, p. 268). In the context of disasters, vulnerability is the 

“characteristics of a person or group and their situation that influence their capacity 

to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the impact of a natural hazard. It 

involves a combination of factors that determine the degree to which someone’s life, 

livelihood, property and other assets are put at risk by a discrete and identifiable 

event (or series or ‘cascade’ of such events) in nature and in society” (Wisner, 

Blaikie, Cannon, & Davis, 2003, p. 11). Within the climate change community, 

vulnerability is “the degree to which a system is susceptible to, and unable to cope 

with, adverse effects of climate change, including climate variability and extremes” 

(IPCC, 2007, bls. 21). 

The unifying characteristics of vulnerability, as noted by Adger, predominantly refer 

to an absence of the resources available to cope with exposure to hazards, the way in 

which both social and natural resources are distributed and how various actors 

mediate access to these resources, as well as the various coping strategies that exist 

(Adger, 2006). These ‘resources’ or lack thereof are not limited only to financial 

resources, but can also imply education, political freedom and basic health.  

Vulnerability can be understood as the sum of exposure and sensitivity to 

perturbations or external stresses, which is influenced by the capacity to adapt to such 

changes. The underlying causes are demographic, economic and political processes 

that determine the distribution of resources amongst different groups of a community. 

Cardona argues that vulnerability stems from three factors: physical fragility or 

‘exposure’, socio-economic fragility and a lack of resilience (Cardona, 2003), and it is 

through these characteristics that this paper seeks to understand what contributes to 

vulnerability and how it can be assessed. 
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Physical fragility or ‘exposure’ refers to the probability that a human settlement will 

be affected by a hazard due to its geographic location3, combined with lack of 

physical resistance to the hazards. Communities living on floodplains or coastlines 

can be made more susceptible because of a lack of effective drainage or degradation 

of natural barriers, respectively. Socio-economic fragility is the likelihood of 

suffering adverse conditions due to marginalisation and poor conditions attributable to 

both social and economic factors. A lack of resilience is the inability to respond to a 

hazard and the incapacity to absorb shocks through lack of access to resources. These 

three factors will be discussed in greater detail throughout the paper.  

2.2.3 Resilience 

Resilience refers to the amount of disturbance that can be absorbed without the 

system changing radically, as well as the system’s capacity for adaptation to new 

circumstances (Adger, 2006). In the context of disasters, it is the community or 

household’s ability to recover from shocks and evolve to better face future 

disturbances. Vulnerable communities have limited capability to deal with change, 

they lack the ability to cope with or adapt to shocks and stresses as their capacities are 

already deployed elsewhere; they can be susceptible to slight perturbations and lack 

sufficient resources to recover even from small shocks. These shocks are not limited 

to climate hazards; they can be global fluctuations in the price of food or fuel or the 

additional stresses borne due to disease outbreak or conflict.  As a consequence of 

recovering or attempting to recover from these shocks, development can be halted or 

reversed and national economic growth stunted. Repeated exposure to climate 

hazards, even those with seemingly insignificant impacts, gradually reduces the 

resilience of communities and minimises their potential to reach meaningful and 

sustainable development. 

As more people begin to live in marginalised and exposed locations and as social and 

economic fragility increases, vulnerability increases and resilience decreases. 

Communities can improve resilience through adaptation or through the adoption of 

coping mechanisms, either devised locally, or with the help of outside actors.  

                                                

3 Communities living in India are exposed to monsoons, those living in San Francisco are exposed 
to  earthquakes,  and  communities  in  the  countries  of  Central  America  and  the  Caribbean  are 
exposed to hurricanes. Simply by living in these locations, they are ‘exposed’ to certain hazards. 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Resilience can be created through access to additional economic capital that provides 

communities or households with a safety net: this could be in the form of 

remittances4, which allow households to finance basic consumption needs and relieve 

poverty (Moyo, 2009) or humanitarian actors providing financial assistance (either 

with cash or vouchers) enabling affected household to have better access to food and 

healthcare, creating livelihood opportunities and stimulating local markets (Yablonski 

& O'Donnell, 2009).  

There is an urgent need to build more resilient communities so as to prevent 

deteriorating living standards and to reduce vulnerability to future shocks (United 

Nations, 2009). If this does not happen there is the potential for devastating 

consequences that will be beyond the ability of national or international actors to 

effectively address. Adaptation to climate change, as mentioned in Section 2.1.2, is an 

effective tool to build resilience to disasters.  

2.2.4 Disaster Risk Reduction 

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) aims to increase the capacities of communities, by 

focusing on both institutional frameworks and response systems, in order to reduce 

vulnerability and increase resilience. DRR is a cross cutting issue within the 

humanitarian field that integrates disaster preparedness, disaster response, disaster 

recovery, disaster mitigation, development and adaptation to climate change (UN 

Habitat, 2010). 

There are a broad range of DRR measures, spanning from development initiatives to 

engineering works, land use planning, early warning systems (EWS), policy 

enforcements, preparedness and response programmes (UNDP, 2005). It is of the 

utmost importance that solutions are “practical, appropriate and sustainable for the 

community at risk” (UNESCO, 2004, p. 3), as sustainability will only be reached if 

the solutions are suitable in the long-term.  

Funding DRR protects lives, livelihoods and plays a crucial role in moving towards 

more sustainable development; it also significantly reduces the costs involved in 

response to disasters and safeguards development gains. DRR not only minimises 
                                                

4 For many vulnerable households, remittances are a vital component of household ‘income’. 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loss, but can also promote development and ensures the attainment of the MDGs. 

Furthermore, it can promote health and education through protecting vital 

infrastructure such as schools and health clinics. Through the protection of economic 

activities and assets, DRR promotes poverty reduction, and even promotes gender 

equality by empowering women through reduction and recovery initiatives (UN 

Habitat, 2010). 

The majority of disasters possess an element of predictability. Communities know 

with a certain degree of accuracy in which period the rains arrive, and indeed 

construct their lives and livelihoods around weather patterns. Technology has 

progressed so far as to enable meteorologists to anticipate changes in seasonal 

weather patterns months in advance, allowing for sufficient planning and mitigation 

for upcoming weather events. More detailed reports are available at shorter 

timeframes giving communities the opportunity to know if and when to prepare, 

evacuate or seek secure shelter. Forecasts can play an important role in disaster risk 

reduction, but there is not sufficient importance placed on DRR, despite frequent 

studies that show it is more effective and cheaper than disaster response (UN General 

Assembly, 2011).5 

2.2.5 Small-Scale Disasters 

ISDR attributes the increase in volume of affected people to a growth in the number 

of small-scale climatic hazard events with relatively low mortality. The immediate 

effects of small-scale disasters are seldom ‘dramatic’ or visible enough to receive 

sufficient attention, and communities are left to recover alone. In addition to the 

immediate, visible consequences of small-scale events, there are many other complex, 

subtle or unseen consequences. The “relentless attrition of cyclical disasters” 

(Schuemer-Cross & Heaven Taylor, 2009, p. 25) can mean that these minor 

ramifications build up over time and can then compound into larger, chronic or even 

acute crises. Furthermore, a higher frequency of disasters gives communities a smaller 

window for recovery and perpetuates the vicious cycle of poverty (Suarez, Saunders, 

Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008).  

                                                

5 $1 invested in preparedness programmes has been calculated to save about $7 in post‐disaster 
rebuilding and reconstruction costs (UN General Assembly, 2011). 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The definition of a small-scale disaster, as understood in this research is: a minor 

climate event, with no mortality and unlikely to provoke international media attention 

or assistance; an event when viewed in a limited time frame seems neither significant 

nor damaging to the community in question.   

La Red (Latin American Network for the Social Study of Disaster Prevention) 

developed the methodology ‘DesInventar’ which is a “conceptual and methodological 

development which deals with disasters of all magnitudes and a diversity of 

environments; local, national and regional” (Osso & La Red, 2009). DesInventar was 

a response to the lack of systematic and comparable disaster registers in the Caribbean 

and Latin America region6, resulting in disasters only with significant impacts being 

considered. As a consequence thousands of smaller, annual disasters were made 

invisible. What DesInventar was able to show is that smaller disasters have a 

significant cumulative impact over time, but as they were not registered, their impacts 

on mortality and vulnerability were ignored.  The data provided through this 

methodology proves that a number of small-scale disaster events can, over time, add 

up to having the same effect as a larger disaster. 

Communities often experience small-scale disasters, like flooding, over and over 

again without receiving any effective response. The repeated rebuilding, repairing, 

displacement and illness as a result of such events not only erodes capacity, but 

decreases quality of life, burdens limited finances, damages livelihoods and inhibits 

meaningful development. Without effective intervention or adaptation, there is a limit 

to the number of times a community can undergo exposure to a climate hazards 

without accumulating damage; ‘creeping hazards’ or ‘synchronous small events’ will 

lead to bigger, more devastating disasters (Kent, et al., 2010).  

Unless climate related disaster risks are effectively reduced, the increase in number of 

disasters, combined with their disproportionate ramifications for the world’s poor, 

will continue to have a negative impact on sustainable development and the 

achievement of the MDGs (UN Habitat, 2010). 

                                                

6 The methodology has now been adopted in various parts of Asia. 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The high frequency of disasters leaves an ever-diminishing timeframe for recovery 

and pushes communities into a downward poverty spiral (Suarez, Saunders, Mendler, 

Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008). As previously mentioned, the number of climate-

related disasters is rapidly increasing, as is the number of those affected. Whilst 

governments and humanitarian actors respond, many affected households receive 

little or no assistance and these households lack the resources to relocate to less 

vulnerable locations (Suarez, Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008). 

Unfortunately, small-scale disasters receive little, if any attention from governments, 

humanitarian actors, donors or the international media. Budgets are already stretched 

and larger disasters, with more immediate devastating consequences receive more 

funds and attention (United Nations, 2011).7 

2.3 The Humanitarian System 

2.3.1 Overview  

Humanitarian actors are aware that current practice does not offer sustainable 

solutions; adapting to rapidly changing conditions within the field is difficult as the 

challenges are dynamic, multi-stranded and non-linear. Vulnerability is complex and 

its root causes are interrelated; this needs to compel practitioners, both humanitarian 

and development, to rethink the way they perceive disasters and disaster cycles and be 

well informed about the numerous strands influencing risks (Haub, o.fl., 2010).  

2.3.2 Disasters and the Humanitarian System 

Disasters are created by emergent interactions between crisis drivers and human 

activities (Ramalingam, 2010, bls. 1) that exist in a constant state of flux, forcing 

humanitarian agencies to constantly alter their perception of their limitations and 

proficiencies, whilst overhauling mandates that set out how disasters should be 

addressed. In addition, disasters present a number of cultural, political and logistical 

challenges (Fuller, Dacong, & Diallo, 2008) that must be continually addressed. 

                                                

7 In 2011 only 45% of funding requirements were met, ranging from over 60% for high‐profile 
humanitarian crises, like Afghanistan, and under 30% for West Africa (United Nations, 2011). 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Climate change is increasing the vulnerability of already marginalised households 

which will further increase the caseload for governments and humanitarian agencies, 

who are already overstretched in their capacity to deal with disasters (Suarez, 

Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008). The factors contributing to 

vulnerability are multitudinous and need to be continually interpreted, understood and 

addressed, which requires abundant time and resources: unfortunately both are in 

short supply.  

Successfully addressing vulnerability and its root causes is complicated due to the 

difficulty of evaluation: its complexity and dynamic nature prohibits easy quantitative 

and qualitative measurement. Many organisations are bound to attaining quantifiable 

‘results’ as a measure of their success, especially when being held accountable by 

donors. However, the reality of vulnerability is more nebulous, and it is complex to 

define and reach ‘targets’ or create indicators of success. It is much easier to state 

‘number of beneficiaries reached’, or ‘amount of food delivered’, as opposed to 

assessing the complexities of multi-stranded vulnerabilities, many elements of which 

may be out of the organisation’s mandate.  

2.3.3 Humanitarian vs. Development 

Disasters can reverse years or decades of development work (Schipper & Pelling, 

2006) and reverse advancements in poverty reduction (Commission on Climate 

Change and Development, 2008; Griekspoor, Nabarro, Loretti, & Smith, 2005) 

Disasters have a significant impact on the work of the development community and 

subsequently disaster risks need to be viewed as a vital component of the 

development process and integrated accordingly. Through the understanding and 

identification of risk factors that lead to disasters, measures can be put in place to 

reduce exposure and vulnerability to hazards, such as EWS, appropriate building 

codes and development plans (UN Habitat, 2010). The disasters of the future are 

being incorporated into current development processes, in that development processes 

affect humanitarian work. Therefore, it is therefore essential that development and 

humanitarian actors work effectively together (Setchell, 2010) to avoid a slowdown in 

long-term economic growth, to reduce impacts to both local and national economies 

and to assist in increasing income, economic activity, and agricultural output. In many 

cases, disasters divert the allocation of funds for relief and reconstruction which are 
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earmarked for development and may have had more impact in reducing vulnerability 

(UN Habitat, 2010).  

The gap between humanitarian and development action is well documented and 

understood, but there is still a gaping hole that needs to be bridged in order to reduce 

vulnerability and help communities increase their resilience to even small-scale 

disasters. International actors need to radically change how they function and 

communicate in order to have any chance of effectively dealing with repeated crises, 

and give poor and vulnerable communities a chance at meaningful development. 

2.3.4 Funding 

The onset of larger disasters prompts the availability of funding and support that 

allow humanitarian agencies to address the impact of the disaster, as well as some of 

the underlying causes, and provides the opportunity to raise awareness about the need 

to reduce risk (Suarez, Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008).  

Programmes such as DRR reduce vulnerability and enhance resilience to disasters. 

Funding such initiatives not only protects lives and livelihoods, but also can 

significantly reduce the costs involved in dealing with disasters (UN Habitat, 2010).  

Unfortunately, it is significantly harder to raise funds for preparedness, mitigation and 

prevention than it is for disaster response, even though it has been proven that money 

spent prior to disasters saves money post-disaster many times over (see footnote 5, on 

page 14).  

2.4 Shelter and Settlements 

2.4.1 Overview  

In the early stages of an emergency, shelter, along with water supply, sanitation, 

nutrition, food and healthcare, is a critical determinant of survival. Shelter plays an 

essential role in providing protection from the environment, enhancing resistance to 

disease, sustaining family and community life and rebuilding human dignity (The 

Sphere Project, 2010).  
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In humanitarian contexts, shelter “should support existing coping strategies and 

promote self-sufficiency and self-management by those affected by the disaster” (The 

Sphere Project, 2010, bls. 244); it should also avoid negative impacts on the local 

environment or host population. Shelter must be considered broadly as a ‘sheltering 

process’ to include other essential services like sanitation, water, food, health and 

education, as well as the restoration of dignity, ensuring safety and privacy, reducing 

risks and vulnerabilities to future disasters and supporting livelihood opportunities 

(Fuller, Dacong, & Diallo, 2008).  

2.4.2 Shelter as a Human Right 

Article 25 of the ‘Universal Declaration of Human Rights’ states:  

“Everybody has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and 

of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and 

the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other 

lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.” (General Assembly of the United Nations, 

1948) 
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Figure 2 – Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Artwork by Brazilian artist 
Octavio Roth 

The right to adequate housing is recognised in other international legal instruments, 

including the right to live in security, peace and dignity and with security of tenure 

(The Sphere Project, 2010) According to the Sphere Handbook, a set of minimum 

standards for humanitarian assistance, in post-disaster situations the right to adequate 

housing also includes: availability of services, facilities, materials and infrastructure; 

affordability; habitability; accessibility; location; and cultural appropriateness; 

sustainable access to natural and common resources, safe drinking water; energy for 

cooking, heating and lighting; sanitation and washing facilities; means of food 

storage; refuse disposal; site drainage; emergency services; availability of adequate 

space and protection from cold, damp, heat, rain, wind or other threats to health, 

structural hazards and disease vectors (The Sphere Project, 2010).  
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Adequate shelter also plays a pivotal role in the fulfilment of other rights. A lack of 

shelter provision either directly or indirectly affects the following: (adapted from: 

UNHabitat and OHCHR – Fact sheet 21, (OHCHR, 2009) 

• Right to an adequate standard of living  

• Right to access of safe drinking water and sanitation 

• Right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health 

• Right to a safe and healthy environment 

• Right of the child to an environment appropriate for physical and mental development 

• Right to freedom from discrimination in access to housing and related services based on 

sex, race or any other status 

• Right to choose where and how to live and to freedom of movement. 

2.4.3 Shelter requirements 

The combination of climate change impacts, urbanisation and social and economic 

marginalisation has led to increased shelter risks and vulnerabilities (Urquia, 2010; 

IFRC, 2008). The scale of global shelter need, as well as the increase in small and 

medium disasters presents serious challenges for the humanitarian community. Most 

households receive little of no shelter assistance; subsequently they must address their 

own housing needs through improvised repairs or reconstruction, temporary 

relocation or migration. As a result many households remain in exposed areas and in 

homes that due to economic and material constraints are equally as vulnerable to 

disasters as they had been previously, if not more so (IFRC, 2008), while the constant 

rebuilding and disruption to their lives and livelihoods exacerbates poverty. 

However, not all post-disaster shelter solutions are equal. Response mechanisms in 

post disaster situations, such as the government provision of building materials, can 

be beneficial, but if they do not address the underlying causes and have to be 

deployed on a regular basis, stocks and funds become depleted and the situation does 

not improve beyond the status quo. It is neither sustainable, nor financially sound to 

invest in temporary measures (Suarez, Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 

2008), which cannot evolve incrementally into more durable housing solutions.  

Providing shelter in post-disaster situations can reduce risk through informed 

programming and improved construction methods (Suarez, Saunders, Mendler, 

Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008). A sustainable approach is necessary that 
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incorporates local building knowledge and know-how  (IFRC, 2009), using improved 

construction technologies, employing local workmen, and using familiar materials 

help retain a sense of place and are culturally appropriate. It is important that 

reconstruction provides local employment and minimises water and resource use, 

creates ownership of the projects, is in harmony with the local surroundings and 

traditions, and is incorporated into existing settlement patterns (Suarez, Saunders, 

Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008; CRAterre-ENSAG, 2011).  

Shelter response must be environmentally aware and appropriate, so that it does not 

contribute to environmental degradation or climate change (Saunders, Building Back 

Better, 2008). Recovery solutions will only be truly effective if they are suitable for 

the community in the long term, and therefore must ensure sustainable resource 

management, taking into consideration ecological, socio-political, cultural and 

economic contexts, whilst establishing the development of economic activities in the 

region (UN Habitat, 2010).  

It is possible to categorise the shelter needs of an affected population according to 

three scenarios; these scenarios are determined by the type of disaster, the number of 

affected households, the political context, as well as the resilience of the community. 

These scenarios are: people stay on their own land (in or near their damaged houses); 

people are displaced and stay in host communities; or, people are displaced and stay 

in planned or unplanned settings (i.e. planned camps, collective centres, makeshift 

camps). These scenarios dictate the types of response required. 

2.4.4 Shelter challenges 

There are a number of major challenges frequently confronting either those requiring 

or providing shelter. These are the immediate need for shelter, a lack of land tenancy 

rights, the increasing frequency of multi-family dwellings, the lack of aid capacity in 

shelter and reconstruction, the perception of shelter as long term only, and 

‘piecemeal’ support to reconstruction (Collins, Corsellis, & Vitale, 2010). These 

challenges will be described in more detail below. 

In the immediate hours and days after a disaster, shelter is essential in maintaining the 

health and comfort of affected households. In cases of rapid onset disasters, where no 

contingency plan has been put in place, no alternative shelter is available or when 
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remote locations prohibit the rapid assistance, the immediate shelter needs of the 

affected communities are not met.  

The establishment of land rights is exceptionally complex. Poor and marginalised 

people seldom own their homes or the land on which they are built and as a result, the 

humanitarian community has limited understanding on how to support these groups, 

which means that affected households sometimes remain displaced for long periods, 

as disagreements may arise between local authorities, tenants and land owners.  

Regulatory barriers are one of the biggest obstacles faced by those providing shelter 

in a rapid and equitable manner. This is a consequence of issues such as: ambiguity of 

ownership of land and property, fair distribution of aid and assistance, impact of 

building standards and regulations on the work of shelter providers. 

The nature of rapid urbanisation has seen a marked increase in the number of multi-

family dwellings. Reconstruction is significantly more complicated and time-

consuming when dealing with these cases (Collins, Corsellis, & Vitale, 2010). In 

some countries these multi-family dwellings accommodate polygamous homes, which 

adds a further complexity to the shelter process, due to cultural and religious 

considerations. Failure to understand or address these intricacies can lead to distrust 

and further difficulties. 

Very few humanitarian and development agencies have dedicated shelter 

departments, or even a permanent shelter specialist at their disposal. In comparison to 

other sectors, such as water and sanitation (WATSAN), gender or climate change, that 

may have bigger budgets or greater institutional support, there are fewer opportunities 

for designing and implementing shelter and reconstruction programmes that benefit 

from adequate and timely expertise. These issues affect the quality of programmes 

and negatively impact the willingness of agencies to undertake further programmes 

(Collins, Corsellis, & Vitale, 2010). The absence of shelter specialists and few 

opportunities to implement successful pilot projects, combined with diminishing 

budgets and increased workloads, means that advancements in the field of shelter are 

lamentably slow. In addition, DRR and climate change adaptation are not viewed as 

interlinked sectors that can be informed by technical sectors like WATSAN and 
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Shelter. This creates a disconnect, causes inefficiency and prevents shelter from being 

viewed as a vital component of climate change adaptation. 

Within the aid community, the common perception holds that shelter is humanitarian 

and life-saving, whereas reconstruction is developmental and connected to long-term 

recovery. Reconstruction assistance seldom begins until months after a disaster event, 

yet the need for shelter is immediate, and households begin to repair their homes and 

recover materials as soon as possible (Collins, Corsellis, & Vitale, 2010). The 

disconnect between the perception of humanitarian and developmental tasks, as 

outlined in Section 2.3.3, also has a detrimental effect on shelter in the recovery 

process and on resilience, as there is an ambiguity as to who shoulders the 

responsibility, and financing for certain tasks within the shelter and reconstruction 

process. Furthermore, incomplete or ‘piecemeal’ approaches to shelter don’t 

effectively address the problem in the long term, as the next weather event can 

eradicate any progress that was made.  

The provision of housing just after the occurrence of disasters is often entirely at odds 

with how housing is produced by low-income households (i.e. incrementally and 

progressively, based on financial capacities). This creates a stand-alone habitat 

production that is dictated by tight production deadlines and financial commitments to 

donors which neglects local building culture and needs (D'Urzo, 2011). 

2.4.4.1 Traditional shelter solutions 

Traditionally, shelter response has been the provision of tents. However, tents are 

expensive, require transportation, (often over long distances) and seldom last more 

than a year or two. In some cases, purchasing large numbers of tents takes up a 

significant portion of the budget for shelter, and they may not even last for the 

duration of the reconstruction process (Collins, Corsellis, & Vitale, 2010). They can 

even delay the recovery process (Urquia, 2010), as they are quick fix products that 

discourage the implementation of sustainable and long-lasting solutions. Tents are 

frequently culturally and geographically inappropriate and do not contribute to the 

local economy, nor do they provide local communities with new skills or 
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employment.8 Tents are often too small, and camps can become very large, as well as 

incredibly expensive to run and operate (Setchell, 2010) 

An increased number of disasters, combined with media scrutiny, frequently result in 

the application of quick fix ‘ready-made’ or ‘universal’ shelter solutions, and a 

stronger focus on quantity over quality. Though these methods can bring short-term 

relief, in the middle to long term they become less efficient and in some cases are 

counter-productive and create more vulnerability (CRATerre-ENSAG, 2011). 

Furthermore, precarious living conditions make affected populations more vulnerable 

and more exposed to further weather hazards in the short-term, as well as in the long 

term to climate change (Delone, 2011).  

Resettlement of communities to a less vulnerable location is often a suggested 

resolution, however, without community participation, suitable investments into basic 

social services, social integration or the creation of livelihood opportunities, the new 

areas become unsuitable locations to live in and the populations return to their former 

homes in ‘at risk’ areas, perpetuating a downward cycle into vulnerability. 

Resettlement is extremely complex, with many possible cultural, socio-economic and 

political repercussions for the beneficiaries. In cases where mitigation and 

preparedness is insufficient, resettlement can be an option. However, in order to be 

successful, programmes must provide adequate housing, access to water, sanitation, 

social services and education (UN Habitat, 2010). Not only must livelihood 

opportunities be available, but also they must be appropriate to the skills and 

traditions of the relocated community. The land provided must ensure agricultural 

production and address food security. In order to be truly sustainable, conditions must 

be created that reduce the risk to future disasters and create resilient, thriving 

communities. 

2.4.4.2 Environmental concerns 

Post-disaster response needs to take the local environment into consideration when 

repairing, rebuilding or relocating settlements. Repeated events, like seasonal floods, 

place excessive demands on households to continually rebuild – this is then 
                                                

8 However,  it  is worth  nothing  that  in many  humanitarian  and  conflict  situations,  tents  play  a 
vital role in providing short term shelter for large numbers of people. 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exacerbated by the subsequent shortage of materials, funds, increases in prices, and 

possible environmental damage (Suarez, Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & 

Curtis, 2008). The high demand for natural resources in post-disaster response not 

only creates more damage to the environment, in some cases it may even increase 

vulnerability to further disasters (WWF, 2011). Disaster response, such as the 

removal and disposal of rubble, and disaster reconstruction, such as the unsustainable 

consumption of locally sourced construction material (wood, sand, etc.), can place 

pressure on fragile ecosystems and increase disaster risk (IUCN, 2006).  

In reconstruction projects or impromptu migration, failure to correctly select 

appropriate locations can lead to flooding, conflict, sanitation problems, water 

contamination and can strain resource availability. Vulnerable groups are especially 

likely to use resources irrationally to reduce short term suffering, and inadvertently 

compound the problem in the long term (Gueye, 2008).  

2.4.4.3 Urbanisation 

At World Health Day 2010, Ban Ki Moon highlighted that “rapid, unplanned 

urbanisation is expanding slums and informal settlements, and municipal authorities 

are struggling to cope” (United Nations, 2010). Recent years have seen increases in 

vulnerability due to urbanisation (Shelter Centre, 2010). Whilst the current urban 

population stands at 50%, it is expected to rise to 70% by 2050 (FAO, 2009), which 

will further increase vulnerability as hazardous land, such as flood plains and 

marginal coastal areas, is settled, usually by the poorest and most vulnerable groups. 

Urban poverty and disaster risk are inextricably linked and climate change is set to 

further increase this. Due to the nature of urbanisation, many people live on hazard 

prone or vulnerable land, their homes often built illegally, with whatever material is 

available, and with no planning (Suarez, Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & 

Curtis, 2008). The addition of urbanisation to climate change impacts and social and 

economic marginalisation has led to increased shelter risks and vulnerabilities 

(Urquia, 2010; IFRC, 2008).  
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2.4.5 Shelter Actors and Bodies 

There are a number of actors and bodies that are involved with shelter or settlements, 

in both humanitarian and development capacities, but within most organisations it is 

not an integrated component of the mandate. There are many NGOs with a clearer 

focus on shelter, but for the purpose of this section only the larger, more well-known 

organisations and umbrella groups will be described in detail.   

2.4.5.1 The IFRC’s Shelter & Settlements Department  

The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) is the 

leading agency in the shelter field for natural disasters (Urquia, 2010). In 2006, 

prompted by the 2005 General Assembly in Seoul, the IFRC established a distinct 

shelter department in their Geneva secretariat to support the new mandate as Global 

Shelter convener, coordination of shelter actors, shelter operational response, 

specifications, programming tools, guidance on emergency, transitional and longer 

term shelter programming (Urquia, 2010; D'Urzo, 2011). The department’s role is to 

“save lives, protect livelihoods, and strengthen recovery from disasters and crises by 

reducing the impact of, and vulnerability to, disasters through the development and 

effective use of national, regional and international Red Cross and Red Crescent 

capacities and resources in sheltering” (IFRC, 2010). The department creates policies 

and guidelines to reduce shelter risks and vulnerabilities, builds capacity, coordinates 

response, provides operational and technical support and promotes a greater 

awareness of shelter practices. 

2.4.5.2 Global Shelter Cluster 

A UN sponsored review concluded that shelter was an area in which the humanitarian 

community could better cooperate to identify needs and provide resources and 

guidance (Fuller, Dacong, & Diallo, 2008) In September 2006, an agreement was 

made that the IFRC would take a leadership role in convening the shelter cluster and 

coordinate the agencies to provide shelter in natural disasters (D'Urzo, 2011).9 Other 

members of the Global Shelter Cluster10 are UN bodies, such as UN Habitat; NGOs 

                                                

9 UNHCR is the shelter cluster lead for conflict related situations, but in disaster situations IFRC 
has made a commitment to provide leadership as a ‘convener’ instead of a ‘lead’ (IASC, 2006). 
10  The  ‘cluster  approach’  is  an  IASC  mechanism  to  address  identified  gaps  in  response  and 
enhances the quality of humanitarian action, whilst strengthening partnerships. The 11 clusters 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(the Norwegian Refugee Council, CARE International, Oxfam, Habitat for Humanity, 

Islamic Relief, Save the Children); service providers (RedR, the Shelter Centre); and 

donors (USAID, DfID). During a disaster, the cluster group will expand to include 

local NGOs and government representatives (Fuller, Dacong, & Diallo, 2008). 

As convener of the cluster, the IFRC’s role is to “support better global preparedness 

in emergency shelter, scale up operational capacity and coordinate emergency 

assistance after disasters” (Fuller, Dacong, & Diallo, 2008, bls. 7) Once on the 

ground, the Federation’s primary function is to provide leadership, unite all the 

humanitarian actors involved in shelter and implement a coordinated response 

drawing on local strengths, integrate best practice and map capacity and gaps (IASC, 

2006). 

2.4.5.3 Shelter Centre 

The Shelter Centre is a Swiss registered NGO that provides support to the 

humanitarian shelter community through resources and training (Shelter Centre, 

2010). They primarily received funding from DfID (2006-2011), as well as 

contributions from the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC), IFRC and 

UNHCR. As well as a number of independent shelter specialists, the Shelter Centre 

partners with IASC the shelter related clusters; humanitarian bi- and multi-lateral 

donors; UN bodies, such as UN-Habitat and UN-OCHA; the Red Cross/Red Crescent 

Movement; NGOs, like Habitat for Humanity; and academic and research institutions. 

The Shelter Centre arranges a biannual forum, the ‘Shelter Meeting’ that helps to 

build collaboration, consensus and capacity within the field. They also maintain the 

Shelter Library, an extensive online resource, which provides extensive material to 

the shelter community, such as technical training and guidelines; as well as strategic 

and policy guidelines.  

                                                

and  their  leads  are:  Nutrition  (UNICEF),  Health  (WHO),  Water/Sanitation  (UNICEF),  Global 
Shelter  (see  footnote  3),  Camp  Coordination  and  Management  (UNHCR/IOM),  Education 
(UNICEF/SC), Food Security  (WFP/FAO), Protection  (UNHCR/OHCHR/UNICEF), Early Recovery 
(UNDP),  Logistics  (WFP)  and  Emergency  Telecommunications  (OCHA/UNICEF/WFP)  (IASC, 
2006) (One Response, 2011). 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2.4.5.4 UN Habitat 

UN Habitat (the United Nations Human Settlements Programme) is the UN agency 

for human settlements and is mandated to promote “socially and environmentally 

sustainable towns and cities with the goal of providing adequate shelter for all” (UN 

Habitat, 2011). UN Habitat aims to help communities and policy makers find long-

term solutions to issues connected to human settlements and urbanisation. In disaster 

situations, UN Habitat assists local authorities and governments in the recovery 

process. 

2.4.5.5 Other Actors 

Founded in 1976, Habitat for Humanity is a Christian, non-profit organisation that 

aims to eliminate homelessness and poverty housing worldwide through the 

construction of safe, decent and affordable shelter (Habitat for Humanity, 2011). 

Habitat also plays an important role in disaster response, working to “develop 

innovative housing and shelter assistance models that generate sustainable 

interventions for people vulnerable to or affected by disasters or conflicts” (Habitat 

for Humanity (b), 2011) 

CARE International is another significant actor in the shelter and settlement field. 

They are an aid agency whose aim is to create lasting change in poor communities by 

tackling root causes of poverty, as well as the consequences (CARE International, 

2009). They work in a number of cross-cutting sectors, including disaster relief. 

CARE aims to meet affected populations basic shelter needs in post disaster situations 

through transitional shelters, improving construction of homes and community 

buildings, helping households live with risk and security of land rights, among others. 

Within the disaster relief programme, shelter is “one of three focus sectors where 

CARE is committed to developing specialised emergency capacity for humanitarian 

response”, reflecting the pivotal role shelter plays in maintaining dignity, health and 

security (CARE International (b), 2009).  

2.4.6 Recent shelter developments 

The following section will examine the various types of shelter used in disaster 

response as well as associated methodologies and programmes. 
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2.4.6.1 Transitional Shelter 

Transitional shelter aims to provide a place to live for people while they rebuild their 

homes or find alternative accommodation. The process acknowledges that whilst 

rebuilding can take up to five years, tents only last for approximately one, and that the 

gap needs to be addressed. Furthermore, it sees shelter as a process, not simply as a 

product (Collins, Corsellis, & Vitale, 2010). Rehabilitation, repair and reconstruction 

are often slow and complex processes, and therefore it is often necessary to pursue 

interim solutions, like transitional shelter (D'Urzo, 2011).  

In the aftermath of the 2004 of the South East Asia tsunami, a solution was required 

that provided short-term shelter, conducive to relocation and reconstruction, whilst 

evidentially not permanent and therefore not subject to the permissions and laws 

required of permanent dwellings. In January 2005, a coordination meeting on shelter, 

led by UNHCR, set out to achieve agreement on the transitional shelter approach; this 

was followed with the biannual global forum for shelter and reconstruction, the 

Shelter Meeting.  

Transitional shelter “provides a habitable covered living space and a secure, healthy 

living environment, with privacy and dignity, to those within it, during the period 

between conflict or a natural disaster and the achievement of a durable shelter 

solution” (Corsellis & Vitale, 2005, p. 7); they are “simple, re-locatable structures 

that offer appropriate and flexible shelter over the period of reconstruction. 

Afterwards, the shelters are upgraded, reused, sold or recycled” (Collins, Corsellis, & 

Vitale, 2010, p. 1). There is a strong focus on local materials, which are not only 

familiar to the affected households, but contribute to local and regional economies, 

they are simple to build and are designed with the skills and capacity available 

(Collins, Corsellis, & Vitale, 2010). 

At the first Shelter Meeting two methods for response to the tsunami were decided 

upon, which has subsequently informed transitional shelter worldwide. The first 

method was aimed at those displaced, and living with friends, families or in public 

buildings, like schools and places of worship. Predesigned kits that would offer basic 

shelter when assembled and could subsequently be upgraded and relocated were 

distributed. These household repair kits, when combined with training on safe 

building principles, provide immediate shelter assistance in post disaster situations, 
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whilst concurrently addressing the reality of successive future events (Suarez, 

Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008). The second method was aimed 

at those who were affected but not displaced and wanted to recover materials and 

rebuild their homes as soon as possible. In these instances, materials were distributed, 

as well as tools, technical advice and labour for repair and reconstruction (Collins, 

Corsellis, & Vitale, 2010). 

2.4.6.2 Participatory Approach for Safe Shelter Awareness (PASSA) 

PASSA guidelines were developed through a partnership between the British Red 

Cross and IFRC, and focus primarily on disaster preparedness to provide safe shelter, 

suitable for and adapted to cultural, physical and hazardous contexts, through new 

construction techniques and long-term behavioural change (IFRC, 2011). 

The nine-step methodology provides communities with tools to improve their living 

environment through the construction of safer shelters and the design of better 

settlements. PASSA integrates and complements existing IFRC tools and helps 

communities to address their vulnerabilities and risks, visualise future scenarios, 

analyse constraints, and plan and implement change (IFRC, 2011). Through local 

knowledge development, community training and a participatory group process, safe 

shelter can improve the lives of vulnerable people by reducing the impact of and 

vulnerability to disaster (IFRC, 2010; IFRC, 2011). 

2.4.6.3 Build Back Better 

The ‘build back better’ process acknowledges that negligent recovery and 

reconstruction can perpetuate vulnerability, and therefore advocates a response that 

ensures not only more robust and resilient buildings, but also the creation of 

opportunities and the amendment of flawed development patterns (Clinton, 2006). It 

aims not to return communities to their pre-disaster status quo, but instead creates 

more resilient communities, improves living conditions and upgrades building 

standards through the promotion of better practices that require an understanding of 

what constitutes shelter risks and vulnerabilities. Not only must humanitarian actors 

and governments provide day-to-day assistance in the aftermath of a disaster, they 

need to commit to a longer-term vision for the communities’ wellbeing by building 

back at a higher standard (UNICEF, 2005).   
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2.4.6.4 Double-purpose Buildings 

Often in post-disaster situations, public buildings become refuges for affected 

populations. The double-purpose buildings approach takes this natural response 

mechanism and formalises the practice. In order to reduce vulnerability, communities 

can construct buildings, such as schools, health centres, places of worship, markets or 

warehouses, that are specifically designed to withstand weather-related events such as 

floods, and to act as a focal point for the distribution of humanitarian aid during a 

crisis, as well as a neutral shelter (UN Habitat, 2010). 

2.4.6.5 Safer, more resilient housing 

Institut CRATerre11 is partnering with IFRC and has provided support to the Red 

Cross in West and Central Africa to develop skills, and to train and prepare 

communities and volunteers at a local level on safer construction practices. The 

programmes’ aim is to make communities aware of what constitutes good and bad 

building practice; develop risk reduction training, improve local practices within the 

building trade; and strengthen the technical and operational capacities of national 

societies by designing and implementing locally appropriate methods to diagnose and 

prevent risk, as well as post-disaster intervention (IFRC, 2009). A pilot project has 

been undertaken to combine local knowledge with new technologies in order to 

reduce disaster risks through shelter.  

2.4.6.6 Green Recovery Program 

The Green Recovery Program is a partnership that was formed between WWF and the 

American Red Cross (ARC) after the 2004 tsunami. The program aims to help 

communities not only rebuild their homes, but also their natural resources and 

livelihoods. WWF helps the ARC address environmental issues in the field that aid 

long-term recovery as well as addressing immediate needs. The Green Recovery and 

Reconstruction Training Toolkit for Humanitarian Aid, released in 2010, provides 

guidelines for rebuilding more environmentally and socially sustainable communities 

that are more resilient to future disasters (WWF, 2011). Both the partnership and the 

                                                

11  CRATerre  is  an  organisation  attached  to  ENSAG  (Grenoble  National  High  School  of 
Architecture), France that works “towards the recognition of earth materials as a valid response to 
the challenges linked to the protection of the environment, the preservation of cultural diversity and 
the fight against poverty.” (CRATerre, 2011) 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toolkit acknowledge the importance of healthy ecosystems and how responsible 

disaster response can play a fundamental role in reducing not only poverty, but also in 

reducing vulnerability to future disasters (WWF & ARC, 2010). 

2.4.6.7 Platform on indigenous knowledge and improved local building 

Throughout history communities have adapted their habitat to their changing 

environments, taking into account available resources, social constraints, climate and 

natural risks, resulting in architecture and building systems in harmony with the local 

environment. However, due to globalisation, this knowledge and these practices are 

being disregarded. In post-disaster reconstruction situations, local traditional 

knowledge is often overlooked in favour of inappropriate imported methods; often 

duplication is not feasible due to high costs or complexity; beneficiaries are excluded 

from the decision making process; and poorly conceived technological adaptations or 

substandard imitations with little resistance to natural hazards (CRATerre-ENSAG, 

2011).  

In 2010, Secours Catholique, Caritas Bangladesh, IFRC, Misereor, CRAterre and 

Fondation Abbé Pierre developed an initiative to promote local building cultures in 

order to improve the efficiency of housing programmes. They proposed a number of 

principles to help integrate local resources into shelter solutions, such as: ensure the 

inclusion of local populations in needs assessments by promoting a participatory 

approach, that supports those with local knowledge and skills; improve local housing 

through the integration of local capacity, modern technology and risk prevention 

awareness; integrate adaptation and protection into programmes; be conscious of 

economic accessibility, so replicas are possible; ensure that reconstruction results in 

income generation that positively impacts the local economy as well as contributing 

to sustainable development; secure long term benefits through local training; and 

influence and sensitise institutions and community leaders to enable them to better 

contribute to a responsible and sustainable building field (CRATerre-ENSAG, 2011).  

2.4.6.8 Common Attributes 

The developments in the shelter field in recent years shows a trajectory towards a 

number of common factors. Whereas shelter was previously considered the provision 

of standardised tents, practitioners in the field have identified more holistic 
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methodologies that not only provide the basic human need of shelter, but are a 

fundamental key in the fulfilment of other human requirements. Long-term solutions 

are the primary goal, and affected households want to see their homes repaired or 

replaced as soon as possible 

2.4.7 Future of shelter 

Due to the risks of increased climate hazards, there is an essential need for mitigation 

measures and policies to adapt traditional housing prior to the event. Better 

prevention and preparedness is required in order to reduce the impact of risks on 

buildings (IFRC, 2009). Not only does this minimise human suffering, but it reduces 

the pressure on humanitarian and government budgets. Disaster management must be 

integrated with shelter risk reduction, in order to simultaneously address healthcare, 

water and sanitation, food security, migration and conflict: as the impacts of climate 

change become more apparent and vulnerability increases, the pivotal role of shelter 

will become even more apparent in addressing risk and vulnerability. 

It is imperative that generalists also understand the essential role that shelter, 

settlements and reconstruction can play in life saving and recovery (Collins, Corsellis, 

& Vitale, 2010). Local housing conditions are critical for “improved living conditions, 

sustainable development and an effective fight against poverty” as well as risk 

reduction and prevention in post-disaster situations (CRATerre-ENSAG, 2011, bls. 

1).  

Shelter needs to be seen as a method to support settlement and livelihood, not as a 

product-based solution. There is a need to develop solutions from the onset of an 

emergency until a return to sustainable livelihoods that simultaneously addresses the 

relative lack of attention from donors and the humanitarian community (Collins, 

Corsellis, & Vitale, 2010).  

Furthermore, it is necessary to establish and enhance partnerships between 

governments, civil society, the private sector, knowledge centres, design practitioners 

to support community based activities and create public awareness campaigns 

(Suarez, Saunders, Mendler, Lemaire, Karol, & Curtis, 2008) Traditional response is 

“centralised, logistics-heavy, and geared towards big emergencies” (Schuemer-Cross 

& Heaven Taylor, 2009, bls. 29)and a radical shift in response, incorporating local 
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government, civil society and community groups, will be needed to respond. 

The IFRC illustrates the benefits of safe shelter through a recently released video 

called ‘The Shelter Effect’ which tells the story of a poor, but self-sufficient 

household who suffer from flooding on an annual basis and spend 10% of their annual 

income on repairs (see image in Figure 3). They are unable to cope as the frequency 

and intensity of the floods increase, resulting in illness and no money.  Steps to create 

safe, resilient home are pivotal in alleviating suffering and improving quality of life. 

If 10% of income does not have to go towards repairing and rebuilding, this money 

can be invested elsewhere – livelihood development, education and health, resulting 

in more resilient households (Saunders & D'Urzo, The Shelter Effect, 2010). 

 

 

Figure 3 – Screen shot from IFRC video 'The Shelter Effect'12 

 

                                                

12 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lf2z38u2djA 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3 Research Location 

3.1 West Africa 

West Africa is the most populated region on the African continent and its countries13 

form a comparatively homogenous unit with regards to geology, physiography, 

population characteristics, culture, and history; and in relation to economy and social 

conditions. Other common characteristics occurring in the region are: strong 

demographic growth, young populations, high rates of urbanisation, domination of the 

agricultural sector in national economies, slow human resources development, poor 

access to drinking water and insufficient or non-existent sanitation systems 

(Oyebande & Odunuga, 2010).  

Africa is a continent under severe pressure from climate stresses and is particularly 

vulnerable to the impact of climate changes. Many regions, such as West Africa, have 

climates with extreme variability on seasonal and decadal timescales, which means 

droughts and floods can occur within a short time frame in one location (UNFCCC, 

2008). 

3.2 Senegal 

The Republic of Senegal is the westernmost country in Africa and borders the North 

Atlantic Ocean, Mauritania, Mali, Guinea and Guinea-Bissau; The Gambia forms an 

enclave within the southern half of the country. A former French colony, Senegal was 

granted independence in 1960 and is currently considered one of the more stable 

democracies in Africa (CIA, 2011). 

                                                

13  Benin,  Burkina  Faso,  Cape  Verde,  Cote  D’Ivoire,  The  Gambia,  Ghana,  Guinea,  Guinea‐Bissau, 
Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo 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Figure 4 – Map of Senegal 

3.2.1 Geography 

Senegal is situated on the Atlantic coast, at latitudes 3 to 12°N (McSweeney, New, & 

Lizcano) and covers an area of 196,722sq km, of which 4,192 sq km is water. It has 

land boundaries of 2,620km and a coastline of 531km. The terrain is generally low, 

rolling plains, which rise to foothills in the southeast (CIA, 2011). Four rivers drain 

the country: the Sénégal, the Saloum, the Gambia and the Casamance. The rivers, 

primarily the Sénégal, were important transportation arteries, but the construction of 

the railway system diminished their significance (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011).  

The country is divided into fourteen administrative regions;14 the capital is Dakar and 

is located on the Cap Verde Peninsula at 14 40 N, 17 26 W. The regions are 

connected by a thousand kilometres of waterways and 13,576km of roadways, though 

only 3,972km are paved (CIA, 2011). 

Much of Senegal is located within the drought-prone Sahel region, with irregular 

rainfall and poor soils (Ndiaye, 2007). Over three quarters of the country’s labour 

                                                

14 Dakar, Dioubel, Fatick, Kaffrine, Kaolack, Kedougou, Kolda, Louga, Matam, Saint‐Louis, Sedhiou, 
Tambacounda, Thies and Ziguinchor 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force occupies agriculture, many of whom rely on rain-fed agriculture. Despite the 

importance of agriculture only 12.51% of Senegal’s land is arable, and an even 

smaller fraction (0.24%) holds permanent crops. The main agricultural products are 

peanuts, millet, corn, sorghum, rice, cotton, tomatoes, green vegetables and 

sugarcane; cattle, poultry, chicken and fish (CIA, 2011).  

3.2.2 Climate and Environment 

The majority of the country has a tropical climate – hot and humid – with the 

exception of the northern regions that lie in the sub-tropical semi-arid belt called the 

Sahel (McSweeney, New, & Lizcano). The dry season, between December and April 

is dominated by the hot, dry harmattan wind, blowing from the Sahara to the Gulf of 

Guinea carrying fine particles of dust. The wet season usually runs from July to 

September (JAS), during which time there are strong southeast winds.  

The north-south migration of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) influences 

rainfall variations and these oscillations cause significant annual, and inter-decadal 

rainfall variability. Senegal is affected most by rain when the ITCZ is in its northern 

position. The El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the most documented variation 

of the ITCZ, is associated with cooler than average temperatures throughout the 

country, and drier conditions in the Sahel. There is a strong north-south gradient, with 

the south of the country receiving significantly more than the north. (McSweeney, 

New, & Lizcano; Oyebande & Odunuga, 2010)  

There are three principal climactic zones: Canarian, Sahelian and Sudanic. The 

Canarian zone is a sixteen kilometre coastal band on the Atlantic that stretches from 

Saint-Louis in the northwest, to Dakar on the Cap Verde Peninsula. It is characterised 

by cool winters, and maximum temperatures in May only reach around 27°C. The 

rains begin in June and peak in August: the average rainfall is approximately 500mm 

(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011). The Sahelian15 climate spans from the Sénégal 

River in the north, to around halfway down the country. In January, despite cool 

temperatures pre-sunrise (14°C), in the afternoon it frequently reaches 35°C. By May, 

                                                

15 The Sahel stretches  from the Atlantic Ocean to  the Red Sea and varies  in width  from several 
hundred  to  more  than  a  thousand  kilometres.  It  is  the  transition  zone  between  the  wooded 
savannahs of the south and the Sahara Desert in the north (WWF, 2001). 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minimum temperatures are 22°C and maximums frequently exceed 40°C. During the 

wet season (JAS), the region receives an average of 360mm of rain. The Sudanic zone 

in the southern half of Senegal is hot, humid and uncomfortable. It receives much 

more rain than the north over a sixty-day period between June and October, ranging 

from 740mm – 990mm in the Kaolack-Tambacounda vicinity, and often reaching 

1,270mm in the Gambian area.  

Africa is a continent already under immense pressure from climate stresses and is 

extremely vulnerable to future climate changes. Many regions in Africa, including 

Senegal, have climates that are amongst the most variable in the world on seasonal- 

and decadal-time scales. This can result in droughts and floods occurring within short 

periods, resulting in famine, disruption of socio-economic well-being and 

environmental degradation (UNFCCC, 2008). The predicted increase in the frequency 

and intensity of extreme events, including floods and droughts, as well as changes in 

their spatial distribution will further increase climate insecurity and vulnerability 

(Gueye, 2008). 

There is little consensus on the future effects of climate change in Senegal. Long-term 

Sahelian rainfall trends are hard to identify due to high variability on inter-annual and 

inter-decadal timescales. Whilst some projections of future precipitation show a likely 

decrease, especially in JAS (McSweeney, New, & Lizcano), others predict an increase 

in rainfall, which will be counteracted through evaporation (UNFCCC, 2008). 

However, despite a decrease in overall precipitation, many models show an increase 

in the proportion of total annual rainfall that falls in ‘heavy’ events (McSweeney, 

New, & Lizcano). The Senegal River basin is likely to be impacted by an 

intensification of the West African Monsoon (WAM), and whilst additional rain could 

be seen as beneficial, this could lead to negative consequences, such as flash flooding, 

locust infestations and agricultural expansion into unsuitable areas (Oyebande & 

Odunuga, 2010).  

Most models predict that Sahelian Africa will experience increased temperatures 

(Mertz, Mbow, Reenberg, & Diouf, 2009); some research even predicts a 4°C rise by 

2100 (Gueye, 2008). There is little consensus on precipitation, some suggest 

increases, others decreases, while most agree on uncertainty (Mertz, Mbow, 

Reenberg, & Diouf, 2009). 
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Whilst it is not possible to predict one single scenario from the models, it is likely that 

climate change will create uncertainties in the country. Changes to temperature and 

precipitation will impact agricultural systems through changes to the agro-climatic 

conditions affecting crop calendars and growing periods. Furthermore, extreme 

events, like floods or droughts, will adversely affect crops, damaging local livelihoods 

and food security (Oyebande & Odunuga, 2010). 

Senegal is affected by deforestation, overgrazing, soil erosion and desertification, as 

well as poaching of wildlife populations and overfishing (CIA, 2011). The country’s 

lowlands are seasonally flooded, and the country has suffered periodic droughts. The 

Sahel region suffered significantly during a recent periods of drought, beginning in 

1968. This resulted in the extinction of crops and a loss of 50-70% of cattle, and 

widespread disease, starvation and mortality in the human population. In 1972 there 

was virtually no rain, and by 1973 parts of the Sahara had encroached 100km 

southwards. 1983-85 saw another period of severe famine, drought and desertification 

(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011; Mertz, Mbow, Reenberg, & Diouf, 2009). These 

droughts were one of the main causes of rural-urban migration in the region. 

According to the United Nations Anti-Desertification Chief, Mr Luc Gnacadja, land 

degradation, combined with climate change is a serious threat to food and water 

security, biodiversity and poverty reduction efforts in Africa’s Sahel region (Goering, 

2011). Furthermore, migration from degraded land will increase as vulnerable 

communities can no longer adapt to their changing environments, leading to rapid 

growth of urban centres. 

3.2.3 People and Culture 

Senegal has a population of 12,643,799 (July 2011 estimate), composed of seven 

major ethnic groups.16 French is the official language, and some 39 languages are 

spoken throughout the country. Wolof is the predominant local language, Arabic is 

frequently used in religious settings and Serer, Pulaar, Jola and Mandinka are also 

easily found (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011; CIA, 2011). 

                                                

16 Wolof 43.3%, Pular 23.8%, Serer 14.7%, Jola 3.7%, Mandinka 3%, Soninke 1.1%, European and 
Lebanese 1%, other 9.4% 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The population is growing at a rate of 2.56%, and the fertility rate is 4.78 children 

born/woman, which are both much higher than the global average, but comparable to 

the region. Life expectancy is over 58 years, which is one of the highest in sub-

Saharan Africa. Like many African nations, the population is very young; in Senegal 

over two-fifths of the population is under the age of 14. Unemployment currently 

stands at 48% and this could worsen as vast numbers of young people enter the job 

market. The rural population stands at 58%, but with an annual urbanisation rate of 

3.3% those living in large towns and cities will soon outnumber those in rural areas 

(CIA, 2011). The living standards in rural areas are lower, but many migrants find a 

great disparity between the rich and poor, especially in Dakar, and shantytowns are 

growing at an increasing rate (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011). High unemployment 

has resulted in many Senegalese fleeing to Europe, some on boats to the Canary 

Islands, others first crossing the Sahara towards mainland Europe.  

Islam is the predominant religion of Senegal, practised by 94% of the population 

through groups known as Muslim brotherhoods: the Qadiri, Tijani and the Mourides. 

Marabouts – spiritual leaders – feature prominently and play an important role in 

maintaining the status quo (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011). Just 5% of the 

population are Christian, mainly Roman Catholic, and the remaining fraction practise 

indigenous beliefs.  

There is a high risk of infection of food or waterborne diseases (bacterial and 

protozoal diarrhoea, hepatitis A and typhoid fever); vector-borne diseases (malaria, 

Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever, dengue fever, Rift Valley fever and yellow 

fever); water contact diseases (schistosomiasis); respiratory diseases (meningococcal 

meningitis); and animal contact disease (rabies) (CIA, 2011). Malaria is the primary 

cause of death by infectious disease, and there has been a resurgence of tuberculosis 

in recent years, however, polio has almost been eliminated. Senegal has a very low 

rate of HIV infection (0.9%, compared to 25.9% in Swaziland and an average of 6.1% 

in Sub-Saharan Africa) (CIA, 2011). This is thanks to a conscious effort of the 

Senegalese government, combined with strong support from Muslim leaders who 

promote the government’s policy of condom use and openly discuss the disease 

during Friday prayer. 
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Senegal relies heavily on donor assistance, and is part of the IMF’s Highly Indebted 

Poor Countries (HIPC) debt relief programme, through which two thirds of the 

country’s bilateral, multilateral and private sector debt was eradicated (CIA, 2011). 

The country’s economic reforms of the mid-1990’s saw real growth in GDP average 

5% annually (1995-2008), this slipped below 2% in 2009 as a result of the global 

economic downturn, but by 2010 had increased to 3.9%. Foreign investment has 

suffered in recent years due to perceptions of corruption (CIA, 2011). 

3.3 Saint Louis district 

The research took place primarily in the region of Saint Louis, where a number of 

towns were visited along the river from Saint Louis in the west stretching to Podor 

262km up river in the east. The map of Senegal (Figure 517) shows the alluvial plain 

and delta of the River Sénégal; the towns Saint Louis, Rosso, Richard Toll, Dagana 

and Podor that were visited over the course of the field research, as well as the two 

dams Diama and Manantali (Barrage du Diama and Barrage du Manantali). 

  

Figure 5 – Map of Senegal illustrating research locations 

                                                

17 Map taken from http://farmlandgrab.org/17464 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3.3.1 Saint Louis region and the Sénégal River basin area 

The region of Saint Louis covers 19,034 sq km and is situated in the northern part of 

Senegal (see the division of regions in Figure 418). It constitutes 10% of the national 

territory and has an estimated population just above 900,000, the majority of whom 

live in rural areas. The province of Saint Louis (Figure 6) is divided into three 

departments: Saint Louis (blue), Dagana (green) and Podor (yellow), which have 

significantly different areas, populations and population densities (Agence Nationale 

de la Statistique et de la Démographie, 2010).   

 

Figure 6 – Province of Saint Louis (Agence Nationale de la Statistique et de la Démographie, 

2010) 

3.3.2 Saint Louis  

Saint Louis, or Ndar in Wolof (pop. 201,315), is the oldest town in Senegal and is 

situated in the northwest of the country, 320 kilometres north of the capital. French 

traders founded Saint Louis in 1659, nearly two hundred years before the birth of 

Dakar. It was the capital of French West Africa until 1902, and the capital of Senegal 

until independence. Whilst it is noted for its colonial heritage, the city has steadily 

declined since losing its capital status; the buildings are slowly crumbling and the 

city’s architectural charm is being lost (Sy, 2005). In 2000, it was designated a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site.  

                                                

18 Map taken from http://www.suertenich.com/html/afriq/afriq.html 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Figure 7 – Map of Saint Louis 

As shown in the plan in Figure 719 the colonial city is located on a small island 

(2000m long and 400m wide) situated in a lagoon formed by the two arms of the 

Sénégal River, which separate it from the other two locations of the city. The island is 

separated from the Atlantic Ocean (Ocean Atlantique on the plan) by a three hundred 

metre wide sand spit, known as the Langue de Barbarie, which is home to the 

communities of Guet Ndar and Ndar Tout. The famous bridge, the Pont Faidherbe, 

connects the island to the mainland communities of Sor, where more than 60% of the 

inhabitants reside (Seck, 2004). 

The city of Saint Louis continues to rapidly expand: many of the newer inhabitants 

are ‘rural to urban’ migrants who left the surrounding countryside during the droughts 

of the early 1970s (Diagne, 2006). The most recently inhabited neighbourhoods built 

on the mainland (from 1960), are built on mud flats and occupy some of the areas 

most susceptible to flooding. 

                                                

19 Map taken from http://www.justmaps.org/maps/africa/senegal/saintlouis.asp 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The population boom has also led to the occupation of the peripheral areas of the old 

town, usually the overflow areas of the river. Apart from the risks associated with 

flooding to the population, overpopulation also damages the environmental balance of 

the river (Seck, 2004). 

The city is situated in a rare type of river mouth, known as a ‘blocked mouth’ 

(Isupova & Mikhailov, 2008) positioned between marshes, the sand spit and the 

Sahel. Figure 8 shows an aerial view of the city encircled by both the Atlantic Ocean 

and the Sénégal River with Sor in the distance, Saint Louis town on the island, and 

the communities of Guet Ndar and Ndar Tout on the Langue de Barbarie in the 

foreground.20 

 

Figure 8 – Aerial view of Saint Louis from the north 

In recent decades, the city of Saint-Louis has suffered greatly from floods due to a 

variety of reasons: the ‘blocked mouth’, the ocean currents and outflow from the river 

the city; waste thrown into the river raising the level of the river bed with no 

dredging; strong winds in September and October causing incessant waves; stressed 

water table; changed river bed due to decades of drought and reduced expansion 

                                                

20 Image taken from http://www.senegalaisement.com/ 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zones due to uncontrolled urbanisation (Seck, 2004). In addition, UN Habitat labelled 

Saint Louis as the city most at risk of sea level rise in all of Africa (BBC News, 

2008). 

A government initiative to alleviate flooding by creating an artificial channel in the 

Langue de Barbarie in 2003, whilst improving flood levels on the island, has created 

more significant and irreparable problems elsewhere: the community of Guet Ndar is 

undergoing severe coastal erosion (see Figure 16 and Error! Reference source not 

found. in Section 4.2.3) and some island communities in the region have all but been 

destroyed (see Section 4.2.1). In addition, the mangroves that serve as a refuge and 

breeding ground for fish, turtles and many species of birds will likely be destroyed; 

and fresh water has become too saline, threatening drinking supplies and ecosystems 

(Seck, 2004).  

3.3.3 Rosso 

Rosso (pop. 12,176) is the region’s primary border crossing between Mauritania and 

Senegal, and lies approximately 100km (by road) east of Saint Louis. The town is 

built up around border services, the boat ferrying travellers across the river and has 

settlements on both the Senegalese and Mauritanian sides, known as Rosso-Senegal 

and Rosso-Mauritania, respectively. 

3.3.4 Richard Toll 

Richard Toll (pop. 54,605) lies on the south bank of the river Sénégal, 120km 

kilometres east of Saint Louis. The town’s name means ‘Richard’s Garden’ and was 

named after the botanist Jean Michel Claude Richard, who developed an experimental 

garden in the park of the Chateau de Baron Roger, experimenting with European plant 

varieties’ adaptability and irrigation techniques. The town's main industry is sugar; 

the Compagnie Sucrière Sénégalaise (CSS), founded in 1972, grows, processes, 

refines and commercialises the sugar and employs roughly 5,000 employees, of which 

2,000 are seasonal (Ndiaye, 2007). 

3.3.5 Dagana 

Dagana (pop. 23,456) is the primary town of the Dagana district, and the former 

ancient capital of Waalo. Thanks to its position on the river, Dagana, like Podor, was 
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an important commercial centre during the colonial era, especially with regards to the 

trading of gum Arabic. Its docks are still in existence today (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9 – Dagana docks 

The town’s economy is based on fishing and irrigational agriculture. The biggest 

contributor to the local economy is SOCAS, a canning company which produces 

tomato concentrate that is sold all over the country, but buys raw ingredients from 

small, independent farmers. 

3.3.6 Podor 

Podor (pop. 12,503), the northernmost town in Senegal, is situated on Morfil 

Island, between the Sénégal River and Doué River, 262km from Saint Louis. It is 

home to a ruined French fort, built in 1854 as a centre for gold trading, and for many 

years was an important trading town. Podor is particularly noted for its dryness and 

heat between November and May (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011).  

3.3.7 Senegal River settlements 

There are numerous small settlements along the Sénégal River inhabited by different 

ethnic groups, such as the Tukulor (Error! Reference source not found.), the Moors 

(Figure 10) and the Fulani (Figure 11).  
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Figure 10 – Fulani woman (l) and Moorish children (r) 

 

Figure 11 – Young Fulani women 
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The Tukulor (and Moors) live in banko (mudbrick) huts (Kane, 2009) that are 

designed with the local climate in mind (Figure 12). They maintain a pleasant 

temperature indoors, due to the material and small windows that allow natural cooling 

with the breeze (Figure 13). Any damage due to heavy rain is easily repaired.  

 

Figure 12 – Tukulor settlement on Sénégal River 

 

Figure 13 – Tukulor villagers in front of typically constructed home 

The Fulani tribe are nomadic pastoralists who live in domed straw housing (Figure 

14) that can easily be dismantled and relocated at short notice. Figure 15 shows how 

the homes are constructed.  
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Figure 14 – Fulani village 

 

Figure 15 – Fulani home in construction 

3.3.8 The Sénégal River and the Djama and Manantali Dams 

The 1800km Sénégal River rises in Guinea, traverses northwest through Mali, and 

then west towards the Atlantic Ocean where 830km of the river forms the border 

between Senegal and Mauritania (UNESCO, 2009). Its drainage basin of 483,181 sq 

km incorporates land from the riparian states of Mali, Mauritania, Guinea and 
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Senegal. The alluvial valley between Bakel and Dagana is the prime agricultural area, 

and subsequently, the most densely populated. 

The lower reaches of the Sénégal River were previously subject to the intense impact 

of tides and seawater. The river has a very slight gradient and during the dry season, 

saltwater would intrude beyond Podor – over 330km upstream (Mikhailov & Isupova, 

2008). The Diama Dam21, situated in the delta 50km inland, was constructed in 1986, 

to block seawater intrusion and thereby protect water and irrigation wells, and 

increases the level of the river upstream, creating reserves that enable irrigation and 

double cropping. Previous to the construction of the dam, large-scale agriculture was 

virtually impossible due to saline soils (Badji, 2010); today the dam allows floodwater 

out of its sluice gates as well as preventing the encroachment of salt water.  

 

The Manantali Dam and reservoir were constructed in 1988 on the Bafing River, one 

of the tributaries of the Sénégal River (Mikhailov & Isupova, 2008). It was built to 

attenuate extreme floods, to generate electricity and store water in the wet season to 

augment dry-season flow for the benefit of irrigation and navigation through partial 

flow regulation (UNESCO, 2009). The construction of the dams created an additional 

240,000 hectares of land that can be irrigated on the Senegalese side of the river. 

However, recessional agriculture has decreased to 50,000 hectares as the Manantali 

dam prevents flooding of the natural floodplain (Ndiaye, 2007).  

 

These dams have significantly improved the supply of fresh water in the region and 

the constant flow of water facilitates year-round navigation (Britannica Encyclopaedia 

, 2011). However, there have been a number of negative side effects. The aquatic 

ecology of the region has altered from salty/brackish to freshwater. Many ecosystems 

have degraded and the functioning of wetland ecosystems has been disrupted, as they 

are no longer flooded. There has been an increase of water-borne diseases, 

eutrophication due to low oxygenation and agricultural runoff, and bank erosion due 

to overgrazing and land conversion (UNESCO, 2009). The region above the dam now 

suffers from an invasion of river reeds, which increase eutrophication and impede 

access for the local communities. There has been a steady decline in the amount of 

                                                

21 The location of the two dams can be seen in Figure 5 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fish caught, which after agriculture is the most significant contributor to the local 

economies; this could be a result of the change in salinity, proliferation of reeds and 

the ability of fish to migration upstream (Badji, 2010) (UNESCO, 2009). 
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4 Research 

4.1 Research Methods 

The original project, as proposed by the Red Cross / Red Crescent Climate Centre, 

was to research the links between climate forecasts and the decision-making process 

of humanitarian organisations, in order to facilitate a shift from reactive to pre-

emptive or preventive action within the field of disaster risk management. The initial 

research aim was to use this information to set the foundations for and develop an 

operational multi-hazard Early Warning/Early Action initiative22.  

This initiative was to be accomplished using system dynamics (see 4.3.2) and aimed 

to develop a dynamic simulation tool, using the modelling tool STELLA®. The 

model would utilise scientific forecast information to help humanitarian actors decide 

when it was necessary to pre-emptively address disasters through the mobilisation of 

relief items, such as tents. Alert thresholds were to be defined in terms of magnitude, 

probability and lead time of the forecasted event, as well as addressing any other 

challenges and opportunities to rendering linking information with decisions.  

The study was to focus specifically on the extremely vulnerable island community of 

Doune Baba Dieye (DBD), close to Saint Louis in northern Senegal. If appropriate, 

the dynamic simulation model could later be modified to be used in other ‘at risk’ 

locations and would be relevant in addressing a variety of hazards such as flooding, 

rainfall deficits and strong winds.  

It was hoped that the tool would enable stakeholders to understand the importance of 

preventive action, not only as a way to reduce suffering, but also as a means to reduce 
                                                

22 Early Warning/Early Action is an IFRC initiative that promotes taking humanitarian action 
before a disaster or health emergency happens, using available scientific information and is 
investing in “peoplecentred early warning systems so that their early action (preparedness and 
mitigation/prevention) are suited to face the rising risks of extreme weather events as a result of 
climate change” (IFRC (b), 2008, p. 1). 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the financial burden on humanitarian actors, governments and most importantly the 

communities themselves. Furthermore, it would encourage a move towards the 

designing of user-friendly forecasts23, and forecast-based decisions.  

The direction of the research changed substantially on account of insight gained 

during the early stages of the main field research trip in April 2010. Information that 

came to light during this period showed that some of the initial assumptions were 

either erroneous or inapplicable.24 The research continued within the same field, but 

with fundamental changes to the hypotheses and the overall aim. In addition, the 

geographical focus widened to include the entire region of Saint Louis, instead of one 

isolated island community, as the situation in Doune Baba Dieye had deteriorated so 

much it was deemed unsafe and irreparable.  

The overall aim of understanding the consequences of inaction in order to illustrate 

the benefits of preventive action in the context of weather-related disasters remained, 

but instead of focusing on the link between forecasts and actions (i.e. the long-

distance mobilisation of relief items like tents), a broader and more long-term 

approach was adopted that sought to understand the various components of 

vulnerability, which are both a result of and contributor to ‘disasters’. Furthermore, 

the research wanted to highlight that the inaction of stakeholders prior to the event, 

and inability to effectively respond after the event, results in the compounding of the 

negative repercussions over time, producing ‘cumulative vulnerability’. As 

vulnerability increases the likelihood of a weather-event becoming a disaster, 

understanding what the contributing factors are allows for stakeholders to assess 

which are possible points of intervention and which of these might be the most 

feasible and effective in the long-run. 

The research continued to use system dynamics as the methodology, the suitability of 

which will be described in 4.3.4. By mapping out the various factors that increase 

vulnerability in the Saint Louis region and identifying possible breaking points, it is 

hoped that stakeholders can more effectively allocate funds ahead of disasters to 

                                                

23 The forecasts released by meteorological bodies are often incomprehensible to humanitarian 
practitioners, who do not know how to interpret the data into action. 
24 This will be discussed at greater length in Section 6.1 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alleviate suffering and build resilience, and ultimately address the issues of 

vulnerability in the long-term.  

4.2 Field Research 

4.2.1 Exploratory Field Trip and workshop (December 2009) 

Between 1-4 December 2009, the Red Cross/Red Crescent Climate Centre, the 

Senegalese Red Cross and PhD candidate Arame Tall held an innovative25 workshop 

in Saint Louis bringing together approximately 40 stakeholders from local, national, 

regional and international Red Cross offices, community members from Doune Baba 

Dieye, and scientists in the fields of meteorology, climate, hydrology etc. The purpose 

of the workshop was to explore the ways in which science could support people at 

risk, through innovative collaboration without traditional hierarchies and disconnects 

between scientists and practitioners. This was achieved through small group 

discussions and interactive games about decision-making (Suarez & Tall, 2010). 

On the final day of the workshop, the participants had the opportunity to visit the 

community of Doune Baba Dieye, the original study site for this thesis, and home to 

some of the community leaders attending the workshop. DBD, an island 7 km south 

of Saint Louis, was a prosperous farming and fishing community with strong market 

ties to the region. However, a government-sanctioned project to alleviate flooding in 

Saint Louis, by creating a breach in the Langue de Barbarie, has had devastating 

consequences for the community.26 The island was more than 300 hectares in 2003, 

but through erosion has been reduced to 70 hectares. According to the village chief 

(see photo in Figure 19)27, a total of twenty-two houses have been destroyed due to 

violent sea storms, the remaining land has become to salty for agriculture and the 

lagoon is no longer protected from the ocean and has become dangerous for fishing 

and passenger boats to navigate. Since 2003, he claimed that 147 people had lost their 

lives due to the breach in the Langue du Barbarie. 

                                                

25 Innovative in the sense that it brought together scientists and community members that do not 
communicate, yet have much to learn and understand from each other.  
26 The Langue de Barbarie had previously served as a protecting buffer to the island.  
27 Interview was conducted on April 30, 2010, and the figures quoted are as relayed on that date. 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At the field trip, members of the island community shared their experiences and 

questions with the humanitarian practitioners and scientists, who in turn shared the 

outcomes of the workshop. (Photos to follow) Various games helped to facilitate 

discussions and at the end of the field trip the community made two requests: a 

science-based warning that would alert them of incoming coastal or riverine flooding, 

and a place to resettle when they eventually evacuate the island (Suarez & Tall, 

2010). 

4.2.2 Preliminary Research (Jan –April 2010)  

The System Dynamics Group at the Sloan School of Management at MIT offered a 

class in the Spring of 2010: ‘Applications of System Dynamics: Global Challenges’ 

that gave students the opportunity to explore how system dynamics can help 

organisations achieve important goals and address real global challenges with clients 

such as the Joint Task Force in Haiti, GlobalGiving and the Gates Foundation.  

Student teams paired with clients to try to solve a pressing issue framed by the client 

and its partners. Yohann Lee, a Masters student at the John F. Kennedy School of 

Government, Harvard University, David Quinn, a PhD candidate at MIT and 

Charlotte Ólöf Jónsdóttir Biering, a Masters student at the University of Iceland 

formed the ‘Towards an SMS-based flood warning system for the Senegal Red Cross’ 

team, which was to build on the December workshop in Saint Louis. The project’s 

premise was that “Vulnerable people often suffer and die due to entirely predictable 

natural hazards”. The Red Cross / Red Crescent Climate Centre wanted to develop a 

system dynamics approach to help forecasters, humanitarian workers and 

communities at risk to use available science and technology for saving lives in 

Senegal through pre-disaster actions and hoped to launch a prototype by the start of 

the rainy season in June 2010 (Suarez & Sastry, 2010).  

The team met or skyped regularly with their client Pablo Suarez PhD.,28 to discuss 

background, causal loop diagrams and the parameters of the model. Suarez wanted to 

show how knowledge could reduce the loss of life during disasters and stressed that in 

order to link science-based forecasts with humanitarian decisions it is essential to 

                                                

28 Associate Director of Programmes, Red Cross / Red Crescent Climate Centre 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understand the different elements and interactions in this complex challenge, such as 

natural hazards, vulnerable communities, and decisions at various temporal and 

geographic scales. He hoped a system dynamics model could help to understand: how 

to effectively manage stocks and flows of relief items, disaster management staff, and 

possibly information; feedback loops affecting people’s trust in early warnings, the 

Red Cross’ ability to turn information into action, donor response to emergency 

appeals, and other aspects of the problem; and crucial aspects of the early warning 

system that need additional research in order to improve the Red Cross’ plans and 

operations in the near future through sensitivity analysis. Suarez also suggested that 

the model should focus on tents as the relief item to be measured.  

Suarez addressed the whole class on the details of the project as well as other ways 

that he hoped academia and the work of the Red Cross could be linked. The team was 

also expected to present their progress to the class on a regular basis, which allowed 

for feedback from other students.  

The models were created with some background research on Senegal by the team 

using reports and papers provided by Pablo Suarez, as well as from information 

gathered at the December workshop. However, the data used in the model was based 

on informed speculation, due to the geographic and time constraints of the project. 

The final model was focused on humanitarian logistics, with a strong emphasis on 

resource availability and decision-making. The causal loop diagram from the MIT 

group can be seen in Appendix A. 

The original aim of the research was to build on the models created by the team at 

MIT, adding real data and modifying parameters. This would be done with the more 

detailed information gathered during the main field trip to Senegal. In order to prepare 

for the trip in April, a significant amount of desk research was carried out in order to 

further comprehend the complexities of humanitarian response, the structure of the 

IFRC and the National Societies and to acquire an in-depth understanding of 

vulnerability with particular attention given to disaster risk reduction. 

4.2.3 Field Research (April – May 2010) 

In February 2010, the Senegalese Red Cross had relayed devastating reports from 

Doune Baba Dieye; over two nights the island was battered by severe storms and a 
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total of nine houses collapsed and a number of inhabitants died, swept into the ocean 

in their sleep. In mid-April, just days before the field research was to begin, a group 

from the Red Cross Climate Centre travelled to the case site to assess how the 

situation had progressed since December. 

 

It became clear that it would not be safe to conduct the research on Doune Baba 

Dieye. Not only is the island physically and technologically isolated, but the situation 

had progressed to the point that the only reasonable solution was to relocate the 

remaining community members to the mainland.29 As the decision to abandon the 

study site was made only days before the research was due to begin, identifying a new 

location was necessary. As a great deal of information had already been gathered 

about the Saint Louis region – where DBD is located – it was sensible to continue 

with the same regional focus.  

 

As the model was meant to be transferrable to other localities, thanks to the universal 

parameters of disasters and humanitarian response, it didn’t seem problematic to 

instead find data for the model by shifting the research to Saint Louis and the 

surrounding area, which also suffers from flooding and insufficient disaster response. 

 

Before travelling to the north of Senegal, a number of informal interviews were 

conducted with IFRC personnel at the headquarters in Dakar. These conversations 

were intended to give a better understanding of disaster response practises in Senegal, 

as well as West and Central Africa, which until April 2010, was under the auspices of 

the headquarters in Dakar. They also served to shed light on the complex hierarchies 

of the IFRC and the national societies, as well as an opportunity to voice grievances 

that would help to identify key areas that could be assessed through the course of the 

research. The two members of staff that were spoken to, Youcef Ait-Chellouche, the 

Disaster Management Coordinator for the West & Central African Zone (WCAZ) and 

Terry Carney, the Relationship/Resource Mobilisation Coordinator for WCAZ, are 

both no longer working with the IFRC.  

                                                

29 Despite assurances from the Minister of the Environment in 2008, and the Mayor of Saint Louis 
in 2010, to resettle the remaining inhabitants, as yet, nothing has been done. The only assistance 
the island has received is two tonnes of rice from the University of Gaston‐Berger in Saint Louis, 
and solar/wind radios to allow the islanders to listen to the weather forecast. 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After the initial few days in Dakar, it was necessary to travel north to gather primary 

data required for the foundation of the research, albeit knowing this would be in a 

broader location. The early stages of the research were facilitated thanks to 

relationships that had been maintained with contacts made at the 2009 workshop. 

Sheikh Sady Mane, the director of the Senegalese Red Cross in Saint Louis, helped to 

arrange meetings and excursions with a number of Red Cross volunteers, employees 

and partners. The week (April 28 – May 8) was primarily spent visiting various 

neighbourhoods that suffer from flooding or coastal erosion, as well as a trip to assess 

the damage at Doune Baba Dieye and meet the community once more.  

 

 
Figure 16 – Coastal Erosion in Guet Ndar 

 

The first field trip, on Thursday, April 29, was to visit the neighbourhood of Guet 

Ndar (the different neighbourhoods are visible in Figure 7) with two Red Cross 

volunteers, followed by a visit to DBD the following morning. A second, more 

extensive field trip to Guet Ndar, organised independently of the Red Cross, took 

place on Monday, May 3, with Lamine Diop, the son of Guet Ndar’s village chief 

serving as guide.  
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Figure 17 - Guet Ndar home collapsing into ocean 

 

On Tuesday May 4, a trip was arranged with two young Red Cross volunteers: 

XlDeye Khady Diagne and Penda Camera to Diaminar, a neighbourhood on the 

outskirts of Saint Louis that floods annually. Here it became glaringly obvious in 

asking questions about climate forecasts, flood response and tents that there were 

consequential flaws in the initial premise, which will be discussed in detail in the 

results and discussion chapter.  

 

Although the information fundamentally changed the research and the showed the 

original model concept would not work, it revealed a thought-provoking perspective 

on disaster preparation and response that would not have been reached through desk 

research alone. The resulting change of direction required a new approach to the field 

research, but due to time constraints there was little time for preparation. As the 

preliminary desk research had been completed on flooding, vulnerability, and the 

Saint Louis district, it seemed pragmatic to capitalise on being in the region, and to 
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continue gathering as much information as possible within the timeframe available to 

build a clearer picture.  

 

On Wednesday May 5, an informal meeting was held with the Captain Yoro Ndiaye, 

of Saint Louis’ fire service, which plays a crucial role in flood response, who was able 

to provide insight into the technical difficulties the city faces with flooding, as well as 

providing some maps of the region and of Saint Louis. Sheikh Sady Mane scheduled 

an excursion to the Red Cross office in Rosso-Senegal, and the Red Cross regional 

headquarters, the fire department and the Spanish Red Cross office in Richard Toll on 

Thursday May 6, where interviews were conducted with Khayar Back, the head of the 

Rosso Red Cross office; Ibrahima Fall, operational director of the Region of Saint 

Louis; and Deputy Chief of the emergency services in Richard Toll, Fomane Dione. 

During the time in Saint Louis, a number of other informal conversations were had 

with residents of the city that gave varying accounts of flooding and vulnerability in 

the region. The Red Cross staff semi-structured, informal interviews were conducted 

with a set of questions about flooding frequency, consequences and response as a 

guideline, but the interviewees often added other insights outside of the informal 

structure. 

 

The remaining week of the time in the Saint Louis region was spent aboard the Bou 

El Mogdad, a historic ship that brought trade and connected villages between the 

1950s and 1980s. The boat’s services were discontinued during the construction of the 

Diama dam, but it was reintroduced in 2005 as a tourist cruise liner (Kane, 2009).  

Without private means of transportation, the Bou El Mogdad is the only way to 

traverse the Senegal River, and allows for a distinct perspective of the lives of the 

communities who live along the banks. The boat cruise takes six days from Podor, 

and the route and stops at Dagana, Richard Toll, Diama Dam, the National Djoud 

Bird Reserve and a number of small settlements, many of which can be seen in Figure 

5. This trip enabled access to Podor, situated 300km upstream, as well as the smaller 

villages along the bank of the Senegal River. During the time upstream, Moctar Gaye, 

head of the Red Cross in Podor, as well as Ansoumana Badji, the guide on the Bou 

were interviewed.  
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Figure 18 – The Bou el Mogdad on the Sénégal River 

These interviews were quite informal and attempted to cover a broad range of issues 

in order to build a clearer picture of the situation from the perspective of the 

stakeholders in various locations throughout the region. Whilst the interviews were 

informal and unstructured, the information gathered had great significance for the 

research, and offered some insight into disaster risk reduction in the region. The 

wealth of information gathered from various Red Cross staff and other stakeholders, 

confirmed the earlier assumption that the research would need to be modified, as the 

initial assumptions were repeatedly confirmed to be inapplicable within the region. 

 

Once back in Dakar, it was possible to arrange a meeting with Khady Diagne, one of 

the leading experts in risk reduction in Saint Louis, who authored a number of papers 

that formed the initial understanding of flooding issues in the region and supported 

the foundation of the research. She works for the NGO ENDA Tiers Monde and is 

involved in Africa’s Urban Risk Analysis Network (AURAN). Her and her colleagues 

verified the information that had been gathered in the north and furthermore, were 

able to offer bleak insights into the region’s future from a more academic standpoint. 

They also contributed a great deal of information about current practices with regards 

to flooding and waste removal.  

 

At the Dakar IFRC office, Momodou Lamin Fye had taken over as the director, and as 

Regional Representative for the Sahel. He was debriefed on the research that had 
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taken place in Saint Louis and offered up his own experiences from other projects he 

had been involved in on the continent, as well as within the Sahel region.  

 

The purpose of the conversations and interviews in Senegal was to build up a picture 

of vulnerability and flooding in the Saint Louis region. Despite the change in 

direction, the information gathered created a firm foundation of understanding on 

which further research could expand. The experiences shared were invaluable and 

added depth to the research that would not have been achieved from desk research 

alone. In addition, the tenacity and dedication shown by many Senegalese Red Cross 

staff and volunteers, and the hospitality and grace shown by many in the local 

communities gave not only a deeper understanding of cultural nuances, but by adding 

a human dimension to the research created motivation to identify solutions.  

 

It was the information gathered during the course of the time in Senegal that informed 

the technical research, which will be discussed in Section 4.3. The causal loop 

diagrams were based partly on preliminary research, but primarily on information 

gathered during field research. These diagrams then helped to develop the System 

Dynamic model.  

4.2.4 Subsequent Research 

Immediately after the trip to Senegal, the primary task was to digest the information 

that had been gathered over the previous month. This was essential as the information 

greatly differed from the expected outcomes. The research then began building on the 

insights gained during the field research in the Saint Louis region and became more 

focused on the erosive capacity of small-scale disasters and the potential long-term 

effects of inaction. Over the next few months, a great deal of research was carried out 

on the humanitarian system and funding mechanisms, which benefitted from the 

opportunity to attend two conferences at the United Nations Headquarters in New 

York City: the OCHA Consolidated Appeals Mid-Year Review and the ECOSOC 

Humanitarian Segment. These two meetings addressed the issues of disaster response 

from the perspective of the donors, which highlighted the total inadequacy of funds 

facing the humanitarian system, even when dealing with high profile, catastrophic 

disasters like Haiti. Once the information had been processed and the parameters of 
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the subject matter narrowed, it helped inform the technical research. This will be 

discussed in greater detail below.   

4.3 Systems Thinking 

‘Systems thinking’ is a methodology that helps the understanding of how various 

elements of a system interact with each other, or other systems, as opposed to more 

traditional analysis methodology that looks at the individual components of a system 

in isolation. Dynamic systems cannot be viewed purely as linear ‘cause and effect’, 

but instead as cyclical with internal and external feedbacks. Broadening the scope of 

analysis, especially of complex issues, facilitates the identification of unintended 

consequences and allows them to be more effectively addressed. This holistic 

approach to problem solving is ideal for comprehending the multi-faceted nature of 

vulnerability and disasters, and will hopefully shed light on points of intervention for 

humanitarian actors.  

 

‘Systems thinking’ allows the user to better understand the different components of a 

system, to see their interconnections, to ask “what if?” questions about possible future 

behaviours, and to be creative about system redesign (Meadows, 2007). 

 

There are two concepts imbedded within systems thinking: ‘systems analysis’ and 

‘systems dynamics’. ‘Systems analysis’ is the process in which the structure of a 

system is visually mapped out, giving insight into the various components, feedback 

relationships and causalities. ‘System dynamics’ is the technical progression from 

‘systems analysis’; it is a mathematical representation of the visual map created 

through systems analysis. Through ‘system dynamics’ it is possible to recreate and 

understand the system and its feedbacks, as well as explore dynamic responses to 

changes within the system (Haraldsson, 2004). 

4.3.1 Causal Loop Diagrams  

The model structure created in ‘systems thinking’ is mapped using Causal Loop 

Diagrams (CLD). This is a technique to illustrate feedback, or causality, at work 

within a system; it is often used as foundational tool in System Dynamics as a way to 

identify and visually display intricate processes and root causes (Rozdilsky & 
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Schultink, 2008). It avoids looking at problems as linear and takes into account of the 

interconnected and dynamic nature of the world. One of the components of system 

dynamic modelling is reinforcing or balancing feedback loops; CLD are a visual 

representation of these causalities and show how the feedback loops cause the system 

to behave in a certain way. CLDs also help understand to what extent the system 

interacts with other systems (Haraldsson, 2004). 

CLD are used within systems thinking as diagrams that connect variables, but do not 

indicate the exact manner or level at which they interact.  

4.3.2 System Dynamics 

System dynamics (SD) is a method of analysis used in understanding the dynamic 

behaviour of complex systems over time and helps to simulate possible outcomes of 

future scenarios (Hannon & Ruth, 2001). It was first developed in the 1960s by Jay 

Forrester, a professor at MIT’s Sloan School of Management, as a methodology for 

complex problem solving, with simulation and analysis development (Stapelberg, 

n/a). SD is a powerful methodology and computer simulation modelling technique 

that helps in the framing, understanding, and discussing of complex issues.  

 

When modelling using the system dynamics paradigm, it is necessary to first describe 

the main system components and their interactions. The main components within SD 

are: stocks, flows, converters, and feedback loops. Stocks illustrate the state of the 

system at any given time, and are subject to increase or decrease; flows are either 

input or output rates that change the state of the stocks; converters define variables or 

mathematical combinations of variables within the model; and feedback loops are 

structures that cause the system to behave in a certain way, and can be either 

reinforcing or balancing. Causal loop diagrams visually represent these feedback 

loops and illustrate the chain of causality (Quinn, 2008).  

Initially, it is preferable to develop a simple prototype of the system – illustrating the 

most important stocks and flows and their inter-relationships.  Subsequently, the data 

is collected, incorporated and a fully functional model is implemented.  Finally the 

model is verified and simulations performed. Various graphical programming 

languages are available that are specifically designed to facilitate the modelling of 
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nonlinear, dynamic systems. This project will use one of the most versatile of these 

languages - the graphical programming language STELLA®. 

4.3.3 Importance of Fieldwork and Stakeholder Engagement 

Whilst a great deal can be achieved through deskwork, a strong case can be made for 

field research – the limitations of ‘ivory tower’ and disconnect between theory and 

practice will be expanded upon in the Discussion chapter.  

In ‘systems thinking’ methodology, stakeholder engagement is an invaluable 

component of the process. When ‘systems thinking’ is used to understand a problem, 

not only do stakeholders have a deep understanding of the symptoms created by the 

problem in question, but also they offer insight through their different viewpoints and 

help identify hidden links or causalities. It is also beneficial to include a wide variety 

of stakeholders, so as not to encounter homogeneity of ideals and understandings.  

For this particular research, there was only one significant opportunity for fieldwork, 

which came prior the technical analysis. Consequently, the fieldwork and stakeholder 

engagement formed the foundation of the systems thinking, however there was no 

opportunity to build and use the final model in collaboration with the affected 

stakeholders. That said, the input of the stakeholders and the depth of knowledge 

gained from the field research was essential to the creation of the causal loop 

diagrams and the system dynamic model.  

4.3.4 Benefits of systems thinking 

As the problems being addressed by this research – vulnerability and flooding – are 

multifaceted, non-linear and complex, systems thinking is an ideal methodology to 

use in assessing the crucial points within their systems and in understanding their 

cause and effect relationships. It is hoped that the designing of a model using system 

dynamics will facilitate coherent understanding of the interplay between the various 

facets of disasters and vulnerability and will assist in identifying tipping points within 

a complex system, that can be used to leverage effective action to alleviate suffering.  

After mapping the causal relationships between disaster, risk and vulnerability, each 

component could then be expanded to identify additional components to the system. 
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The visual representation of the relationships within these complex fields is a 

powerful technique to clarify the various facets of the problem, and highlights the 

importance of a holistic overview. 

The causal loop diagrams also help indicate which variables impact the system most, 

which allows for the identification of intervention and breaking points. The diagrams 

can also be used as evidence for increased funding for disaster risk reduction and 

preventative action, a tool to determine where improvements can be made in disaster 

training and as a way to highlight the interconnectedness of the development process 

and humanitarian concerns.  

The model is an extension of the causal loop diagrams; the CLDs are theoretical and 

look more to causalities, the model is a mathematical representation that can be 

manipulated to simulate past or future changes in the system. As such, it is a useful 

tool to use with stakeholders, policy makers, etc, as they can see hypothetical 

outcomes to decisions they might make.  

‘Systems thinking’ was chosen as the methodology for this research as it is a 

powerful, visual tool that resonates with many people and can effectively illustrate 

complex processes and systems. Furthermore, as ‘fragility’ is such a significant part 

of what vulnerability symbolises, it is essential to understand the causal relationships 

of all its components, so as not to push the system into a place from which it cannot 

return. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Field Research  

5.1.1 Field Research Methods 

Through deskwork, the preliminary research built a theoretical foundation on which 

the fieldwork expanded using empirical, qualitative methods: informal, semi-

structured interviews, collective discussions and stakeholder observation.  

Due to the sudden change of direction of the research, as discussed in Section 4.2.3, 

the scope and spatial distribution of the interviews was broadened in order to help 

build a comprehensive picture of vulnerability and flooding in the Saint Louis region. 

The research continued with a focus on the overarching themes of vulnerability, 

flooding and disaster management, as these had formed the foundation of the 

deskwork.   

The majority of information was gathered through a series of informal, semi-

structured interviews. Questions about flooding in the region, health and financial 

consequences, and disaster response were asked to the interviewees in French, and 

notes were taken recording their answers. The interviews allowed for diversion from 

the questions within the thematic framework.  

As the research direction changed, none of the interviews had been scheduled, nor 

interviewees selected prior to the fieldwork. As a consequence, the interview process 

was quite organic. One existing Red Cross contact was based in Saint Louis (Sady 

Mane), and it was through him that introductions to the other Red Cross staff and 

volunteers were made.  
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Additional information was received through informal conversations with members of 

the community30 who were encountered over the course of the field research. Eight 

interviews were conducted, six with Red Cross staff and one with a local tour guide, 

and another with Khady Diagne and her colleagues in Dakar. With the interviews at 

the various Red Cross headquarters other staff and volunteers were often present, and 

at times the interview became more of a collective conversation. In addition, thirteen 

informal conversations took place. The people with whom these took place were local 

community members who wanted to talk about flooding, shelter and preparedness. 

Although they were not hand selected, they ultimately represented a broad cross-

section of people in Saint Louis. The interviews were taken primarily in Saint Louis 

and other small urban centres in the region.31 

The notes from the interviews and informal conversations were written up in greater 

detail after the meetings took place. In addition, a personal journal with observations 

about Saint Louis culture, society and politics was kept for the duration of the trip. 

After the fieldwork had concluded, the notes from the interviews and conversations, 

as well as details from the journal, were analysed and divided thematically. The 

information in section 5.1 has been consolidated from this qualitative data, and should 

help clarify why the change of direction was necessary, as well as build a solid 

foundation for understanding the argument of this paper.  

5.1.2 Original Research Site 

Even though it was known prior to travelling north to the Saint Louis region that the 

original research site was no longer viable, a trip was nonetheless made to Doune 

Baba Dieye, where the village chief (Figure 19) was interviewed. As discussed in 

Section 4.2.1, the situation had rapidly deteriorated over the previous months; the 

destruction of the homes of many inhabitants was apparent even before the boat 

moored on the shore, as is apparent in Figure 20.  

                                                

30  Though  the  informal  interviewees  were  chosen  purely  on  the  basis  of  people  who  were 
encountered  and  willing  to  talk,  they  inadvertently  represented  a  broad  cross‐section  of  the 
community: a middle‐class  teenage schoolboy,  the grown up son of a village chief, a prominent 
local lawyer and political figure, a secondary school teacher, a tour guide, a member of Baye Fall  
(a Senegalese Muslim movement, where followers show dedication to god through hard manual 
labour, often construction) and a couple of fire chiefs at the local fire departments.  
31 Rosso, Richard Toll and Podor 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The island’s problems had 

been created in part due to 

the decision to create the 

breach in the Langue de 

Barbarie. The increased 

exposure to climate events 

has pushed the island to an 

irreversibly vulnerable state. 

The community said that 

agriculture was no longer an 

option as the soil was too 

saline; the ocean was so rough that boat trips and fishing were dangerous; homes were 

collapsing into the water and children were being washed away by sea swells in the 

middle of the night. Figure 20 and Figure 21 give some indication of the situation on 

the island.  

 

Figure 20 – Severe coastal erosion in Doune Baba Dieye 

           Figure 19 – Village chief of Doune Baba Dieye 
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Figure 21 – Destroyed homes in Doune Baba Dieye 

Though DBD was no longer part of the research area, the visit provided insight into 

the consequences of inaction in communities that are exposed repeatedly to climate 

events. In addition, it helped build an understanding of the interaction and 

repercussions between different components of vulnerability, which will be discussed 

in more detail in the following chapter.  

5.1.3 Vulnerability in the Saint Louis Region 

Whilst the region of Saint Louis is not as physically or economically fragile as other 

parts of West Africa, it nevertheless has an interesting history of vulnerability. As 

discussed in section 2.2.2, vulnerability stems from three factors: physical fragility or 

‘exposure’, socio-economic fragility and a lack of resilience: all three of these 

factors come into play in the region. The physical fragility in the region was 

immediately apparent in its propensity to flood. Socio-economic fragility (the 

likelihood of suffering adverse conditions due to marginalisation and poor conditions 

attributable to both social and economic factors) was also obvious, as is a lack of 

resilience (the inability to respond to a hazard and the incapacity to absorb shocks 

through lack of access to resources). These three components will be discussed in 

further detail below.  
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5.1.2.1 Physical Fragility 

Physical fragility or ‘exposure’ is the likelihood that a community will be affected by 

a hazard due to its geographic location and/or a lack of physical resistance to deal 

with the ramifications of a hazard, in this case flooding.  

The Saint Louis region lies primarily in the Sahelian climactic zone, which receives 

around 360mm of rainfall during July, August and September (section 3.2.2). Whilst 

this is much less than other regions, it still causes flooding on an annual basis. Purely 

by living in this region, people are exposed to rain that falls in significantly large 

enough volumes to cause flooding. This is because the rain often falls in short but 

heavy showers, combined with the inability of the catchment area to sufficiently drain 

the water. In addition, there is documented desertification in the northern region of the 

country that increases physical vulnerability. 

The physical fragility of the region has a great deal to do with the location of the 

communities in which people live. During the well-documented droughts of the 1970s 

and 1980s, a rural to urban exodus occurred in the Sahel region. With agricultural 

land no longer productive, families were compelled to relocate to nearby urban 

centres. Similarly in neighbouring regions and countries, this led to rapid and 

uncontrolled expansion of urban centres, and in particular slums. In Senegal, this 

often occurred on land that due to prolonged drought seemed viable – that is, 

sufficiently dry – for construction. This means that a great number of inhabitants in 

the Saint Louis region32 now live in ‘uninhabitable’ areas, such as flood plains, 

riverbeds, depressions, or mere inches away from the coastline. Though many 

locations in the region were not vulnerable to flooding during the droughts, now that 

the rains have returned, communities find that their homes flood annually.  

The unique geographic location of the city of Saint Louis, as described in section 

3.3.2 is also ‘physically fragile’, precariously located both on the coast and in a 

blocked river mouth. It has long been susceptible to flooding, but now that the 

population has grown the impacts are acutely felt.33  

                                                

32 This is also well‐documented in Dakar. 
33 As mentioned  in  section 3.3.2,  the breach made  in Langue de Barbarie, designed  to alleviate 
flooding, has had serious consequences for the city, which add to physical fragility. 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It should be noted, that despite a relatively even distribution of rainfall throughout the 

research area, not all communities in the region are ‘physically fragile’ and 

subsequently vulnerable to flooding. During the course of the research, a number of 

small villages were also visited on the Senegalese and Mauritanian banks of the river. 

These Tukulor and Fulani settlements, as described in Section 3.3.7, whilst 

significantly less ‘modern’ than Saint Louis, Richard Toll, Rosso or Podor, claim to 

be totally unaffected by floods.34 Their settlements are purposely located out of 

harm’s way and their traditional homes are constructed with the local climate in mind. 

In addition, Dagana, a town double the size of Rosso and Podor, whilst vulnerable for 

other reasons, is unaffected by flooding despite being located on the banks of the 

River Sénégal; this is because the town is positioned on higher ground. Doune Baba 

Dieye previously did not inhabit ‘physically fragile’ land, but with the opening of the 

breach, it has suffered greatly due to coastal erosion, sea swells, sea storms and saline 

soil. It was the trigger of ‘physical fragility’ that was sufficient to push the community 

to the brink of destruction. 

It is not only the location of the communities that contributes to physical 

vulnerability, but the type of land on which they live. In many areas, there is 

inadequate natural drainage35, which prohibits sufficient runoff of water. This is in 

part due to a very high water table in some areas, leaving little natural absorption of 

rainwater. According to ENDA Tiers Monde, the water table sits at a maximum of 

two metres from the surface in Saint Louis, which means the city floods easily. 

Khayar Back of the Rosso Red Cross branch also cited their high water table as a 

fundamental factor in flooding. Furthermore, overly built up areas do not permit the 

easy flow of floodwater, as much of the ground is covered by manmade ‘barriers’ (i.e. 

elevated roads, walls, cement or tarmac).  

The way in which the communities are designed and built also creates physical 

fragility. Neighbourhoods in urban centres in the region are commonly poor, densely 

populated, and lacking in any urban planning or apparent zoning. In cities where flash 
                                                

34  This  is  not  to  argue  that  these  communities  are  not  vulnerable  in  other  ways,  but  it  was 
interesting  to  see how  two populations  located  fairly  close  to each other experienced different 
outcomes from similar rainfall levels. 
35 There are also minimal manmade drainage systems, though this will be mentioned in ‘lack of 
resilience’.  However,  it  is worth  noting  the  essential  function  that manmade  drainage  plays  in 
modern society. 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floods, volcanic eruptions or earthquakes occur, poorly designed, overpopulated areas 

are known to pose a serious threat to their inhabitants. Saint Louis is overpopulated 

and many of its neighbourhoods are extremely crowded, due to the rural to urban 

migration previously mentioned, as well as strong population growth. Whilst the 

annual floods are not on the same scale as earthquakes or flash floods, poorly 

designed and built, overpopulated communities do create vulnerability. In the city of 

Saint Louis especially, significantly larger than its regional towns, the required run off 

of floodwaters is prohibited, resource competition and stress is created resources and 

the spread of disease is facilitated.  

Rosso, Richard Toll and Podor have also seen significant population growth in recent 

years. Though these towns share many of the same vulnerabilities as Saint Louis, their 

smaller populations means that there is less crowding, and due to their locations, they 

do not have the added disadvantage of coastal erosion. 

Suitable land in desirable locations is scarce or nonexistent, which results in homes 

being built, often illegally, on insecure and ‘at risk’ locations, such as river deltas, 

flood plains or depressions. It also prevents households with the incentive to move 

away from vulnerable locations from doing so. The locations must not only be 

suitably resilient, but must offer households with livelihood opportunities: neither can 

fishing communities be relocated inland, nor can farming communities be relocated to 

poor agricultural land.  

The field research concluded that the geographic region of Saint Louis is physically 

fragile; though not as fragile as communities living in landslide prone valleys, the 

visited communities are routinely exposed to climate hazards and the land where 

many communities live offers little physical resistance. Before discussing socio-

economic fragility it is important to consider climate change’s contribution to 

physical fragility. As discussed previously, climate change is expected to increase the 

frequency, intensity and unpredictability of weather-related events, such as floods and 

storms, and slow-onset emergencies, like extreme temperatures and droughts. The 

consensus from climate models predicts that in northern Senegal the proportion of 

total annual rainfall will fall in ‘heavy’ events (McSweeney, New, & Lizcano). An 

intensification of the West African Monsoon (WAM) could cause flash flooding, 

locust infestations and agricultural expansion into unsuitable areas (Oyebande & 
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Odunuga, 2010). If any of these predictions transpires, they would make communities 

even more ‘exposed’ and physically fragile and therefore much more vulnerable. 

5.1.2.2 Socio-Economic Fragility 

Socio-economic fragility is the likelihood of suffering adverse consequences due to 

marginalisation, which can be attributable to both social and economic factors. In the 

Saint Louis region, there are a number of social and economic factors that contribute 

to marginalisation and subsequently, vulnerability. Poor and marginalized 

communities are vulnerable to the effects of floods and are often unable to fully 

recover from them independently. Households who struggle to cope financially on a 

day-to-day basis even to feed, clothe and educate themselves and their children have 

no safety net on which to fall back during floods or in the event that one wage earner 

becomes ill: this makes households very vulnerable to shocks.  

In identifying economic fragility as a primary contributor to vulnerability, household 

finances were used as the proxy in the system dynamic model to understand the 

impact of flooding on vulnerability. 

Poor households are often situated in towns with little economic production, which 

means that livelihood opportunities are limited and financial assistance from the local 

government is lacking. Friends and neighbours are often in an equally vulnerable 

position. Some interviewees mentioned that their towns are less affluent than Saint 

Louis as they do not benefit from tourism, nor do they see as much traffic or trading 

opportunities. Richard Toll has the advantage of the CSS sugar plantations and 

factory, which employs a sizeable proportion of the community, and Rosso benefits in 

a small way from its role as a border crossing to Mauritania. However, Podor has 

even less in the way of an economy. Moctar Gaye stressed, “we are left to fend for 

ourselves and can rely only on each other, there is nothing here anymore”.  

The small economies of these towns increases vulnerability as the local governments 

or councils have limited financial resources with which to build resilience or respond 

effectively to the floods. Furthermore, they are geographically and politically distant 

from Dakar. 

Humanitarian and development actors are unable tackle the root causes of 

vulnerability or help communities recover from flooding due to a lack of funds, in fact 
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all Red Cross staff interviewed had the same answer when asked what was required to 

operate more effectively: material resources. Combined with the lack of funds, poor 

coordination was apparent between the various stakeholders. Despite a number of 

NGOs and INGOs working in the region (especially in Saint Louis), they often seem 

to be unaware of each other, or of the details of each others’ projects. Subsequently, 

they overlap, counteract or miss opportunities for collaboration and sharing best 

practice. All of the Red Cross staff members and volunteers who were interviewed 

felt that they would be able to make a more meaningful contribution to affected 

households during the flood if they had more funding, though the likelihood of this 

happening on a sufficiently large scale is improbable.  

In addition to a lack of external financial help, another problem that was frequently 

cited was a lack of ‘political will’ to deal with the aftermath of flooding or to address 

the many issues facing the city. Unfortunately, it appeared that the most vulnerable 

people in the region were of little political importance, and their needs of little 

consequence. In fact, one prominent politician who was informally interviewed in 

Saint Louis did not view the afflictions of the vulnerable households as something 

that the local government should have to deal with and stated that if people were 

unhappy with their living situation and the frequent flooding in their neighbourhood, 

they should simply relocate to a better area 

These people choose to live in these neighbourhoods, if they are wet, they should just 

move somewhere else. 

What the council member appeared not to comprehend, is that these people do not 

have the means to move, nor is there any appropriate land to which they can relocate. 

The island community of Doune Baba Dieye was visited by the mayor of Saint Louis 

in the spring of 2010 and had promised the community, the Red Cross and a film crew 

that the remaining inhabitants would be relocated, however at the time of the field 

research nothing had happened and the community said that they felt betrayed by the 
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local council’s empty promises. This lack of honest political engagement36 contributes 

to the social marginalisation of communities and adds to vulnerability. 

 

Figure 22 – An illegally built home in Diaminar 

The lack of political engagement37 also impacts the enforcement of building 

regulations by the local council, which means houses are constructed poorly and do 

not withstand flooding and as no land is delineated for new homes, people build 

wherever they can find space, irrespective of whether it is safe or legal. A number of 

homes are illegally built, which angers council officials and causes many households 

to live in perpetual fear that their homes will be demolished.38 Error! Reference 

source not found. shows an illegally built home that has been marked with a red 

cross, indicating that it could be demolished.  

The ‘inability to relocate’ is also apparent in the smaller towns: there is neither 

political or financial assistance, nor available and appropriate land that would enable 

these households to relocate; so, as long as it continues to rain, communities will 

flood, and will remain vulnerable.  

Another contributing factor to marginalisation and vulnerability worth mentioning is 

accessibility; unlike Saint Louis which is on the coast and connected to Dakar by 
                                                

36 ‘Dishonest’ political engagement can be depicted as: the Mayor of Saint Louis visiting DBD and 
not  fulfilling  any  of  his  promises,  or  candidates  visiting  communities  pre‐election  and making 
promises about improving living conditions etc.  
37 Failure to enforce building and zoning regulations is also a corruption issue in many countries, 
but no one in the research locations mentioned whether it was due to corruption or apathy 
38 This is one of the main reasons that people refuse to leave their homes during the floods. 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paved road, Rosso, Richard Toll and especially Podor are cumbersome to reach as the 

roads are unpaved and there is no longer movement of boats up and down the Sénégal 

River. This means that moving humanitarian supplies and personnel, when available, 

takes additional time, and more money. The villages surrounding these towns can be 

unreachable after heavy rains as the roads turn into mud and become impassable. 

Even if the roads were better, the Saint Louis region Red Cross department only has 

one car to service 20,000 sq km39, which means that communities essentially must 

fend for themselves.  

5.1.2.3 Lack of Resilience 

A lack of resilience is the inability to respond to a hazard and the incapacity to absorb 

shocks through lack of access to resources; resilience is a combination of factors 

spanning from good health, to education, and financial stability to political freedom. 

Communities that are vulnerable have limited capability to deal with any type of 

change, including floods. A resilient community has the capacity, both physically and 

institutionally, to respond to or cope with a disaster. These measures can be structural, 

such as well-built homes and levees, or non-structural, like building codes or land 

regulations. It was apparent from the interviews, that the region of Saint Louis has 

limited resilience to floods and limited resilience to other shocks, like increases in 

food and fuel prices.  

Poor economic production, low education levels and high population growth means 

that there is an absence of the ‘resources’ required to cope with exposure to hazards. 

The marginalisation of affected communities in the region of Saint Louis, through the 

local government’s lack of assistance, inadequate income generating opportunities 

and low education standards, gives households limited ability to respond effectively 

and sustainably to shocks.  

One less obvious factor that was discovered in SL that increases vulnerability is the 

lack of solid waste management; the roadsides, the streets and the beaches are all 

littered with household refuse. Like many other places in the developing world, there 

is no formal refuse collection organised by the city council, nor any private entity. 

                                                

39 Moctar Gaye,  the head of Podor’s Red Cross owns a motorbike, which he uses  for Red Cross 
work, however, he says that during the floods one can only travel by foot, leaving remote villages 
cut off from any outside assistance. 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Khady Diagne, along with her colleagues at the ENDA Tiers Monde Rup40 office in 

Dakar, described an eighteen-month project they helped run in Saint Louis from 

2004-2005 called PADE (Process d’Amelioration Durable de l’Environnement)41. 

The project, a collaboration with the local authorities and funded by the French 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs dealt with appropriate removal of solid and liquid waste, 

degreasing of household water and also ran education workshops discouraging the 

local population to use household waste to build flood barriers. Due to funding and 

staff capacity limitations only 30% of Saint Louis was serviced by the project, and 

was reported to be successful overall. Unfortunately, despite a few small ongoing 

projects, there is still no refuse collection and people still dispose of their household 

waste poorly, which means floodwater is easily contaminated, leading to health 

implications. Better solid waste management could play a fundamental role in 

building resilience in the region, especially in Saint Louis, and would significantly 

reduce the negative health repercussions of flooding. 

In Saint Louis, the lack of city planning and haphazard construction means that many 

homes are poorly constructed and are not able to withstand the elements. Large 

numbers of homes have been built without planning permission, which means 

households live in fear of eviction, as periodically illegally built houses will be 

destroyed. Drainage channels have been built, but quickly fill with household refuse. 

There are a number of permanent water pump stations around the city, but they 

struggle with the sheer volume of water, as can be seen from the photo (Figure 23) 

taken in the Diaminar neighbourhood.42 

                                                

40 ENDA is an INGO based in Dakar focusing on ‘Environment and Development Action in the Third 
World’.  They  collaborate  with  grassroot  groups  and  explore  alternative  development  models 
ENDA. (2001). About ENDA. Sótt 2011 frá ENDA: www.enda.sn/english/org.htm 
41 This roughly translates as: ‘Process to Sustainably Improve the Environment’ 
42 Many cities in developed countries are unaware of what creates their resilience, which is often 
taken  for  granted.  For  example,  New  York  City’s  subway would  flood  impassably within  days, 
after only  a  couple of  inches of  rain, were  it  not  for  around  the  clock pumping  that  constantly 
removes water. Weisman, A. (2007). The World Without Us. New York: St. Martin's Press. pp. 24‐
25  Cities  and  towns  in  developing  countries  seldom  have  the  same  structures  and  services  in 
place to create resilience. 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Figure 23 – Persistent floodwater in Diaminar 

Vulnerability, described as the combination of ‘physical fragility’, ‘socio-economic 

fragility’ and ‘lack of resilience’ helps explain why climate events become disasters 

in some communities and not others. This will be discussed more in Chapter 0. In the 

Saint Louis region the research showed that the lack of resilience, combined with 

physical and socio-economic fragility all increase vulnerability, leaving households 

susceptible to the negative repercussions of flooding. 

5.1.4 Flooding and Disaster Management 

5.1.4.1. Preconceptions 

As the preliminary research focussed mainly on DBD, not much was known about 

flooding, vulnerability and disaster management specifically in the region. The initial 

understanding was formed from two articles both written by Khady Diagne from 

ENDA Tiers Monde, the December 2009 workshop ‘linking climate forecasts to 

action’, and conversations with the Red Cross/ Red Crescent Climate Centre at M.I.T.  

The initial understanding of flooding, vulnerability and response was fairly vague. 

During the early stages of the research, it was understood that the flooding was due to 

the river bursting its banks, mainly because of excessive river flow caused by heavy 

rain upstream, combined with topical showers. In Saint Louis there was the addition 

of slow water release due to the Sénégal River’s ‘blocked mouth’ and overpopulation. 

The flooding was perceived to be much more severe, with the understanding that 

whole communities would frequently be evacuated and many people would die as a 

consequence of drowning.  
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Two obstacles to effective disaster preparedness and response had been identified: 

firstly, insufficient understanding and access to climate forecasts, and secondly, 

inefficient and inadequate delivery of relief items, such as tents.   

The premise of the initial research was that the overly complex or insufficient 

information flow between meteorological organisations and stakeholders prevented 

appropriate and timely action that would save lives and improve the efficiency and 

efficacy of disaster management, whilst saving money. The solution posed was, using 

forecasts, to pre-emptively address disasters through the mobilisation of relief items 

ahead of time. The use of forecasts would also help encourage preparedness 

initiatives. International actors, such as IFRC were assumed to be the primary 

stakeholders with regards to flooding and disaster response. An additional component 

of the original research was maintaining the credibility of the Red Cross. This was a 

considerable concern, as they felt that communities would lose confidence in the 

organisation if the climate prediction did not eventuate, and would not trust future 

forecasts. 

It was these preconceptions that informed the direction of the fieldwork. After 

receiving the news that it was not possible to execute the research in Doune Baba 

Dieye, it was still presumed that the research would be identical, albeit in a new 

location: Saint Louis. The questionnaire that was made for the interviews was built 

from the original research project: the interviewees at the Red Cross offices were 

asked about their understanding of forecasts, as well as shelter requirements during 

the floods, as well as many questions on flooding and its consequences.  

5.1.4.2. Research results 

The interviewees helped to build a clearer picture of flooding in the region and it was 

immediately apparent once the interviews began that the preconceptions were 

incorrect with regards to both of the identified obstacles and the proposed solution.  

With flooding in the region: according to the interviewees, the region of Saint Louis 

floods on an annual basis during the rainy season, which corresponded to what had 

previously been thought. Though the rains typically occur from June to October, the 

water and its repercussions remain well beyond the rainy season. In Rosso, the 

majority of the water doesn’t drain away until December, and in some 
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neighbourhoods in Saint Louis, ponds of stagnant water remained in early May during 

the field research.  

However, the causes of flooding given by those interviewed somewhat differed from 

those previously mentioned. In the smaller regional towns, even those situated 

directly on the river, all denied that the river overflowed. In Richard Toll and Rosso, 

both of which are built up around the riverbanks, the interviewees cited a high water 

table as the primary reason for flooding. In Rosso, Khayar Back said that the water 

table was so high, that only 5mm of rain was needed to flood the town. Ibrahima Fall 

stated that a few light showers were all that was necessary to lead to flooding in 

Richard Toll. However, in Podor, located on an island, a rise in the river level also 

affects flooding, not just the saturation of the high water table. 

Whilst the flooding situation differs slightly from town to town, the city Saint Louis 

appears to be the most complicated due to its size, the addition of coastal erosion, 

rapid urbanisation and over-population, as well as its position on the mouth of the 

Sénégal River. It is likely that the river levels affect flooding in Saint Louis, but the 

neighbourhoods that were visited were not close to the river and as such did not 

connect the floodwater to the river, but more due to the lack of drainage of rainwater.  

There was a consensus that the floods were worsening in the region, which was 

corroborated by Khayar Back and his colleagues in Rosso: “Every year the floods 

come and each year they are worse”.  

The floods in the Saint Louis region are different to what had previously been 

thought. There were no reported cases of flash floods, and no direct deaths were 

reported.43 However, the floods are detrimental to the communities as they damage 

homes and possessions, cause health problems, damage livelihoods, destroy crops, 

drown livestock and hinder development.  

                                                

43 With the exception of one elderly woman in the region of Podor whose home collapsed on top 
of her. The Red Cross volunteers also spoke of a man in Diaminar who suffocated due to fumes in 
his home from waste in the water, but this was not verified. 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Figure 24 – Rain gauge in Rosso 

From the interviews, it seemed that the Senegalese Red Cross are the primary actors 

during the floods in the Saint Louis region; they collaborate primarily with the fire 

department, and occasionally with NGOs and local government. The international 

humanitarian community were much less visible than had been thought, even the head 

Red Cross office in Dakar was seldom mentioned, with the exception of disaster 

management training for some of the staff.  

The use of forecasts within the individual Red Cross offices was one of the primary 

concerns of the research, and it was soon obvious that the Red Cross staff were much 

more informed on climate and weather forecasts than had been anticipated. They do 

not have access to high-tech satellite images, but they are in frequent contact with the 

other local Red Cross offices via phone; they are also in contact with ACMAD 

through email, fax and phone. It is the Red Cross who alert the local government, the 

fire department (Plan ORSEC) and the community. The head of the Rosso branch also 

acts as a weather forecaster; he has a crude rain gauge next to the office, fashioned 

from tin, from which he monitors the volume of rainfall (Error! Reference source 

not found.). If the volume in the rain gauge exceeds a certain level, with the help of 

volunteers he is able to alert the population that there is a likelihood of flooding. 
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Contrary to what had been thought there are a few early warning systems in place in 

the Saint Louis region. According to those interviewed there is an early warning 

system along the river: the Red Cross offices and staff upstream monitor the level of 

the river and volume of rain in order to alert those downstream. In addition, the 

authorities at the Manantali dam alert villages on the riverbank with radios if they 

need to release a significant amount of water, however, this is apparently not a 

common occurrence. 

It was evident that lack of climate information was not an obstacle to the extent that it 

was previously thought to be. The Red Cross staff all seemed well informed with 

regards to the timing of the rainy season and communicated the information to the 

local communities. The perceived lack of climate information was thought to be the 

obstacle preventing meaningful preparedness measures, however this was also not the 

case.  

All of the interviewees spoke at great length about community preparedness actions. 

The Red Cross offices in each town prepare for the floods each year by ensuring the 

communities are ready for the floodwater. These measures are: coordinating 

volunteers to go from house to house to ensure that people have stored food and 

valuables above ground level, have cleaned their homes well prior to the floods and 

that they sleep under mosquito nets. They also run awareness campaigns on flood 

related health issues or hygiene practices during the flood (i.e. not building barriers 

from household waste, not washing in or with the flood water). The main 

preparedness measure, usually performed by youth volunteer groups, is to clear out 

the drainage channels which become congested with silt and debris from the previous 

year’s floods and rubbish which is deposited there by local residents. According to 

Khayar Back this is the biggest job and normally takes place in early June. As the 

floods recur at roughly the same time each year, forecasts are not necessary to 

perform these actions. Whilst there are certainly a number of other preparedness 

measures that could be performed, they are prevented by budgetary restrictions. For 

the foreseeable future, they can only keep the communities informed about the floods, 

and help them find ways to minimise negative consequences.  
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Once the floods have begun, the Red Cross staff and volunteers help those affected as 

best they can, distributing any materials they might receive from donors or sponsors44, 

such as soap and mosquito nets. When possible, they help coordinate alternative 

housing in schools or mosques. When the water subsides, they help people clean and 

disinfect their homes.  

The overwhelming grievance from the interviewees at the Red Cross and also at the 

Fire Department was the lack of material resources available to the Red Cross; there 

are only so many preparedness actions that can be done without them. The offices do 

not have a steady supply of tents, non-food item (NFI) provisions, or medicine and 

feel that they could do so much more to help the communities with more material 

resources. They say that water pumps to remove water would be very helpful, but 

they simply do not have any funds to purchase them. Currently the region of Saint 

Louis (approximately 20,000km3) has only one Red Cross vehicle, based in Richard 

Toll, which impedes response after the flood. In addition, the smaller Red Cross 

offices feel that they do not operate effectively as they have few paid staff and rely 

mostly on volunteers.45   

The provision of tents was fundamental to the original research, and from the 

interviews with the various Red Cross offices, it seemed that they seldom received 

any tents externally and they lacked the funds to buy them. When asked about tents, 

they felt that if they had large stocks ahead of time they could intervene more 

effectively, but admitted that they rarely had access to any stocks, and finding 

appropriate areas to set up the tents was difficult. However, as they view themselves 

as responsible for the well-being of communities in post-disaster situations, they saw 

benefit to having access to shelter solutions. 

Their main criticisms of the tents related to their suitability, as well as some cultural 

difficulties. When they have had access to tents in the past, they are not always 

suitable for the region. Some tents previously received were seemingly designed for 

                                                

44  The  donors  are:  the  IFRC  in  Dakar  and  the  Spanish  Red  Cross,  who  deal  primarily  with 
migration  and  are  based  in  Richard  Toll.  It  seemed  that  sometimes  companies  would  donate 
packets  of  soaps  during  flooding,  but  little  information  was  given  about  where  additional 
material comes from. 
45 Rosso has 3 staff, 29 volunteers and a small office, whereas in Podor even the head of the local 
branch is unpaid and works from his living room. 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colder climates – Russia, apparently – and were unbearable for people to be living and 

sleeping inside.  

A cultural consideration, not previously considered, was complications stemming 

from polygamous couples, who form 20% of the population in the region (Agence 

Nationale de la Statistique et de la Démographie, 2010). There are a number of men in 

the region who have up to four wives, which is permitted by the Koran if they can 

support all the wives.46 Each wife and her respective children live in their own homes, 

and have their own household effects. However, this means that in the event that 

families are moved into tents, each wife and her children needs their own tent, and set 

of household effects47, which drastically increases the cost for the Red Cross.  

The tents, when provided, take anywhere from two weeks to over a month to arrive,48 

which means people whose homes have been destroyed have to make alternative 

arrangements. The only tents in the region are the two permanently erected outside 

the Red Cross office in Rosso, which are reserved for migrants trying to illegally get 

to Europe who are stopped at the Mauritanian border or in the Sahara desert, not for 

flood affected families. There is also a settlement of tents, seemingly donated by the 

Swiss Red Cross on the road between Saint Louis and Richard Toll, though no one 

seemed aware of who was living in them, or for what reason.  

The Red Cross staff did feel that if they had tents ahead of time they could intervene 

more effectively, and during the interview process explained in more detail what this 

would entail. In Rosso and Richard Toll they estimated, on average how many 

families require alternative shelter each rainy season. Khayar Back estimated that 200 

families were affected annually in Rosso and suggested an initial stock of 200 tents, 

with an additional 20-30 tents each year to replace those that have been damaged. In 

Richard Toll, between 300 and 500 families require shelter, and Ibrahima Fall 

estimated a minimum of 500 tents would be required for the area, to take into 

consideration polygamous families needing more than one tent. All of the Red Cross 
                                                

46 Apparently, the definition of ‘support’ has been somewhat warped in many regions, and some 
men and their wives live in acute poverty.  
47  Small  selections  of  household  effects,  such  as  cooking  utensils,  cleaning  products,  etc  are 
distributed when available. 
48 Whilst the original research set out to encourage the pre‐emptive stockpiling of tents, it seems 
unlikely that this would have occurred in Saint Louis.   Any tents that have been provided in the 
past were in a ‘piecemeal’ fashion, and from inconsistent sources 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staff admitted that it was unlikely they would ever get such a large consignment of 

tents, and were uncertain where they could be erected.  

One of the first interviews to be conducted was with two teenage Red Cross 

volunteers, who acted as tour guides in the Diaminar neighbourhood of Saint Louis. It 

was these girls who triggered the research’s sudden shift of focus due to a comment 

relating to local attitudes towards humanitarian tents: people don’t like or want tents. 

Members of the community that were interviewed constantly reiterated this fact and 

explained the reasoning behind this. The people living in communities don’t like 

tents; they relate them to poverty, conflict and refugees. Whilst there is anger at the 

authorities for a lack of assistance, many who were surveyed saw their independence 

and ability to help each other in times of crisis as a source of pride; people felt that 

having to live in a tent with ones family is undignified and as hindering family life 

and daily community interaction. Even if the Red Cross were able to access sufficient 

numbers of tents, it is unlikely that people would want to use them. Shelter will be 

discussed further in Section 6.2 and 6.5.  

One of the main reasons is that people don’t want to leave their homes; even if that 

means spending months living in or around stagnant flood water and if their homes 

are uninhabitable they would prefer stay with family or friends, or in schools or other 

public buildings. A number of reasons were given for this. Many homes, especially in 

Saint Louis are built ‘illegally’, without planning permission or in condemned areas. 

People worry that if they leave their homes, city officials will knock down their 

houses, or mark them with a red ‘X’ (See Error! Reference source not found.), 

meaning that they are illegally built. Another concern is that by moving out, the 

possessions that they leave behind and even structural elements of the house, will be 

unprotected and likely to be stolen. This means that in many cases people remain in 

their homes, and if they do temporarily relocate, they return as quickly as possible.  

In the region, available and unflooded land is in demand, and people do not want to 

be relocated to an area that is too far from their home, family, friends, or far from 

their livelihood and children’s schools. This would make Red Cross’ task even more 

complicated. 
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Of course, the Senegalese Red Cross were not the only actors in the region assisting 

with the floods. One of the more prominent actors in disaster preparedness and 

response is the Fire Department. Staff from the offices in both Saint Louis and 

Richard Toll were interviewed. They, in collaboration with the local Red Cross 

implement the ‘Plan ORSEC’ (Plan National d'Organisation des Secours en Cas de 

Catastrophe – National Response Plan). The fire department’s role during the floods 

is pumping water, prior to the flood they map out the trouble areas in order to 

understand how to divide limited resources and if necessary to help to evacuate the 

population.  

At the Richard Toll Fire Department, which serves Rosso, Podor and other towns, 

they have plenty of staff and volunteers, but only four working portable pumps (1 x 

100m3/hr, 1 x 60m3/hr, 1 x 30m3/hr, 1 x 15m3/hr), an additional 21 fixed pumps 

normally used for agriculture (8 x 400m3/hr, 13 x 100m3/hr), and 1400m of tubing. In 

Richard Toll alone there are 22 sites that need water pumped into the river, so they are 

totally overwhelmed. If possible, they spend four months pumping, 24 hours a day, 

but sometimes they have nowhere to put the water. At the Saint Louis Fire 

Department, they have eight portable pumps, only of which four are working (2 x 

300m3/hr, 2 x 150m3/hr), the Saint Louis council have three (150m3/hr) and the Red 

Cross office have two small ones. All of these pumps work around the clock from 

July until late November moving water from the communities to drains or the river, if 

possible. 

In addition to the Red Cross and the Fire Department there are a number of NGOs 

operating in the region, however the research did not cover their role in any detail. 

The national and local government had a very poor reputation amongst those 

interviewed. Apparently, they do not assist those who lose their homes, nor do they 

help repair damaged homes. Some Red Cross volunteers that were interviewed 

commented that the local council provided bags of sand and planks to create 

walkways during the floods, which are quickly misappropriated by individuals to use 

in their homes. After the water has subsided they sometimes provide sand to cover the 

paths between homes. 
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The general consensus from those who were interviewed was that there was little 

communication between NGOs, the Red Cross or the local and national government, 

leading to conflicting or overlapping work.   

The main actors are members of the local community. Interviewees reported a strong 

sense of solidarity amongst those living in affected communities, with people offering 

family and friends accommodation, helping their neighbours to repair and clean 

damaged homes and so on.  

The final component to the interviews was trying to understand the reality of living in 

floodwater every year and the consequences of doing so. According to those 

interviewed, the biggest impacts of the annual floods are issues related to poor health, 

which correlated to previously held assumptions.  

As most people stay in their homes despite the flood water, hygiene is very poor and 

leads to many health problems: malaria, skin infections, bilharzias, rheumatism, fever, 

diarrhoea, dysentery, as well as general fatigue and colds. 

The illnesses that stem from the water are either due to stagnant water that becomes a 

breeding ground for malaria and other water-borne diseases, or polluted water as a 

result of poor solid waste management and no formal raw sewage disposal. Though 

people, including children die from malaria, dysentery etc, there is no data that 

connects these deaths to the floods, so although the floods seldom claim direct victims 

it is not possible to give figures on indirect flood deaths.  

The Red Cross does not have the financial capacity to deal with health issues, except 

for on an informational level, but the local health posts give free consultations, and 

give out prescriptions to the affected communities. However, they cannot afford to 

give out medication, which means that people know what is afflicting them or their 

children, but more often than not, cannot afford to treat themselves or their families.  

It is not only the well-being and homes of the community that are affected by the 

annual floods, but livelihoods and education. Whilst it is fortunate that there are 

seldom lives lost in this region, there is still a great deal of suffering. When 

interviewing the Red Cross staff and volunteers, they immediately spoke about the 

health problems connected to the flooding, much of which they blamed on the 
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household waste polluting the stagnant water. Whilst the knock-on consequences of 

poor health were apparent, they were not consciously acknowledged or maybe not 

understood by most. During the rainy season everyone is sick or heavily fatigued 

from living in such squalid conditions at some point during the season. This can lead 

to a loss of productivity, manifested through: days lost at work, inability to perform 

household chores or missed days at school.  

Children not only miss out on education due to poor health, but in some cases they 

cannot access their schools. Many families whose homes have been seriously 

damaged or are uninhabitable, are placed in school buildings, which often tend to be 

better constructed and are unaffected by the floods. As the rainy season coincides 

with the summer holidays, this doesn’t cause any disruption to the school calendar, 

but interviewees said that in recent years the reopening of school has been delayed, as 

families have not moved back as their homes have not been cleaned and disinfected.  

The damaging effect of the floods on livelihoods is not limited to the consequences of 

poor health and reduced access to education, but also more directly on the source of 

the livelihoods. Though there is seldom a loss of human life, it is more common for 

livestock to drown. This can totally eradicate the livelihood for a family, and finding 

enough capital to rebuild a herd is incredibly difficult. Floods also have the capacity 

to damage crops, jeopardising not only livelihoods, but also food security for families 

and indeed the region.  

The interaction of these negative consequences is not immediately apparent, and 

seemed not to be consciously understood by those interviewed. However, the 

preliminary research, when combined with a deeper understanding of the problems 

afflicting the region indicated that despite the floods appearing insignificant on paper, 

or in comparison to media-worthy mega disasters, that the build-up of effects over 

time could build up and have serious negative consequences for the region. The 

technical research set out to explore how this could happen and what possible points 

of entry exist for effectively reversing the downward trend of vulnerability.  

5.1.5 Cultural Observations 

It is worth mentioning some of the cultural contexts that were discovered in the 

region, as these had not been considered at all prior to the fieldwork. It became clear 
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throughout the research that there were a number of factors that were of the utmost 

importance when addressing vulnerability and in better understanding disaster 

management. 

Religion, primarily Islam, plays a much more significant role in the lives of people in 

Senegal than had been anticipated with regards to climate related events. The imams 

at the mosques are actively involved with the lives of their communities and play an 

essential role in disseminating information and educating their congregation on 

behavioural changes.49 The imams have been given credit for shift in mindset with 

regards to using household waste to build flood barriers, by including information in 

Friday prayers.50  

Religious beliefs form people’s opinions towards ‘fate’ or ‘fortune’ in a very different 

way than is commonly found in the West. This was pivotal with regards to explaining 

the attitude towards climate forecasts, which will be discussed in much more detail in 

Chapter 6. 

Polygamous families, previously mentioned, add another dimension to disaster 

preparedness and response that added complications and expense that were not 

apparent prior to the trip.  

The Senegalese have a strong sense of pride; they often take great care in their 

appearance and their homes, and place strong importance on family and religion. 

The Senegalese people who were encountered on the trip all displayed overwhelming 

‘teranga’ – a generosity and hospitality for which they are known. People appear to 

go out of their way for strangers and were incredibly helpful and accommodating. 

                                                

49 One notable example is the low level of HIV infection in Senegal, which has been attributed to 
the imams preaching in the mosques about safe sex. 
50 It  is worth noting that not all of the religious influence in the region was positive. A frequent 
sight in Senegal are the talibes: young boys begging on the streets. These talibes are often from 
poor, rural areas, sent away by their families who cannot support them, with the intention that 
they are getting a Koranic education from a marabout (a religious leader). Unfortunately, there is 
a  great  deal  of  exploitation:  they  spend  all  day  on  the  streets  barefoot,  begging  for money  for 
their marabouts, under threat of physical violence. During the course of the research, some of the 
Red Cross volunteers spoke of the well‐being of the talibes, which deteriorates greatly during the 
floods. Their living conditions are very poor and cramped, and the boys wash in the floodwater, 
resulting  in  skin  infections  and  other  waterborne  illnesses  which  are  not  treated  by  the 
marabouts. Whilst the situation has improved in recent years as there are some foreign agencies 
assisting these boys, due to the connection with religion, many people are unwilling to criticize. 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Red Cross staff reported the presence of this teranga in communities during the 

floods. People feel like they can rely on their neighbours to assist them, and there is a 

sense of solidarity and camaraderie, despite the harsh conditions. In addition to these 

qualities, they exhibit a great joie de vivre.  

5.2 Technical Research Findings 

The purpose of the technical research was to visually present the findings of the 

fieldwork to facilitate coherent understanding of the interplay between the various 

facets of disasters and vulnerability. It was hoped that the causal loop diagrams 

(Section 4.3.1) would show the causal relationships between understood 

consequences of flooding and the various components of vulnerability. The purpose 

of the system dynamic model (Section 4.3.2) is to quantitatively explore the financial 

impact of flooding on a household in order to indicate which consequences contribute 

most to vulnerability. 

5.2.1 Causal Loop Diagrams  

In order to clearly explain the diagrams, the various components will be bold within 

the text, and their relationship with other components in italic. Each component will 

be explained in terms of the impact it has on other components (), not in terms of 

what it is impacted by (). The arrows creating reinforcing loops will be in different 

colours, in order to make them clearly visible, as well as a ‘reinforcing loop’ image 

().  

The first causal loop diagram (Figure 25) illustrates the frequently made statement 

that disasters are a product of risk and vulnerability, where ‘risk’ is exposure to 

natural hazards through geographical location, combined with physical fragility, as 

explained in section 2.2.1. A severe weather event, such as a flood, does not 

necessarily result in a disaster; if a community is resilient – i.e. they live in well-built 

houses, plant flood resistant crops, can temporarily relocate to another location, and 

have insurance – then the chances of the flood having disastrous consequences is 

reduced. However when risk and vulnerability are combined, the chances of a 

disaster are greatly increased.  
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Figure 25 – CLD: Disasters 

What the diagram here also shows, is that not only do the combination of risk and 

vulnerability increase the likelihood of a disaster, but there is a positive feedback 

with negative consequences, in that the disaster has the capacity to increase the 

vulnerability of the community. The processes that create vulnerability will be 

explained in the next diagram (Figure 26).  

Disasters also can increase risk; whilst a disaster cannot increase the likelihood of 

‘geographical location’, it can decrease physical resilience, leading to increased risk. 

Physical resilience can be thought of as the ability for the ‘geographic 

location’/ecosystems to withstand the effects of an extreme weather event. As 

previously discussed, this could be the buffering capacities of mangroves or coral 

reefs, or forests that prevent landslides, or any other ecosystems that provide 

protective services. Disasters can damage these ecosystems either directly or 

indirectly: directly as a consequence of the weather event, or indirectly through the 

response mechanisms (i.e. exploiting ecosystems for building materials or fuel, 

dumping rubble onto mangroves or draining wetlands for relocation projects). This 

model shows not only that disasters are a product of risk and vulnerability, but that 

disasters subsequently increase vulnerability, and in some cases the risk as well. 

This process could push communities into a downward spiral of vulnerability. This is 

a very simplistic model, designed to illustrate the most basic components of disasters. 

The following diagrams will show the various components in much greater detail.  
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Figure 26 looks at the relationship between disasters (in this case, flooding) and 

vulnerability51 in greater detail. Of course, not all floods have identical consequences; 

this model shows the most common ramifications that were discovered during the 

research in the Saint Louis region.  

 

 

Figure 26 – CLD: flooding and vulnerability 

 

The direct consequences of flooding damaged infrastructure (damaged homes), 

damaged livelihoods, illness and in extreme cases, death. This diagram looks at the 

effects of flooding from a micro (household) level as opposed to a macro 

(city/country/region), so will focus only on damaged homes, although in reality 

damaged roads, bridges, hospitals, etc are also detrimental to the resilience of the 

                                                

51 In these CLDs vulnerability is not framed in the same way it was in Section 2.2.2, however the 
components of vulnerability are still accounted for: physical fragility or exposure = natural 
resource exploitation, flooding; socio‐economic fragility = household funds; lack of resilience = 
ability to work, access to education, illness. 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affected communities. Schools can also be damaged, but this will be discussed in 

relation to access to education. Damaged livelihoods is not represented in this 

diagram but will be discussed later on.   

As flooding is the trigger for vulnerability assessed in this diagram, the explanation 

will begin with the direct effects of flooding and move ‘chronologically’ through the 

other components.   

Flooding and floodwater increases the likelihood of damaged homes, as poorly 

constructed structures can easily be damaged by heavy rain and strong winds. Floods 

in Saint Louis also increase the likelihood of damaged homes as the prolonged 

periods of stagnant (and sometimes salty) floodwater erodes the foundations of 

buildings (see Figure 27, Figure 28 and Figure 29).  

 

 

 

Figure 27 – Foundation damage in Diaminar 
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Figure 28 – Foundation damage in Sor 

 

Figure 29 – Destroyed wall in Diaminar 

In addition, if floodwater enters buildings, as it often does, household effects – beds, 

electronics, clothes etc. as well as stored food, are damaged or ruined leaving families 

with nothing and subsequently more vulnerable to additional shocks. 

The second direct consequence of flooding is an increase in poor health. Due to poor 

or non-existent hygiene and waste practices in the region, floodwater and water 

sources quickly become contaminated, increasing the chances of waterborne illnesses, 
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such as dysentery and cholera and causing skin infections. Stagnant floodwater 

increases the possibility of vector-borne diseases, like malaria and dengue fever. Most 

people who were interviewed said that the floods made them sick – damp or wet 

homes result in the inhabitants catching colds and respiratory infections (especially 

children) and many complained that they suffered from “rhumatisme”52 and general 

fatigue.  

The final ‘direct consequence’ of flooding shown in the diagram is death. Floods, 

especially flash floods, can result in drowning as people either cannot swim or are hit 

by moving flotsam. Deaths can also occur because of collapsing buildings, or heavy 

debris falling. During the research, only one death attributed to the floods was found, 

which was an elderly woman near Podor, whose home collapsed on top of her. 

Flooding increases the probability of death, though in the region this was not 

reported. That said, there have been a number of deaths along the coastline53 due to 

storms and coastal surges.  

The diagram begins to show the critical role that damaged homes play in 

vulnerability – they increase the chance of illness, the likelihood of displacement and 

that natural resources will be exploited; damaged homes also place strain on and 

decrease household funds.  

The relationship between damaged homes and illness is the same as the relationship 

discussed between floods and illness. Damaged homes increase illness by preventing 

families from inhabiting a healthy living environment. Families sometimes spend 

months in damp homes and flooded neighbourhoods, as their houses are not 

sufficiently resilient to withstand rain and floodwater. When homes or communities 

are damaged to the extent that they are inhabitable and households are relocated as 

the inhabitants can no longer reside in them, this increases the likelihood of 

displacement. Families, if they have the option sometimes move to relatives who live 

                                                

52 Though “rhumatisme” or rheumatism was a  frequently used term by the  interviewees,  it was 
not  clear  whether  these  joint  pains  and  aches  were  a  symptom  of  flu  or  another  illness,  or 
something else. 
53 The deaths reported were in Doune Baba Dieye. There were some indications that people had 
died when houses had collapsed into the ocean in Guet Ndar, but this  information could not be 
verified independently. 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un- or less flooded areas. In severe cases, entire communities require relocation, either 

to an existing neighbourhood, or creating a new one. 

Damaged homes also increase the probability of natural resource exploitation as 

damaged buildings require repairing and flooded homes need protecting – this creates 

additional stress on local ecosystems and resources as households gather building or 

levee material. The relationship between vulnerability and natural resource 

exploitation will be discussed in more detail in Figure 30.  

Finally, and most pertinent to households, damaged homes place a strain on 

(decrease) household funds as repairs need to be made and household effects 

replaced. The relationship between flooding, household funds and damaged homes 

will be discussed in much greater detail in Section 5.2.2.  

Having looked at the main consequences of damaged homes, this description will 

look in greater detail at the more indirect consequences of flooding. During the 

interview process most people responded in a similar manner when asked what the 

repercussions of flooding were: damaged homes, illness, pressure on household 

funds and being displaced from their communities. Few made the connections 

between the floods and its more indirect consequences, though they were often 

apparent, instead blaming these vulnerabilities on poor development policies, 

government incapability, bad luck etc. However, it is hoped that this diagram can 

connect more clearly how these succession of vulnerabilities occur.  

Other than ‘being sick’, illness as a result of flooding has a number of further 

repercussions that prevent households from becoming resilient.  

Illness decreases a convalescent’s ability to work. If the household’s wage earner is 

ill, they are likely to be weak and unable to work, especially if their employment 

involves manual labour, as many jobs do in the region. Many people are self-

employed (or subsistence farmers) and becoming ill can prevent them from working, 

meaning either their food supply is jeopardised (if it was not destroyed by the floods), 

or their children may have to take over their role (decreasing access to education). If 

people work despite being sick, they either work at a slower pace, can be 

unproductive or could, with some illnesses, infect their colleagues. A decreased 

ability to work ultimately decreases salary and therefore household funds. Illness 
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also creates additional costs: visits to health clinics and especially medication can be 

prohibitively expensive for some households, meaning that illnesses are not quickly 

cured and can worsen, creating further problems. In the same way that illness 

decreases ability to work it decreases access to education as children who are sick 

cannot attend school.  

Another consequence of illness is death. The illnesses associated with floods, such as 

malaria and dysentery can be fatal, as such illness increases the probability of death. 

Whilst data exists on the numbers of deaths in the region associated with various 

illnesses, it is not possible to directly attribute them to the floods. It is fair to 

confidently assume that the existence of floodwater and the waste that contaminates it 

and insects that breed in it increases the chance of fatal illnesses.  

Mass displacement, whilst not common in the Saint Louis region, can have negative 

consequences. Interestingly, those interviewed frequently spoke about the reluctance 

to leave their homes, despite floods, and really saw relocation as a last resort. Due to 

an awareness of the consequences of displacement, households are reluctant to leave 

their communities and homes. As people are isolated from their usual environment, 

their normal daily activities are prohibited. Subsequently, displacement decreases 

ability to work and access to education. Communities that are moved to new 

locations ‘en masse’ are isolated from their livelihood opportunities and local schools. 

When a large number of people are officially moved to a new location, they do not 

have access to jobs, and do not have immediate access to schools.  

With regards to decreased access to education, even though schools tend to be better 

constructed than the average homes, and are therefore less likely to be damaged in the 

same way as residential homes, schools are sometimes used to house families whose 

homes are inhabitable. In Senegal, the floods occur during the summer holidays, and 

families who temporarily live in the school do not affect the academic session. 

Nevertheless, there were reports that sometimes peoples’ homes were still not fit for 

occupation at the beginning of the semester, which resulted in a shorter school year. If 

this 2 – 4 week reduction is a rare occurrence, the impact is unlikely to have any 

lasting effects; yet if this becomes an annual phenomenon, the cumulative effects of 

reducing education by a month a year could reduce the chances of achieving the 

second MDG of ‘Achieving Universal Primary Education’. If the rainy season shifts, 
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as climate change predicts it may, this could mean that schools are required for 

emergency shelter during the academic year.  

As the ability to work is reduced due to displacement, household funds also 

decrease, which adds to the vulnerability of the household. Not only do households 

have reduced access to capital, but also they are separated from traditional community 

support. In addition, they may not have access to their household belongings, or 

access to any food sources they may have been growing/gathering/catching etc. As a 

result of having to ‘make do’ with new surroundings, local ecosystems and resources 

can be put under pressure  

Displacement increases the probability of natural resource exploitation in a similar 

way that damaged homes does. Not only will newly arrived communities use their 

new surroundings for building and energy purposes, but they can place stress on water 

systems and local wildlife. When households are relocated to new communities this 

can create competition for limited resources, which not only can damage ecosystems 

through exploitation; moreover in some cases it fosters resentment in the host 

communities and in extreme cases can lead to conflict.  

Two reinforcing loops have been identified within this CLD (Figure 26). The first (R1 

- red) shows the negative reinforcing action of flooding, damaged homes and 

natural resource exploitation. Flooding can damages homes, which can result in 

natural resource exploitation as people try to repair their houses with what is locally 

available. The exploitation of natural resources can damage ecosystem services, 

which provide valuable protection against floods. When the ecosystems are damaged, 

the surrounding areas are more susceptible to floods and the negative consequences 

associated with floods.  

The positive role of access to education should not be overlooked.  

Access to education decreases natural resource exploitation: communities are 

often unaware of the consequences of their actions, not realising that cutting down 

trees for building and firewood can make them more open to weather related 

disasters. Educating the population, and especially the next generation, can make a 

big impact into preventing negative actions.  
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The second reinforcing loop (R2 – green) shows the positive reinforcing action of 

education. Access to education increases ability to work, by creating a more 

educated workforce who will hopefully have better access to jobs. Ability to work 

increases household funds, and household funds increase access to education (and 

in particular access to higher education). These three components help reduce the 

vulnerability of communities to floods, create resilience and encourage development.  

Before moving to the next diagram, it is worth mentioning that an important 

component that was excluded from Figure 26 is damage to livelihoods. This is due to 

a couple of reasons. Firstly, the main consequence of damage to livelihoods is the 

same as damaged homes, that is, decreased household funds. Secondly, household 

funds, which have decreased as a result of damage to livelihoods, have the same 

repercussions: socio-economic fragility leading to vulnerability. Including damage to 

livelihoods would have only made the diagram more complicated to read. 

There are two components to physical fragility or ‘exposure’. The first – the 

likelihood that a human settlement will be affected by a hazard due to its geographic 

location - is something beyond the control of the inhabitants.54 The second is the lack 

of physical resistance, that is, the ability of ecosystems to cope with the occurrence of 

hazards and protect from the negative impact of hazards. Unlike exposure, 

maintaining ecosystems services is within the realm of human control, and there are a 

number of links between the resilience of ecosystems and vulnerability.  

The following causal loop diagram shows the interaction of flooding, ecosystem 

services, natural resources and vulnerability, and is intended to be an expansion of 

the natural resource exploitation and flooding ‘causal loop’ shown in Figure 26.  

Flooding affects natural resources, and consequently ecosystem services both 

directly and indirectly. Flooding has the capacity to damage natural resources, by 

uprooting trees or eroding coastlines or riverbanks, by washing away crops, and by 

                                                

54 Of course, one can argue that humans do control hazards, in the sense that increased emissions 
lead  to  climate  change,  resulting  in  an  increased  frequency,  intensity  and  unpredictability  of 
weather‐related events. However, it is unreasonable to argue that communities, especially in the 
developing world, who bear less responsibility for climate change, can alter weather patterns etc 
through their short‐term actions. 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depositing large quantities of debris and silt.55 Flooding, as discussed through Figure 

26, damages or destroys homes, which can lead to a couple of actions that affect 

natural resources. As households lack the financial capacity to purchase building 

materials, they tend to improvise with what is locally available – wood, sand, coral, 

palm fronds, etc. In this sense, through damaged or destroyed homes, flooding 

increases the use or exploitation of natural resources through increased need for 

building material.  

 

Figure 30 – CLD: flooding and ecosystem services 

Especially in the case of destroyed homes when households must relocate, large 

swathes of land are cleared to make way for new homes, often with little 

forethought.56 Though this occurrence was not reported in Saint Louis, there have 

been many instances in other parts of the world in post-disaster situations, and the 

                                                

55  It  should  be  noted  that  flooding  and  other  natural  hazards  can  have  a  beneficial  impact  on 
natural  resources  –  flooding  allows  for  recessional  agriculture,  forest  fires  help  to maintain  a 
broader diversity of habitats, and so on. However, for the purpose of this model, the focus will be 
on the damaging effects of floods on ecosystems. 
56 In the case of very large disasters, like the SE Asian tsunami 2004, large quantities of debris are 
poorly disposed of (often in the sea) which damages ecosystems, like mangrove forests or coral 
reefs. 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repercussions are detrimental and increase vulnerability. Destroyed homes can 

increase clearing of land, decreasing natural resources.  

Finally, through damaged roads or storage facilities, flooding can cut off or reduce the 

flow of fuel supplies. In addition, this can lead to price increases, prohibiting fuel 

access to poor households. In order to meet their energy needs, households may resort 

to using traditional energy sources like wood, putting additional pressure on 

weakened ecosystems. Therefore flooding can increase instances of reduced access 

to fuel, thereby increasing fuel requirements and decreasing natural resources.  

This triumvirate of clearing of land, building material and fuel requirements all 

decrease natural resources, which in turn damage ecosystem services. Ecosystem 

services play an essential role in reducing vulnerability; therefore damaged natural 

resources limit the function of ecosystem services and increase vulnerability. 

Vulnerability of land (which helps create vulnerable communities) increases the 

chance of flooding and increases the negative impact of flooding.  

Figure 31 shows the reinforcing loop at play in Figure 30: flooding increases the 

likelihood of damaged natural resources, which increases damaged ecosystem 

services which helps to increase vulnerability, which increases the impact of or 

likelihood of flooding.  

 

Figure 31 – CLD: flooding and ecosystem services, reinforcing loop 
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As the original concept for this thesis focused on the role of tents, there was a 

continued focus on shelter throughout the course of the research, and though the use 

of tents in post-disaster situations was met with a lack of confidence, it became 

apparent that shelter played an essential role in maintaining and building resilience.  

Causal loop diagrams were chosen as an illustrative tool due to their holistic overview 

of complex, interconnected problems and as a way to comprehend the multi-faceted 

nature of vulnerability and disasters. Furthermore, they can help identify points of 

intervention for humanitarian actors. As many facets of vulnerability and suffering 

were connected to damaged or destroyed homes, creating resilient homes was seen as 

one option for breaking the cycle of vulnerability. Figure 32 shows the same variables 

as Figure 26, but looks at the positive impact of ‘resilient homes’.  

 

Figure 32 – CLD: resilient homes and vulnerability 

This diagram assumes that resilient homes57 are not affected by flooding; though it is 

likely that some damage would occur, this would not be on a scale close to poorly 

constructed homes. Resilient homes could decrease the impact of a number of 

negative consequences related to flooding, however this diagram certainly does not 

                                                

57 Though the locations of communities play a significant role in creating vulnerability, relocation 
is seldom an option. Subsequently, the diagram looks at a modification to the status quo that is 
more conceivable as a step to create resilience. 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try to argue that it would totally eradicate them. Creating safe and resilient homes has 

a number of benefits. Resilient homes decrease, or even eliminate the likelihood of 

displacement, and all of the repercussions associated with isolating households from 

their communities, or communities from their hometowns. Resilient homes increase 

access to education as children aren’t displaced or ill. Furthermore, school buildings 

are not occupied by displaced families. In the long run, increased access to education 

creates a more educated workforce, reducing social vulnerability.  

Resilient homes are the linchpin of two positive reinforcing loops. The first (R1 – 

red) looks at the relationship between resilient homes, household funds and ability 

to work. Homes that are resilient and safe mean that the wage earner(s) will be less 

likely to fall ill and will not have to spend time repairing damaged walls and roofs, 

and therefore can continue to work, which of course increases household funds. 

Additional funds enable households to make alterations and repairs to their homes, 

which can protect them from future floods.  

The second reinforcing loop (R2 – green) looks at the relationship between resilient 

homes, household funds and access to education. Resilient homes increase 

household funds, as repairs are not needed as much, and neither is medicine. 

Household funds increase access to education as parents can afford to send their 

children to school longer. Access to education increases awareness in both the long 

and the short term, meaning that communities are more aware of best practices when 

it comes to flooding, and in particular the benefits of resilient homes.  

Resilient homes could decrease the likelihood of illness, and therefore decrease 

indirect flood deaths, furthermore, resilient homes would be less likely to collapse, 

and therefore would decrease direct deaths. As is shown in Figure 26, poor health, or 

illness has serious repercussions on households. Figure 32 shows again how illness 

decreases the ability to work, household funds and access to education, all of 

which play a significant role in vulnerability. 
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Figure 33 – CLD: health and economic stability 

Figure 33 shows the benefits of good health: healthy people have an increased 

ability to work, which increases household funds.  Having more household funds 

improves or increases health, as there is greater access to medicine, balanced diet, 

cleaner cooking fuels, etc. Health increases household funds, as it prevents 

households having to find money to pay for doctors or medicine and allows for the 

wage earner(s) to work.  

5.2.2 System Dynamic Models 

The system dynamic model was built using the graphical programming language 

STELLA® and is intended to be a conceptual representation of a family’s finances 

over a 5-year period. The model will be explained first in terms of the assumptions 

made and data used, then each facet will be explained with screenshots. Finally, the 

results of the model will be given. The assumptions and data will be discussed in 

greater detail in the following section.  

The impetus to create this particular model stemmed from a conversation with Peter 

Walker, Director of the Feinstein International Center and Rosenberg Professor of 

Nutrition and Human Security, during the summer of 2010, discussing the long-term 

effects of small-scale disasters and the effect of repeated shocks on a household or 

community’s resilience. Whilst households and communities ‘survive’ or cope despite 

the minor setbacks, they have little capacity left to weather a larger storm, both 

literally and figuratively. Vulnerability results in a limited capability to deal with 
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change, and a reduced ability to cope with or adapt to shocks and stresses. A larger 

hazard event or external pressure could result in collapse.  

This concept was considered further upon reading From the Phoenix Effect to 

Punctuated Entropy: the Culture of Response as a Unifying Paradigm of Disaster 

Mitigation and Recovery (Dyer, 2009) and seeing his ‘Culture of Response Model’ 

that illustrates two possible outcomes of disaster response: what he terms the Phoenix 

Effect and Punctuated Entropy.58 

  

Figure 34 – Culture of Response Model (Christopher Dyer, 2009) 

Dyer visually represents these two outcomes in his ‘Culture of Response’ model 

(Figure 34). The baseline (Š) represents the stable state; there are some fluctuations to 

‘normality’, which illustrate smaller disasters that may damage homes and 

infrastructure but do not cause loss of life and therefore considered within the 

capacity of the community. A bigger disaster occurs at T1, the effects of which are 

more acute – the severity of the impacts and drop on the graph are determined by the 

                                                

58 The Phoenix Effect describes when the response results  in a  “sustainable  improvement  in  the 
social and economic resilience of a community”(Dyer, 2009, bls. 313), as opposed  to Punctuated 
Entropy, which  is  a  “permanent  decline  in  the  adaptive  flexibility  of  a  human  ecosystem  and  its 
associated economies brought on by lack of appropriate aid combined with the cumulative impact 
of periodic and repeated disaster events”(Dyer, 2009, bls. 314) 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resilience of the community and the magnitude of the event. The response to the 

disaster can either return the community back to Š, help the community to surpass 

their previous condition (Phoenix Effect) or create more vulnerability (Punctuated 

Entropy). When another disaster occurs at T2, it is within the capacity of the Phoenix 

Effect response, but further damages the community undergoing Punctuated Entropy, 

possibly leading to collapse.  

Whilst the Culture of Response image refers more to the outcomes of disaster 

response, it is the same corrosive characteristics of hazards that the SD model wants 

to capture.  

As vulnerability is a relatively intangible and subjective concept, it does not lend 

itself to being easily modelled. In order to illustrate the cumulative effects of small-

scale disasters, it was necessary to choose a proxy more suited to system dynamics. 

Accordingly, it was decided that a family’s financial situation would be a more 

suitable measure of vulnerability. On a micro-, or household scale, economic 

vulnerability contributes in a significant way to individual perception of overall 

vulnerability.  

The SD model design stemmed from the Causal Loop Diagrams shown in Section 

5.2.1. The CLD in Figure 26 illustrates the consequences of flooding at a micro level. 

One of the diagram’s components affected by the floods is ‘household funds’; as 

finances are more easily quantifiable, it was decided to focus the STELLA® model 

on the economic well-being of a family.  

The model aimed to simulate the effects of five years of annual flooding on household 

funds in order to understand not only the economic fragility at the micro-level, but 

also which consequences of the annual floods have the most significant impact on 

finances. Once this was understood, the model set out to identify which variables 

were most susceptible to changes in the system. This would then hopefully give some 

indication of potential intervention points. It was also hoped that vulnerability could 

somehow be measured through the model. Therefore, the questions the model helps to 

explore are:  

How does annual flooding affect household funds over a five-year period? Which 

consequences of flooding have the most significant impact on finances? Which 
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variables are more sensitive to change? − Can the model give an indication of 

household vulnerability? What are potential intervention points? 

The model represents the economic status of a Senegalese family of five: a mother, 

father and three children. There are three components to the model: Economic: 

‘Household funds’ and ‘Additional Expenditures’; Hazard: ‘Rain’; and Health: 

‘Illness’ and ‘Types of Illness’.  

The initial sketch for the model was broken down into two parts, economic and 

hazard. In ‘household funds’ the essential, quotidian expenses for the family within 

the parameters of the model were chosen to be food, education, fuel and 

transportation. The hazard component wanted to capture rain and flooding, which 

would have the capacity to alter the household’s economics situation in two ways, by 

causing damage to the home, which then must be repaired, or by increasing the 

likelihood of illness, which requires medicine or a visit to the clinic.  

Once the rough idea for the model and its parameters were made, it was necessary to 

obtain data, which had unfortunately not been done during the field research. Arame 

Tall, a Senegalese PhD candidate at Johns Hopkins, Washington D.C., kindly offered 

to add the necessary questions to a questionnaire she would be using in her upcoming 

workshop and research in Senegal. The questions that were asked and the answers 

given (in Senegalese francs) are as follows:  

• What is your weekly/annual income? 190.000f/month 

• What is the annual cost of education? 35.000f/year per person for school 

costs, 201.000/year inclusive of school costs related to transport and food 

• What is the weekly cost of fuel? (i.e. gasoline/coal for heating/cooking) Gas 

oil 756f/liter => 30liters are consumed per week 

• What is the daily/weekly cost of transportation? i.e. going to the market, going 

to work, children going to school. Or, if they only walk, maybe an indication 

of how often they travel to a nearby town (i.e. 3 times a year) and how much it 

would cost. Less than 1000f per day 

• What is the weekly cost of feeding the household well? i.e. good balance of 

protein/grains/vegetables. 35.000 to 40.000f per week for an average 

household of 5 
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• What is the average cost of a doctor’s visit? The average cost of medication? 

200f to see a nurse, 1000f to see a doctor, Paracetamol costs 100f; anti-

malaria medicine cost 500f 

• How much would it cost to repair a damaged wall/roof? 50.000f 

 

The model converts Senegalese Francs (XOF or CFA franc) into US dollars (USD or 

$) for the sake of clarity, using the conversion $1 = 500 franc.59 The time step, DT, 

used in the model is DT = 1 day, and the length of the time the model runs is 1826 

days (equivalent of 5 years). Below is the daily data that was added to the model.  

• Salary: $160/7 ($22.86)60 

• Food expenditure: $10 61 

• Education: $9/7 ($1.26) per child  

• Fuel: $1.50 per litre (30 litres used per week, or 4.28 litres a day)  

• Transport: $1 per day/per person (2 people use transport)  

• Repairs to Home: $100  

• Health costs: Malaria: $3 per illness, Minor Illness: $0.60 

 

This model is not meant to be an accurate replication of reality, rather it is a 

conceptual model designed to visually demonstrate the negative financial impact 

flooding can have on the economic well being of a family. The data is by not precise, 

nor does it represent the median family in poverty. The data was not aggregated from 

numerous sources, nor was it possible to verify or question the data after the initial 

numbers were given. However, having discussed the numbers with Arame Tall 

subsequently, the data and numbers given are reliable and representative. The 

weaknesses of the model will be discussed in Section 5.2.4. 

As mentioned above, there are three larger components to the model: ‘household 

finances’, ‘hazard and ‘illness’. In order to clearly explain the model, the various 

components will be described separately, and the individual components in 

                                                

59  At  the  time  of  writing  the  exchange  rate  was  between  455  –  497  XOF  to  the  USD. 
(www.xe.com/ucc) 
60 The actual weekly salary is $88 ($12.60 a day), which is  just under half of the typical weekly 
expenditures, the reasons why will be discussed in depth in Section 5.2.4. 
61 The lower number of $70 a week was used, instead of $80. 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‘chronological order’. Stocks will be bold within the text, flows will be italic and 

converters will be underlined.  

5.2.2.1 Household Finances  

‘Household finances’ is the primary component of the model – the hazard and illness 

components, whilst essential, ultimately serve only as a means to illustrate impact to 

the finances. Household Finances can be divided into two sections: household funds, 

dealing with daily living costs and savings, which is impacted by additional, 

preventable expenditures – repairs to home and health costs. The savings section of 

household finances will be described after the hazard and illness components. 

 

Figure 35 – SD model: Household funds 
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Figure 35 shows the household funds component of the model.62 The salary is paid 

into the household funds on a daily basis – the starting amount in the household 

funds is zero. The salary is primarily governed by the salary rate ($120/7), but can be 

affected by the wage earner falling ill. This will be discussed further below.  

Outgoing from the household funds are the quotidian expenses: food expenditure, 

education, fuel expenditure and transportation. Food expenditure for a household of 

five is calculated from the food expenditure rate and global market prices. The food 

expenditure rate (incorporating a good balance of protein/grains/vegetables) is $10 

and in the ‘baseline model’63 the global market price is calculated as 1. The formula is 

as follows:  

food expenditure rate x global market price = food expenditure   (1)64 

$10 x 1 = $10 per day 

The global market price was added as a converter as small increases in global food 

prices (wheat, rice, corn etc) can have serious repercussions for low-income families. 

When the global market price is set to 1, the daily cost of feeding the family remains 

$10, however by increasing the number by 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 all the way to 2, one can 

see the affect of a 1%, 5%, 10% to 100% increase in global food prices respectively.   

Education is calculated from education rate and children attending school, where 

education rate is $1.26 per day per child and there are three children attending school.  

education rate x children attending school  = education (2) 

$1.26 x 3 = $3.78 per day  

After food expenditure, fuel expenditure is the biggest drain on the household’s funds. 

It is calculated from the cost of a litre ($1.50 per day) and litres consumed (30litres 

per week – approximately 4.3 litres a day).  

cost of a litre x litres consumed = fuel expenditure  (3) 

                                                

62 The section of the model shown in Figure 35 connects to the section shown in Figure 39. The 
full model can be seen in Appendix 2.  
63 The ‘baseline model’ is the starting point to which changes in variables will be compared. 
64 All of the source equations can be found in Appendix 3. 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$1.50 x 4.3 litres = $6.45 per day  

The amount of litres consumed could be reduced to reflect the positive impact of fuel-

efficient stoves, but the cost of a litre could also be increased to show the negative 

impact of global or national energy price increases.  

The final expenditure is transportation, calculated from the daily cost of 

transportation ($1) and the number of household using public transport (two).  

daily cost of transportation x household using public transport = transportation  (4) 

$1 x 2 = $2 per day  

The total daily cost of food expenditure, education, fuel expenditure and 

transportation is $22.23, as the daily salary is $22.86 the remaining value that can be 

put into savings is $0.63 per day.  

The final part of this component is the impact of the wage earner falling ill. The 

frequency of malaria wage earner is calculated from the hazard and illness 

components, which are discussed below. If the wage earner gets malaria, he cannot 

work for seven days, which prevents any salary entering the household funds.65 The 

conditional statement for salary is: if the wage earner does not have malaria then the 

salary input is normal. If the oven is full, there is no salary input.  

Salary = salary rate x (1-period of illness) (5) 

5.2.2.2 Hazard 

The primary purpose of the model was to show the repercussions of flooding on a 

poor household’s financial situation. It is by no means a hydrological model, and the 

data is not accurate. However, the rain component of the model represents the rainy 

season and ensuing floodwaters well enough to be able to show their effects on 

finances and health. The rainy season in the Saint Louis region has two types of 

impact that will be shown in this section: short-term and medium-term. The short-

                                                

65 This is modelled using an oven (period of illness). When the wage earner gets sick (1) he goes 
into the oven and is not released for 7 days,  i.e., until he is better enough to work. The value of 
the oven is zero, unless the wage earner is sick, and then the value is 1 for seven time periods. 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term or immediate affect of rainfall, when sufficiently heavy, is damage to homes66; 

the medium-term consequence of rainfall is the presence of floodwater due to poor 

drainage.  

As previously stated, the JAS rainy season in the Sahelian zone (where the Saint 

Louis region is situated) sees considerably less rainfall than other regions in Senegal 

at around 360mm a year. Many areas flood well beyond the three-month rainy season, 

which has repercussions on health, which in turn impacts finances. As accurate daily 

rainfall data was not available, the model was created with various assumptions that 

resulted in three months of rain during July, August and September; this rainfall 

would result in floodwater from the beginning of the rainy season for up to six 

months.  

 

Figure 36 – SD model: Rain  

Within the rain component (Figure 36) there are two random variables and one fixed 

condition that determine the rainfall: rainfall amount and rainfall probability are both 

random, whilst the rainy season is fixed. For the generation of rainfall amount a 

                                                

66  Homes  can  also  be  damaged  by  prolonged  exposure  to  floodwaters  (damage  to  the 
foundations,  etc).  The model  uses heavy  cases  of  rainfall  as  a  trigger  to damage  the homes,  as 
opposed to calculating what the length of exposure to floodwater would be. 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random number is generated using STELLA®’s built-in RANDOM function. The 

rainfall amount is between 0mm and 20mm (RANDOM 0,20). Rainfall probability is 

calculated from probability, between 0 and 1 (RANDOM 0,1) and climate change, 

which determines the likelihood of the rain – at what percentage the rain will actually 

fall. Climate change is 0.6, which means there is a 40% probability of rain. Therefore, 

if probability is greater or equal to climate change then it rains, if it is less it does not. 

In STELLA® this is written as follows:  

rainfall probability = IF probability ≥ climate change THEN 1 ELSE 0  (6) 

The volume of rain that falls is determined by rainfall amount. If rainfall probability 

determines that it will rain (1), the amount of rain will be multiplied by 1, if rainfall 

probability determines that it not will rain (0), the amount of rain will be multiplied 

by 0. However, the model needs to consider during which part of the year the rain 

falls (JAS) –the model runs for five years and needs to also indicate when it is the dry 

season. This is the constant variable rainy season. The model begins in January, six 

months before the beginning of the rainy season. The rainfall probability converter 

ensures that it will only rain during July, August and September for each year that the 

model runs.67 The model dictates that between July and September of Year 1, 2, 3, 4 

and 5 it can rain, between October and June it will not rain.  

In STELLA® this is written as follows:  

rainy season = (IF (TIME >=187) AND (TIME <= 277) THEN 1 ELSE 0) OR (IF 

(TIME >=549) AND (TIME <= 639) THEN 1 ELSE 0) OR (IF (TIME >=918) AND 

(TIME <= 1008) THEN 1 ELSE 0) OR (IF (TIME >=1283) AND (TIME <= 1373) 

THEN 1 ELSE 0) OR (IF (TIME >=1648) AND (TIME <= 1738) THEN 1 ELSE 0)68 

 (7) 

The complete formula for rainfall expresses that during the rainy season, if the 

probability of rain is above or equal to 0.6, it will rain. The amount of rain (between 0 

                                                

67  Whilst  there  is  rainfall  outside  of  the  rainy  season,  it  does  not  fall  in  significant  enough 
amounts to affect health or finances. That said, climate change could change this.   
68  JAS – Year 1: 187‐277, Year 2: 549‐639. Year 3: 918‐1008, Year 4: 1283‐1373, Year 5: 1648‐
1738, leap year falls in Year 4. 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and 20mm) is determined by the amount that the converter rainfall amount produces. 

If the rainfall probability or rainy season are set to 0, it will not rain.  

Rainfall =(rainfall probability x rainfall amount) x rainy season   (8) 

The rainfall then accumulates in the stock Accumulation. In Saint Louis especially 

the floodwater remains in some communities well beyond the rainy season, and 

during the field research trip stagnated floodwater was still visible eight months after 

the rainy season. The water is removed by the flow discharge or evaporation at a 

slower rate than it is added, which in the model is 2.5mm per day. Obviously water 

does not evaporate at a constant rate, but this figure results in approximately six 

months of accumulated floodwater. The fact that this is not a hydrology model will be 

discussed further in Section 5.2.3. The final component of the rain component is 

another stock and flow, which measures the total rainfall in millimetres over the five-

year period. This is simply a means to verify whether the annual rainfall of the model 

corresponds to the actual annual rainfall.   

5.2.2.3 Illness 

Section 3.2.3 and Section 5.1.4.2 discuss the prevalent diseases found in Senegal, and 

the connection to flooding respectively. It was essential that the model would reflect 

the impact of illness on household finances and vulnerability. There are two 

subsections to the illness component. ‘Illness’ calculates the probability of the five 

members of the household falling ill and ‘Types of Illness’ determines whether the ill 

person will get a minor illness or malaria.  

‘Illness’ (Figure 37) shows that throughout the year members of the family can fall ill, 

however when floodwater is present this greatly increases the chance of illness. The 

increased probability of illness is calculated using the volume of accumulation taken 

from the rain component; when accumulation is greater than 1mm the chance of 

getting ill is three times greater than normal.  

increased probability of illness = IF Accumulation ≥ 1 THEN 3 ELSE 1  (9) 
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Figure 37 – SD model: Illness 

The probability of getting sick is calculated individually for each member of the 

household, again using the RANDOM function. Only the ‘father’ will be described 

here, as even though the probability of illness will be specific for each person, the 

process will be identical. Each household member has a converter, i.e. probability 

father, which determines his or her chances of getting ill (0% – 100 %)  

RANDOM (0,1)   (10) 
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The chance of illness without floodwater (accumulation) is 0.55%, which is on 

average two times per year. Annual probability calculates the chances of getting ill, 

during the rainy season, or during the dry season. The formula is: 

annual probability = chance of illness x increased probability of illness  (11) 

When there is no accumulation, increased probability of illness is equal to 1, 

however, when accumulation is more than 1mm, increased probability of illness is 3 

and therefore triples the chance of a household member falling sick.  

The individual probability of illnesses is calculated from the annual probability and 

the individual probability. For the father the formula is:  

IF probability father ≤ annual probability THEN 1 ELSE 0   (12) 

This indicates whether the father is ill (1) or not (0). The same is calculated for the 

mother, child 1, child 2 and child 3. Also calculated here is the number of non wage 

earners ill, which tallies all household members, with the exception of the wage 

earner (the father).  

Number of non-wage earners ill = mother probability of illness + child 1 probability 

of illness + child 2 probability of illness + child 3 probability of illness  (13)  

The second subsection to the illness component is ‘Types of Illness’ (Figure 38), 

which determines whether the ill household member has a minor illness or malaria. 

This subsequently impacts the cost of the treatment. A minor illness could be a 

common cold, minor respiratory infection, fatigue, or anything not requiring more 

than a visit to the nurse and some paracetamol; the total cost for a minor illness is 

$0.60 ($0.40 nurse + $0.20 paracetamol). Malaria is more serious, and therefore 

requires a trip to the doctor ($2) and malaria medicine ($1), costing a total of $3.  

Undoubtedly, there are other serious illnesses other than malaria, such as cholera, 

typhoid, diarrhoea, hepatitis A, dengue fever, yellow fever, schistosomiasis, etc, but 

as the data was provided for malaria medicine, that was what was put in the model, 

however they are more or less interchangeable.  
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Figure 38 – SD model: Types of Illness 

To determine the likelihood of an ‘ill household member’ contracting a minor illness 

or a cold, STELLAs® random function is used once more. The probability of malaria 

(or another more serious illness) is set to 10% (0.1), and random illness - RANDOM 

(0,1) determines this probability. If random illness is less than the probability of 

illness the sick person gets malaria, if not the person gets a minor illness.  
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malaria = IF random illness ≤ probability of malaria THEN 1 ELSE 0  (14) 

and  

minor illness = IF malaria < 1 THEN 1 ELSE 0   (15) 

Then, using the converters number of non wage earners ill and father probability of 

illness from the previous subsection, it is possible to calculate whether a sick person 

will contract either malaria or a minor illness.   

frequency of malaria = malaria x number of non wage earners  (16) 

frequency of minor illnesses = minor illness x number of non wage earners   

(17) 

The same is done for the father (wage earner), in order to use his illness to affect 

wage earning possibilities later on in the model. Frequency of minor illnesses is added 

to frequency of minor illnesses wage earner to find the total minor illnesses and 

frequency of malaria is added to frequency of malaria wage earner to find the total 

malaria cases.  

The variables created by ‘Rain’ and ‘Illness’ can be then fed into ‘Household 

finances’ in order to generate the potential consequence flooding could have on 

economic resilience. The remaining salary from household funds is transferred after 

one week, and then once a week to the savings stock, where it is used to pay for 

additional expenses.  

PULSE (remaining salary, 7, 7)  (18)  

In additional expenditure (Figure 39) there are two additional expenses modelled: 

repairs to home and health costs. The cost of repairs to home depends on the cost of 

repair and the number of times home is repaired. The cost of repair (fixing a roof) was 

given to be $100, however in the model this is halved. The number of times home is 

repaired is governed by the amount of rainfall in one day; if it rains 19mm or more (a 

5% chance) the house will need repairing, costing $50, however, if it rains 19.8mm or 

more (a 1% chance) the damage is more severe and the repairs will cost $100. 
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Figure 39 – SD model: Additional expenditure 
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(IF Rainfall ≥ 19 THEN 1 ELSE 0) OR (IF Rainfall ≥ 19.8 THEN 2 ELSE 0) 

 (19) 

Health costs are the second additional expense modelled. One of the primary concerns 

of those interviewed about the floods was health consequences, which ranged from 

fatigue and chest infections, to diarrhoea and malaria. The health costs are calculated 

from the cost of $ malaria and the cost of $ minor illness, which are cost of malaria 

treatment ($3) multiplied by the total malaria cases and the cost of minor illness 

($0.60) multiplied by the total minor illnesses respectively.  

Health costs = $ malaria (cost of malaria treatment x total malaria cases) + $ minor 

illness (cost of minor illness x total minor illnesses)  (20) 

As previously discussed, vulnerability is hard to model as it is a qualitative state 

rather than a quantitative measurement. However, the model tallies up each day that 

the household’s savings are zero or negative as a proxy for vulnerability; after five 

years it is possible to see the total number of days the household is ‘bankrupt’, and 

therefore vulnerable due to a total lack of a financial safety net. This section also 

counts the accumulating cost of repairs into the stock total cost of repairs.  

5.2.3 Results 

The model performed one hundred simulations, or runs, using the parameters 

provided and explained in the above section, in order to provide a baseline to which 

the various other scenarios could be compared. The scenarios that were generated 

from the runs were looking for a few results in particular: the total savings after five 

years; the number of ‘bankrupt’ days in five years (vulnerability); the annual total 

rainfall; and the total cost of repairs to the home.  

The total rainfall was measured in order to verify the original data that was plugged 

into the model. The research site is in the Sahelian zone, which receives an average of 

360mm of rain a year. Figure 40 shows the annual average of rainfall (mm) over the 

five hundred years that the model generates (5 years x 100 runs).69 The average 

                                                

69 This is not generating a five‐hundred year forecast, but showing the various potential annual 
rainfall amounts  in  five years, and run a  total of one hundred times.  It  is very unlikely  that  the 
rainfall average will remain stable for the next five years, let alone longer. 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rainfall amount is 363.5mm annually, which is very close to the current average. The 

maximum rainfall was 542.7mm and the minimum was 221.4mm.  

 

Figure 40 – Rainfall averages for each year simulated (mm) – 5 x 100 

As the model is primarily measuring financial stability, savings is the crucial output 

to quantify economic wellbeing, that is, the amount of money remaining after the 

essential expenditures (food, education, fuel and transport) and additional, urgent 

expenses (repairing the home and costs of illness) after five years.  
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Figure 41 – Total savings after 5 years (US$) 

Figure 41 shows the distribution of the hundred outcomes for the remaining balance 

(savings in US$) after five years. The average savings of the household are $470.70 

after five years. The greatest amount that ever remained was $779 and the lowest was 

$122.4070. Figure 42 shows the accumulation of savings over the five-year period, as 

                                                

70 In all of the simulations the total savings was never negative at the end of the five‐year period. 
However, in the next section, it is possible to see how the variables make this more common. 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well as the maximum and minimum runs. The average run shows that there are five 

periods of financial impact, which correspond directly to the rainy season.  

 

Figure 42 – Accumulation of funds over 5 years (US$) 

The implications of these results will be explored in much greater detail in the 

following chapter. That said, it is worth considering that the final number is accrued 

over five years, which is (including one leap year), 1826 days. This means that the 

additional money is an average of $0.26 per day ($470.70), a maximum of $0.42 per 

day ($779) and a minimum of  $0.07 per day ($122.40). It is also relevant to mention 

that these outcomes do not take into consideration any increases in food or fuel price, 

any costs not evaluated in the model or any extreme event, like a death of someone in 

the household.  

The number of days spent with no money (vulnerability) was also calculated over 

one hundred runs. Figure 43 shows the various levels of vulnerability from the 

hundred runs. The average number of days spent without money was 69 out of 1826 

(4%), the maximum was 1256 days (69%) and the minimum was 8 days (0.44%).  
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Figure 43 – Vulnerability  

Figure 44 shows the average accumulation of vulnerability throughout the five-year 

period. As these households seldom have access to formal banks or loaning 

mechanisms, the resulting vulnerability requires that other avenues must be explored 

to provide food, fuel etc for the family. Ramifications of these coping mechanisms 

can be detrimental and only serve to increase overall vulnerability. 
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Figure 44 – Accumulation of Vulnerability (number of days without money) 

 

The final data taken from running the model (shown in Figure 45) was the total cost 

of repairs to the home in a five-year period. On average, repairing the home cost $444 

over five years ($89 per year), the maximum cost was $800 ($160 per year) and the 

minimum was $150 ($30 per year).  
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Figure 45 – Total cost of repairing home (US$) 

The conclusions that can be made from the one hundred baseline runs are: assuming 

that over the five years the salary rate; food, fuel and health costs; volume of rain and 

length of rainy season remain constant, on average $470.70 will remain in savings, 

only 69 days (4%) will be spent without money (vulnerability) and the total costs of 

repairs will be approximately $444 ($89 per year). There is an upward trend 

regarding savings, which is positive, however the financial fragility of the household 
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will become apparent once the variables are changed to reflect even minute changes 

to the system.  

As previously discussed, the impact of disasters on vulnerability can be exacerbated 

not only by accumulated stresses of successive climate hazards, poverty, poor health 

and environmental degradation, but also by global influences, such as the economic 

crisis or high food and fuel costs (United Nations, 2009). Within the model there were 

a number of variables that are likely to be subject to external fluctuations. These are: 

global food prices, cost of a litre of fuel, the volume of daily rainfall (rainfall mm) 

and the effect of climate change. Variables (internal) that can actively be changed by 

the household, or through policy are: litres consumed and improving the home to 

reduce cost of repairs.  

The model will be run repeatedly in order to observe the potential outcomes of 

variations in these conditions. In order to accurately observe the effect of fluctuations 

in global food prices, litres consumed, cost of repair and cost of a litre, the 

randomness in the model will be removed: the rainfall data will remain constant for 

each run in order to facilitate clear assessment of how slight changes affect the overall 

outcome.  

The first variable to be assessed is the effect of global food prices on the overall 

financial situation and vulnerability of the household. Even though the weekly 

expenditure for food was given as between $70 and $80 per week, the model used the 

lower figure of $70 for the baseline runs. The model was then run twenty times, and 

each time the global food price increased by 1%.  The results below look at the 

increase from 100% - 120% (from $70 - $84 per week).  

The graph shows that even a small increase in global food prices has long-term 

repercussions for economic well-being. If there is a 2% increase (from $10 to $10.20 

per week), the household stays on an upward trend and solvent through the five-year 

period. However, a 3% increase ($10 to $10.30) is sufficient to eventually push the 

household into a state of vulnerability. The original data given said that the average 

weekly cost of food was between $70 and $80 per week ($10 to $11.40 per day). If 

the model had been run at the upper range, or indeed even the mid range of these 

figures, they would not have been able to cope financially. Figure 47 shows how 
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quickly an increase in global food prices leads to vulnerability (every day without 

money).  

 

 

Figure 46 – Increase in global food prices 

The second variable assessed for sensitivity was the cost of fuel. The cost of a litre 

was given at $1.50 for the baseline model. Twenty simulations were performed to see 

the effect of increasing the price from $1.50 to $2.75 per litre. When the fuel costs 

remain at $1.50, the savings are still positive after five years. Even $1.57 per litre is 

enough to push the household into bankruptcy after approximately two and a half 

years. Anything about $1.60 a litre is totally unsustainable for the family.  
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Figure 47 – Increase in food prices: Vulnerability (days) 

 

Figure 48 – Savings after 5 years due to increase in fuel price ($) 
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As fuel is one of the more costly daily expenditures, and is primarily used for cooking 

and space heating, a possible solution to alleviate costs would be to reduce the amount 

of fuel consumed by the household. Not only would this decrease costs but could have 

positive benefits for the environment and health. Reducing the amount of fuel could 

be achieved either by using more fuel-efficient stoves, or by switching to stoves that 

do not require fossil fuels.71 Figure 49 shows the hugely beneficial effect of reducing 

fuel consumption.  

 

Figure 49 – Savings after 5 years: reduction in litres consumed. ($) 

The graph shows twenty runs ranging from 0 litres per day, to 4.29 litres per day (as 

in the baseline). Whilst 4.29 litres allows the household to accumulate some savings, 

any increase in daily fuel consumption would likely prevent this from happening. 

What is interesting, however, is the impact reducing fuel consumption could have on 

the household’s savings. Even reducing consumption to around 3.6 (series 17) litres a 

day ($5.42) would make a huge impact on the overall savings. Figure 50 shows the 

daily cost of fuel depending on the reduction in consumption. 

                                                

71 In Northern Senegal some projects have begun turning invasive river reeds into blocks that are 
not only efficient and cheap, but create income generating opportunities for local communities. 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Figure 50 – Daily fuel consumption (litres) and cost ($)  

 

Climate change is cited as a serious threat to the resilience of vulnerable communities 

and households. The model was run again to look at what impact and increased 

probability of rain would have on the household’s wealth. The volume of rain (0 to 

20mm) and probability of rain functions remained the same, however, the probability 

of it raining on a given day increased from 0.6 to 0 (40% chance of rain, to 100%) 

during the rainy season.  
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Figure 51 – Climate change: Average annual rainfall (mm) and savings after 5 years ($) 

 

Figure 51 shows twenty scenarios, ranging from 100% of 0 – 20mm rain, to 40% of 0 

– 20%. The blue bars show the average annual rainfall and the red line shows the total 

savings after five years. It is immediately apparent that there is an inverted correlation 

between the volume of rain and savings. The savings suffer as a result of high rain 

volume. In this model this is as a consequence of increased damage to the home 

(Figure 52) and in part due to increased illness (Figure 54). As visible in Figure 52, 

the increase in damage to homes is closely correlated to the increased frequency of 

rain events. However, it is slightly misleading, as there would be a limit to the number 

of times the home could be damaged in one rainy season. This will be discussed in 

more detail in the next section. What the model does not capture, but would likely see 

the same effect, is the increase in global and local food prices as a consequence of 

climate change, which would negatively affect household savings.  
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Figure 52 – Climate change: Total repair costs after 5 years ($) 

  

Figure 53 – Climate change: total cases of minor illnesses and malaria over 5 years 

Figure 53 shows how climate change could affect the frequency of minor illnesses 

and malaria. There is a slight trend showing that more rain causes more illness; if this 

were looking at a greater number of people, the trends may be more noticeable. 

Figure 54 shows how climate change would affect total medical costs over five years, 

due to an increased number of illnesses.  Again, a correlation is seen between average 

rainfall and cost.  
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Figure 54 – Climate change: total medical costs over 5 years ($) 

The twenty different climate change scenarios simulated looked at increased 

frequency of rain events between 0 mm and 20 mm. Also simulated were twenty runs 

with normal frequency of rainfall, but increased volume of rain (from 0 mm – 20 mm 

per day, to 0 mm – 40 mm per day).  

 

Figure 55 – Increased daily rainfall: average annual rainfall (mm) and savings after 5 years ($) 

Figure 55 shows that increased volume of rain falling in one day does affect savings, 

however, it doesn’t increase the average annual rainfall as much as increased 

frequency.   
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Figure 56 – Increased daily rainfall: average annual rainfall (cm) and frequency of home repairs 

over 5 years  

Figure 56 suggests that greater daily amounts of rainfall increase the chance of 

damage to the home. It is not certain whether the household would have the capacity 

to repeatedly repair their home during single rainy seasons, but according to these 

simulations, larger volumes of rain falling in a 24-hour period, even if they do not 

significantly increase the average annual rainfall, can damage homes and impact 

vulnerability. This is consistent with previously stated information, that in the Saint 

Louis region it is not always the annual volume of water that is important, but the 

amount that falls in a single event.  

By far the biggest impact on the household savings is the cost of repairing a home 

after damage. The price given to fix a wall or roof was $100, and even though the 

model mostly set the price at $50, it was still sufficient to push the household savings 

below zero. Whilst some of the expenditures are unavoidable, there has been a great 

deal of research completed looking at the benefits of pre-emptive disaster preparation. 

Creating hazard resilient homes is one way to prevent damage during the rains and 

floods. The final simulations that were run on the model looked at decreasing the cost 

of repair (for example, upkeep of resilient structures, rather than annually repairing 

major damage on an annual basis). Figure 57 shows the impact on reducing the cost 

of repairs on household savings. The costs range from nothing to $100 in increments 

of $5. At the bottom of the graph where the repair costs are more (from $75 – $100), 
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there are negative household savings. However, at the top of the graph the impact is 

much less, and the savings steadily increase. When the cost of repair is between $5 

and $20, a large savings amount is accrued, and the repairs have a much less visible 

impact on the overall trend. 

 

 

 

Figure 57 – Cost of repairs ($): savings after 5 years ($) 

Again, Figure 58 shows that vulnerability is almost unaffected until the cost of 

repairing the home reaches $75 and above.  
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Figure 58 – Cost of repairs ($): Vulnerability 

The model was beneficial in its ability to offer insight into the key factors that affect a 

household’s financial stability. By running the various simulations it was possible to 

see which variables had the biggest impact and where possible interventions could be 

staged.  

5.2.4 Discussion of Uncertainties 

System dynamics helps in the framing, understanding, and discussing of complex 

issues, however it is not meant to replicate reality nor predict the future. As most 

systems are so complex and interconnected with other systems, it is not possible to 

model every interacting component. Therefore, it is important to create parameters 

and decide what will and will not be included. The above model is a simple prototype 

that does not profess to be accurate, instead seeking to illustrate the financial fragility 

of an individual household and to assess which components have the greatest impact 

on the overall vulnerability.  

As the data for the model was collected after the field research had been completed, it 

was not possible to ask additional questions. There were a few uncertainties about 

some of the given answers, and in the absence of further verification, some educated 

assumptions had to be made. 
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The most significant liberty taken with the data used in the model was salary. The 

data that was provided from Senegal gave the weekly salary as $88 ($12.60 a day), 

whereas in the model the weekly salary was given as $120. The sum of $88 would 

only just cover half of the typical weekly expenditures. When this discrepancy was 

raised with Arame Tall, she highlighted how most low-income households’ salaries 

do not cover their basic costs. In order to survive they must supplement their salary 

with money or goods from other sources. This additional money often is from 

remittances from relatives living abroad, but can also be from selling crops or 

livestock, borrowing from family or friends, additional informal income sources and 

so on.  As no data existed for these additional inputs and the amount each household 

can generate is likely to vary significantly, they were not included in the model. 

However, in order to prevent the family from constantly having negative ‘savings’, 

the weekly salary was increased from $88 to $120 (approximately a 36% increase, or 

42% of the total amount) to reflect this ‘external’ income.  

The parameters of the model mean that there is a rather narrow view with regards to 

the expenditures of the household. Only four daily and two additional expenditures 

have been specified in the model: food, education, fuel and transport, and health and 

home repair. Needless to say, the household would have other expenditures, such as 

clothing, household items and toiletries, religious donations, recreation, etc. which the 

model does not include as they are not as ‘essential’ as food etc and trying to include 

them would make the model too complex. That said, when looking at the data, it is 

worth considering that these additional expenditures or ‘luxuries’ would be taken 

from the savings.  

For the individual expenditures, a number of assumptions were made and there are 

also many uncertainties that are not reflected in the model.  

The weekly cost for feeding the family well in the model was $70,72 however, the 

model doesn’t consider what mechanisms the household would employ in order to 

eat, should they have insufficient money to cover the $70 per week – Would they 

reduce the calorie intake per person? Would they decrease the nutritional quality of 

                                                

72 As previously mentioned, the actual cost given was between $70 and $80. The ramifications of 
the higher cost can be seen in the results section. 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the food and eat a larger proportion of cheap carbohydrates? Would they supplement 

their diets from home grown vegetables or slaughter livestock? The model does not 

consider these modifications, or their consequences.  

The education outflow assumes that each child attends school, the cost for each child 

is identical, and all three of them remain in school for the duration of the five-year 

simulation. The model does ‘charge’ for education on a daily basis, whereas it might 

have been more accurate to pay the tuition fees annually, however, it is important to 

keep in mind that this does not change the overall outcome of the model.  

It is commonly thought that children are removed from school as a way to save 

money, and initially the model was going to address this issue by running simulations 

allowing none or only one or two of the three children to attend school. But Arame 

Tall was quick to quash this misconception. Families she had spoken to during her 

field research on vulnerability were adamant that their children’s education was their 

first priority and they would always ensure that they were able to send their children 

to school. Subsequently, this was not included in the model.  

Fuel usage is shown to be constant throughout the model, and is always ‘gas oil’. The 

causal loop diagrams in Section 5.2.1 note the repercussions of vulnerability on 

natural resources and ecosystems. A household that does not have sufficient money to 

pay for fuel may look to supplement with biomass, which can have a detrimental 

effect on local ecosystems.  

The final daily expenditure is transport. It is assumed that two people use transport 

seven days a week, though it is likely that this is not constant. The data specified a 

daily cost of transport ($2) but did not specify whether it was per person or per 

household. Knowing from the field research that the cost of local transport was quite 

low, the model assumes that the daily cost is $1 and two people require transport, 

resulting in $2 per day. The data given for education includes transport, so the three 

children do not require additional transport. 

As aforementioned, the ‘rain’ component of the model is not a hydrological model, 

and the data used is not accurate. The quantities given for both rainfall and discharge 

and evaporation were sufficient to create flooding (accumulation) for approximately 

six months, which would increase the probability of illness. The rain model also was 
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also able to measure ‘heavy rain’ and ‘very heavy rain’ to the value of $50 or $100 

respectively that would damage the home between once and three times per year. The 

dates of the rainy season remain constant (JAS) throughout the simulations, however 

many people who were interviewed in the region observed shifting rainfall patterns 

and increased rainfall, which is not reflected in the baseline model.  

When looking at illness, it was assumed that each household member had a 0.55% 

chance of falling sick each year, without the presence of floodwater. The only 

variable that increased the chance of illness was accumulation. In reality, some 

household members would be more likely to get sick than others, and if one 

household member were sick with an infection, the other household members would 

have an increased chance of getting ill. These considerations were not within the 

parameters chosen for the model. The model looks at the financial impact of 

treatment, which is either $0.60 or $3 depending on the severity of the illness, with 

the exception of the father, or wage earner. When he is sick with malaria, it was 

assumed that he would not be able to work for seven days, which interrupts the 

incoming salary for one week. In truth, malaria, or another severe disease may cause 

shorter or longer periods of illness. 

There are also a number of assumptions and uncertainties in the ‘additional 

expenditure’ component. With regards to the repairs, the figure given to fix a roof or 

wall was $100. The model uses $50 or $100 depending on the severity of damage, 

which is a large assumption – it does not consider repairs using locally sourced 

materials, which would possibly damage local ecosystems through additional pressure 

on natural resources, nor does it consider the consequences of not repairing damage 

(eventual destruction of the home after time due to structural damage, increased 

probability of illness, etc).  

With repairs, even though the money is removed from savings immediately after the 

event happens, in reality they would unlikely be executed immediately, and would be 

dealt with maybe after the rain had stopped, or once the floodwater had subsided. The 

model does not observe the repercussions of inaction. However, if the household is 

unable to afford to repair the home, the long-term effect could have serious 

repercussions on vulnerability.  
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With regards to health costs, it was assumed that each time a household member 

became ill, they pay for treatment. However, if the household had no money with 

which to buy paracetamol or visit a nurse for a minor illness, it is probable that they 

would not seek formal treatment. Over time, this could increase vulnerability as a 

minor illness may develop into something more severe.73 Not having the finances to 

treat malaria or other serious illnesses could have even graver consequences.  

Whilst there are many assumptions and uncertainties in the model, it is a simple visual 

representation of economic fragility, or vulnerability. Furthermore, it facilitates 

comprehension of which variables have the most impact on the economic state of the 

household, and which of these can be used as starting points for individuals or policy-

makers. 

                                                

73  For  example:  a  boy’s  leg  was  bitten  by  a  dog,  but  instead  of  getting  the  wound  properly 
cleaned, he didn’t tell anyone. After a few weeks the wound had become so infected that the flesh 
around the wound had begun to die and he was in serious pain. Someone discovered what had 
happened  and  took  him  to  the  clinic,  where  he  needed  two  penicillin  injections,  a  two‐week 
course of antibiotics and fresh bandages administered daily. The doctor said he could have lost 
his  leg. What was  a  relatively  expensive  and painful  outcome  could  have  been prevented  by  a 
quick and cheap cleaning by a nurse. 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6 Discussion 

The discussion chapter will consider the unconventional characteristics of the 

research: firstly it will analyse and discuss the results from the research, specifically 

the results from the fieldwork; secondly it will consider the weaknesses of the 

research methodology as well as future research direction.  

6.1 Summary of Results 

The field research concluded that the cause of flooding in the Saint Louis region was 

not due to a high annual rainfall or the River Sénégal bursting its banks, but a 

combination of: rain falling in short but heavy showers and vulnerable households 

inhabiting inappropriate land (i.e. floodplains, depressions) with insufficient natural 

or man-made drainage of floodwater.  

The floodwater usually remains for many months and as communities are often 

densely populated and homes poorly constructed the living conditions for many 

households are difficult and unpleasant. These prolonged periods of floodwater result 

in disease, discomfort and structural damage of homes. Despite this, households 

prefer to stay in their own homes or with relatives; they do not want to live in canvas 

tents. The communities and humanitarian actors do a great deal to alleviate suffering 

during the floods and prior to the rainy season prepare as best they can. However, 

they lack the funds to carry out preparedness and response measures at the magnitude 

required.  

Whilst the field research showed the important role of shelter during flooding, it also 

highlighted the inadequacies of tents in many cases, which will be discussed in 

greater detail below.  

The first causal loop diagram illustrated that disasters are a product of risk and 

vulnerability; the occurrence of a disaster will increase vulnerability and therefore 

increase the chances of future disasters and can create a downward spiral into 
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vulnerability. The CLD was then expanded to assess the repercussions of annual 

flooding and the interactions of the various components; not only are there immediate 

consequences (i.e. damaged homes, illness) but there are a number of long-term 

effects that contribute to vulnerability and make communities more susceptible to 

future climate events. In the long-term, the knock on effects of flooding can damage 

ecosystems, decrease access to education, increase displacement, decrease household 

funds, decrease ability to work and increase instances of illness. 

Having utilised CLDs to understand the various components, systems dynamics was 

then used to quantify the economic well-being of a household that floods annually. As 

a baseline, the model ran one hundred simulations. Each day, money was detracted 

for food, fuel, transport and education; the remainder would accrue in savings. When 

the floods occurred, there was a probability that a member of the household would fall 

ill or the house would be damaged. The money to pay for these additional costs came 

from the savings and the cost of food, fuel, transport and education remained constant 

throughout. The average amount that remained in savings after 5 years was $470.70; 

only 69 days on average (4%) were spent without money and the total costs of repairs 

was approximately $444 ($89 per year). There is an upward trend regarding savings, 

which is positive, however the model did not take into considerations any additional 

costs or inflation. The number of days spent without money gives an indication of 

‘vulnerability’. Without money, the households must adopt short or long term coping 

mechanisms, which could have a negative impact on their resilience. 

Though illness as a result of vulnerability does require the household to pay additional 

costs, there were more negligible than anticipated. The results from the model’s 

baseline run showed that a damaged home has a more significant impact on household 

funds. 

Within the model there were a number of variables that could be subject to external 

fluctuations. These are: global food prices, cost of a litre of fuel, the volume of daily 

rainfall (rainfall mm) and the effect of climate change. Variables (internal) that can 

actively be changed by the household, or through policy are: litres consumed and 

improving the home to reduce cost of repairs.  
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The simulations showed that the households were very susceptible to increases in the 

price of fuel and food. The cost and frequency of repairs was also a considerable drain 

on household finances.  

Through these additional runs, the model indicated that the most effective 

intervention points to alleviate suffering and build resilience would be safeguarding 

households from fluctuations in food and fuel prices and minimising the cost and 

frequency of household repairs. The most apt intervention point for humanitarian 

actors would be addressing the latter.  

Resilient homes could play a role in minimising the burden on household funds, 

reducing vulnerability and creating resilient communities. The final simulation 

showed that if household repairs were below $20, the households were able to save 

significant amounts of money. A resilient home would be less affected by the 

flooding and therefore would not require expensive or frequent repairs. This money 

could then be put towards other requirements that would further reduce vulnerability.  

6.2 Field Research 

The original research, as described in detail in Section 4.1, set out to examine the 

links between climate forecasts and the decision-making process of humanitarian 

organisations and to initiate the development of an operational multi-hazard Early 

Warning/Early Action tool. The drive for this research, proposed by the Red 

Cross/Red Crescent Climate Centre, was motivated by the success of an initiative at 

the Dakar headquarters in the summer of 2009, in which Arame Tall, suggested pre-

positioning relief items ahead of what she had learnt would be a particularly heavy 

rainy season. It was hoped that similar projects, using information from accurate 

climate forecasts would minimise the suffering of affected communities, as well as 

saving time and money for humanitarian practitioners.  

In theory, this project had a great deal of potential, and whilst researching the topic it 

was easy to feel convinced of the validity of such an approach. However, it was not 

until arriving in Senegal after four months of preliminary research that it became 

apparent that the project would not be successful for a number of reasons. Firstly, the 

original location for the research was no longer an option, meaning that the 
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geographic scope had to be changed. Secondly, the original research very much 

imposed the response and roles of external actors, as opposed to understanding the 

actual needs of a community and creating a more internal response, which will be 

explained in greater detail below. 

The fieldwork was fundamental in shaping the focus of this research; the knowledge 

gained through the time spent in Senegal informed an outcome that differed 

significantly to the previously anticipated conclusion, despite substantial desk 

research beforehand. 

The initial research statements developed though conversations with the Red Cross 

Red Crescent Climate Centre and from reading a great deal of literature encapsulated 

the sentiment of the preliminary research. The statement below was used by the team 

at MIT as a starting point for the project ‘Towards an SMS-based flood warning 

system for the Senegal Red Cross’. 

“People suffer from predictable climate events. Whilst the information necessary for 

anticipating many disasters is readily available and acting upon such information is 

possible and can prevent human suffering, proper actions are not always being taken 

to prepare for and prevent disasters.” 

It was this statement that determined the direction of the research prior to the 

fieldwork; however, once arriving in Senegal in April/May 2010 it was clear that 

some assumptions made in the statement were misleading and had distorted the 

research. 

It is certainly the case that many people in Senegal, indeed all over the world, suffer 

due to predictable climate events. The technology that exists today can, with some 

accuracy, predict weather patterns for the coming days, weeks and even seasons, 

allowing those with access to forecasts the possibility to use the information to 

prepare. The information necessary for anticipating many disasters is readily 

available, at least to those who know where and how to seek it.  

The preliminary research had identified the key obstacle preventing effective disaster 

preparedness and response as an information gap between forecasters and 

communities. The workshop run by Arame Tall and the Red Cross Red Crescent 
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Climate Centre (Section 4.2.1) brought together scientists and stakeholders to 

facilitate dialogue, not only to aid practitioners and community members in 

understanding complex forecasts, but also to enable scientists to recognise what 

information was most important for them to convey so that stakeholders could act 

upon such information … to … prevent human suffering. In short, the workshop 

endeavoured to bridge the information gap between forecasters and communities.  

The first hypothesis was the understanding that proper actions are not always being 

taken to prepare for and prevent disasters was seen to be a consequence of 

stakeholders not initiating appropriate action due to limited access to and 

understanding of forecasts. 

Until the field trip in 2010, all of the desk research and preliminary output had very 

much been built on this premise, and the ultimate goal of the thesis (Section 4.1) was 

to understand links between climate forecasts and the decision-making process of 

humanitarian organisations to facilitate a shift towards proper actions … to prepare 

for and prevent disasters.  

The interviews and observations from the time spent in Senegal did not align with the 

previously held hypotheses. In Saint Louis the information necessary for anticipating 

many disasters is readily available; every single Red Cross practitioner interviewed 

said that local and regional forecasts were accessible and they acted on the 

information in the forecasts. Whilst the methods of forecasting were sometimes 

unsophisticated, it was a gross underestimation of local capacities to assume that 

inhabitants were unaware of or underutilised forecasts. Those interviewed were 

knowledgeable about the weather patterns; they know that the rains typically arrive in 

July and last approximately three months. There is of course some seasonable 

variability with regards to onset and volume of rain, but the floods that occur as a 

consequence of the rains are an annual occurrence that are relatively predictable in 

timing and frequency, without the need of any high-tech forecasts. 

This is not to say that the link between forecasters and communities cannot be 

improved. Seasonal forecasts can predict abnormalities in the rainy season and 

strengthened links between forecasts and action have the capacity to improve 
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preparedness. However, the greatest challenge facing the Saint Louis region is not the 

gap between forecasts and action.74 

What the fieldwork ultimately revealed was that the absence of proper actions to 

prevent suffering was not a consequence of inaccessibility to forecasts or 

incomprehension of how to turn this information into action. Those interviewed at the 

Red Cross and the Fire Department, all spoke in great detail about how they prepared 

communities for the annual floods, and what was done during the rainy season to 

alleviate suffering. The resounding grievance had nothing to do with inadequate 

forecast information, but was a lack of funds and equipment with which to carry out 

what they knew was necessary to prepare for and prevent disasters.  

It made little sense to continue with the original research focus, as more accurate 

forecasts and improved preparation and response strategies have no impact if there are 

no financial means with which to implement them.  

The second hypothesis made in the earlier research was that failure to accurately 

predict the approximate timing and nature of a disaster would corrode the 

communities’ trust in the Red Cross. There was a real concern that people would lose 

confidence with the Red Cross if disasters didn’t materialise when they were told they 

would and vice versa.75 However, when this unease was shared with those 

interviewed in Senegal, they thought it was quite inaccurate. Those from the 

Senegalese Red Cross said that local communities are willing to prepare for the 

annual floods – clearing drainage ditches, cleaning homes, etc – before the rainy 

season begins. For them it does not matter whether the floods come a few days early 

or late, as they know sooner or later the floods will arrive and they want to be 

prepared as best they can.  

The preparation and response that is carried out depends entirely on the financial and 

material means available. Everyone interviewed at the Senegalese Red Cross and the 

Fire Department said that they couldn’t do anything more without further assistance. 

For EW/EA to be a valid approach to disaster management there must be financial 

                                                

74 This does not mean  that  links between  forecasts  and disasters  should not be  analysed,  only 
that it was not relevant in the Saint Louis region. 
75 ‘The boy who cried wolf’ syndrome 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and material means to translate the Early Warning into Early Action – knowing the 

forecasts is of little consolation if there are no means to translate that information into 

action.  

Within the field of disaster preparedness there is a strong case for improving climate 

forecasts as a means to inform the decision-making processes of humanitarian 

organisations at the macro level, and this could facilitate a shift from reactive to pre-

emptive or preventive action. However, the results from the field research concluded 

that this would not be an effective method to address disaster preparedness in the 

region.   

Interestingly, the mentality towards the floods and response was very much informed 

by cultural context, in this case, Islam, as discussed in Section 5.1.5. Much discussion 

of weather and flooding was – especially in the communities – interconnected with 

Allah. People saw the weather primarily as an ‘act of god’ and when people were 

asked how they would feel if they had prepared unnecessarily for a flood predicted by 

the Red Cross, they said they would believe that they had been ‘spared or saved by 

Allah’. Therefore, the preoccupation of the Red Cross with regards to ‘trust’ was 

misplaced in this locality. 

The early research concluded that an effective solution to pre-emptively address 

disasters would be the prompt mobilisation of relief items – such as tents. There are 

two problems with this solution: firstly, the Senegalese Red Cross does not have the 

money to stockpile tents nor would the severity of the flooding give them higher 

priority over more affected regions; secondly, people do not want to live in tents, 

meaning that even if they were available, people would prefer to stay in their wet 

and/or damaged homes.  

The solution of tents, as proposed by external actors, neither considers the needs of 

the affected population nor the capacity of the local Red Cross. Tents were one of the 

main focuses for the initial research, and were the measurement of humanitarian relief 

while at MIT. A conversation in Dakar with Terry Carney, prior to heading north was 

fundamental in shifting the research away from ‘tents’ and towards ‘shelter’. The field 

research confirmed the appropriateness of shelter solutions as a holistic solution, and 
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subsequent to the fieldwork, a relationship was forged with the Shelter Department to 

explore this idea further.  

There were a number of problems with tents (in the context of humanitarian response) 

that were identified through informal conversations. Other than the issues already 

mentioned – cost to humanitarian organisations, discomfort to families living in tents, 

and sustainability – there were a variety of additional observations.  

One of the first contradictions identified with the tents was cost. The tents are not 

produced locally, and are shipped from a different continent, which incurs cost even if 

done well in advance; if transported at short notice the cost skyrockets. The cost of 

tents places a burden on the finances of humanitarian organisation, and in instances of 

less severe disasters, the budget does not stretch.  

The Red Cross staff interviewed at the various regional offices were asked how many 

families were affected by the floods and would as a consequence require tents. Over a 

thousand families annually76 are affected to such a degree that they require alternative 

shelter. In this case, procuring, transporting and prepositioning thousands of tents is 

totally illogical given the severity of the flooding.  

The tents are not only expensive, but are totally unsustainable. The average lifespan 

of the tents is one to two years, meaning that if the floods continue, new tents would 

need to be purchased and transported on an annual basis. Combined with this, the 

tents are not comfortable, there is seldom any appropriate land on which to erect 

them, and people don’t even want to live in them, preferring their own 

neighbourhoods and homes.  

The tents are made and bought overseas, which means that they do not contribute at 

all to the local economies and perhaps most importantly they are a short-term 

solution. They do not create resilience and they do not meaningfully address 

vulnerability.77  

                                                

76 This figure does not even include the city Saint Louis as no one interviewed could estimate the 
number affected there. 
77 It is not only tents that can be prepositioned, but also household effects, soap, mosquito nets, 
etc.  However,  like  tents,  these  are  not  long‐term  solutions  to  flooding,  even  if  funding  were 
available to stock them in sufficient quantities. 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The notion that an effective solution in the Saint Louis region is the prepositioning of 

large numbers of canvas tents was wholly misplaced. However, this is not to say that 

shelter doesn’t play a fundamental role in disaster preparedness and response, in fact, 

the research showed that a lack of suitable shelter increases vulnerability, whereas 

effective shelter solutions can create resilience. The understanding that shelter was a 

fundamental component in reducing suffering during flooding and reducing long-term 

vulnerability, yet the current practice using tents creates additional problems, was one 

of the driving forces behind a renewed focus on shelter.  

The idea that ‘shelter solutions’ could have multiple positive impacts was very 

appealing, and it was for this reason that the Background chapter took such an in-

depth view of shelter and settlements. Locally produced shelter kits or transitional 

shelter solutions would not only be significantly cheaper than tents, which can cost up 

to $1000 each, but made locally, they would play a role in strengthening local 

economies. In addition, material would be culturally and climate appropriate, and 

transportation distances would be greatly reduced. Shelter kits would focus on 

creating resilient buildings more resistant to floods, thereby gradually decreasing the 

number of families requiring assistance on an annual basis. The research cited in 

Chapter 2, shows that within the fairly tight knit shelter and settlement community, 

there has been a shift towards more sustainable and local shelter. However, this shift 

was not visible in Senegal, due to a variety of reasons. Unfortunately, proposing 

suitable shelter solutions for the Saint Louis region was beyond the scope of this 

research. The background information on shelter was included, as it was important to 

understand the complexity of shelter in the context of disasters, and within the 

humanitarian community. 

The constant theme throughout the research was vulnerability, and one of the primary 

goals of the fieldwork was to assess the vulnerability of the region. When observing 

the consequences of flooding on the communities and households what became clear 

were the incremental effects of these small-scale disasters on long-term vulnerability. 

As the fieldwork took place eight months after the end of the rainy season, it was not 

possible to see first hand how the floods impacted the communities. However, what 

was visible was the structural damage as visible in Figure 27 and Figure 28 on page 
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95. The foundations of these buildings had not been repaired and it was evident that 

there would be a limit to the number of floods that a house could withstand before it 

was totally destroyed. The wall in Figure 29 illustrates the consequences of not 

repairing damaged structures, and over the course of the research a number of homes 

were seen that had been destroyed due to successive floods.  

It was this realisation that inspired the eventual focus of the research: whilst the 

consequences of one flooding event may not be remarkable in comparison to mega-

disasters, if a household or community is assessed over a five or ten year period, the 

steady decline as a consequence of cumulative vulnerability – the accumulating 

impacts of vulnerability – is then visible.  

Assessing vulnerability through the three factors – physical fragility or exposure, 

socio-economic fragility and lack of resilience – was valuable in understanding why 

the inhabitants of the region of Saint Louis suffer due to annual floods. The amount of 

rainfall in the region is not particularly high, yet many people still spend a significant 

proportion of the year living in wet or damaged homes, which can have long-term 

repercussions. The fieldwork determined ‘socio-economic fragility’ as the region’s 

most apparent contributor to vulnerability, as poorer neighbourhoods and poorer 

towns seem to be more affected. Those from wealthier households that were 

interviewed did not seem to be affected by the floods, as they lived in better-

constructed homes encircled with large walls, located in better neighbourhoods. These 

wealthy households were exposed to the same volume of rain as affected households, 

but their strong socio-economic position created resilience and ensured they were 

relatively unaffected. This situation is familiar across the globe: wealthy households 

are able to live in areas that are less exposed to climate events, or if they do live in 

fragile areas, they have the socio-economic strength to live in resilient homes. If their 

homes are affected, they can afford repairs.  

That said, there were also socio-economically fragile communities that were 

unaffected by the flooding. The small, traditional settlements along the Sénégal River 

all reported no adverse consequences during the rainy season.  The Tukulor 

community said that if the rains were very strong, their homes may get slightly 

damaged, but as they are constructed from locally found earth, they can be repaired 

immediately and at no cost. The Fulani said that if the river were to break its banks, 
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they would be able to relocate their homes and communities with relative ease. The 

locations of these communities, despite being next to the river like Podor, Rosso and 

Richard Toll, were not susceptible to flooding, which combined with the traditional 

practices of these two communities created resilience to small-scale disasters.78 

Though Dagana was socio-economically fragile, the population was not affected by 

flooding as homes were all built on higher land that did not flood.  

The research concluded that vulnerability to disasters is complex and is not simply a 

result of poverty or geography. Many factors contribute to vulnerability, but not all 

have to be dealt with in order to achieve resilience. By living in resilient homes, 

economically fragile households are less impacted by the consequences of disasters, 

and this has the added benefit of improving household finances. By living in resilient 

homes, households routinely exposed to climate events are not as susceptible to their 

consequences, and therefore less likely to become vulnerable. 

Reducing socio-economic fragility is slow and complex, and the responsibility of 

which falls more on local and national governments and development actors. One 

possible solution to reduce vulnerability is removing households or communities from 

physically fragile or exposed areas. As was apparent in Saint Louis, some homes are 

built in uninhabitable areas and as long as communities stay there, they will continue 

to be affected by coastal erosion or flooding. However, relocating is costly and 

requires the provision of land and new livelihood opportunities. Unfortunately, this 

solution is unlikely, as even the promise of moving the 700 inhabitants of DBD had 

not been realised. Khady Diagne from ENDA was unoptimistic about the future of 

Saint Louis. She felt like the only real long-term solution was to relocate the 

households that live on the mudflats, but noted that this amounts to tens of thousands 

of households. If the mayor of Saint Louis does not even have the capacity to relocate 

700 people, it is unlikely that anything on a bigger scale will occur. Arame Tall was 

also an advocate of this solution, but instead of ‘relocation programmes’ proposed the 

rejuvenation of small cities through policy, as a way to encourage migration away 

from urban slums.  

                                                

78 Unfortunately, climate change could negatively impact these communities. For now, they 
appeared resilient to climate shocks. 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Another potential, smaller scale solution to reduce vulnerability is through the 

construction of resilient homes. The two most reported consequences of flooding in 

the region were damaged homes and the poor health of the inhabitants.  Repairing 

damaged homes is a financial burden on the inhabitants, and living in wet homes, 

surrounded by stagnant, dirty floodwater increases the likelihood of illness. 

Households that lived in well built homes, or homes that were adapted to the climate 

did not suffer as much as those who lived in poorly constructed homes. ‘The Shelter 

Effect’ described in Section 2.4.7 encapsulates the benefits of a resilient home. If a 

household avoids spending a large percentage of their income on repairs, the money 

can be put to use in other areas, such as strengthening livelihood opportunities (i.e. 

buying seeds or livestock), education, better food etc. Living in a dry home also 

reduces the chance of illness. The advantage of this solution is that it can be addressed 

at a variety of levels – households can implement changes alone and alterations can 

be incremental to reflect their financial capacity. Humanitarian actors can and already 

do contribute to this solution through the provision of transitional shelter kits and 

‘build back better’ practices. Using locally sourced materials and labour contributes to 

the local economy and helps reduce socio-economic fragility. Promoting responsibly 

or sustainably sourced material reduces the likelihood of natural resource exploitation 

and destruction, minimising the future risk of exposure to disasters due to damaged 

ecosystems.  

Creating resilient homes is not a panacea for addressing vulnerability. For those 

households that live in flood plains or on eroding coastlines, a more resilient home 

may be beneficial for a few years, but it is not a long-term solution. However, for 

many households, a flood and rain resistant house would go a long way in reducing 

vulnerability and suffering, and has the potential to build resilience by reducing the 

financial burden of annual repairs and allowing the money to be spent elsewhere.  

 

6.3 Technical Research 

During the course of the research the local communities addressed flooding very 

much as a ‘cause and effect’ process – “it rains and our communities flood”, “during 

the floods everyone gets sick”, “our homes are damaged by the floods and we fix 
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them”. However, flooding and vulnerability are not simply linear cases of ‘cause and 

effect’, but are complex and dynamic problems with numerous components and 

origins. ‘Systems thinking’ was a fitting tool to gain a deeper understanding of the 

interactions and feedbacks within vulnerability and flooding, and as a way to identify 

tipping points and solutions. 

In order to facilitate a clearer understanding of linkages and interactions, as well as 

possible tipping and intervention points, causal loop diagrams were used to broaden 

the scope of analysis and visually map the interconnected components and feedbacks. 

This process was beneficial as it simplified the complexities of vulnerability into its 

most vital components. The causal loop diagrams have great potential as an 

illustrative tool to use with academics, humanitarian practitioners and policy makers. 

In fact, some of the earlier diagrams were shared with a couple of stakeholders 

unfamiliar with ‘systems thinking’ and both were very enthusiastic about the visual 

strength and clarity provided, so there is definitely potential to develop the diagrams 

further.  

There were no unexpected results stemming from the CLDs, though the benefits of 

using the methodology were confirmed.79 The outcomes of the system dynamic model 

were harder to predict and gave some interesting insight on which flooding 

consequences most affect household finances. The model also helped identify a 

number of potential tipping points that confirmed the precarious position of many 

households. 

Prior to the creation of the model, two variables were anticipated to have the biggest 

impact: repairs and health. However, once the model ran all the simulations, a slightly 

different outcome emerged. As expected, repairing the home was a serious financial 

drain, especially when the cost was high. Health, however, was not as damaging to 

household funds as had previously been anticipated.  

                                                

79 Developing the models through stakeholder engagement may have given additional results, but 
this was not possible due to time constraints. Future research opportunities will be discussed in 
Section 6.5 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Though it was not possible to define exact ‘thresholds’, potential tipping points were 

identified. These tipping points are: increases in global food prices, increases in 

global fuel prices and the repeated need for household repairs  

Food and fuel costs were included in the model as ‘essential expenditures’, however, 

they were much more sensitive to fluctuations in volume required and price than 

expected. The actual tipping point would vary from household to household, 

depending on their economic well-being. However, in the model, a 3% increase in 

global food prices or a 5% increase in fuel price would be sufficient to exhaust the 

household’s savings.  

As anticipated, damaged homes had a detrimental impact on household funds. The 

model showed when homes did not need repairing, or when the repair costs were 

minimal, the household was able to accrue savings. However, once household repairs 

cost more than $75, savings were quickly exhausted. The purported cost of $100 

would be unsustainable for households. 

By identifying tipping points, possible interventions can be proposed. Though there 

are ways in which households can safeguard themselves from fluctuations in global 

food and fuel prices, it is not really in the mandate of humanitarian actors to address 

these issues80. The most apparent intervention point for humanitarian actors is to 

assist households with shelter. Resilient shelter not only prevents suffering and other 

negative side-effects during the floods, but helps households avoid the high costs 

associated with repairing homes, and therefore would build economic resilience.  

Of course, the model does not represent reality and there were a number of factors 

that were not captured. Although illness did not have as much of a financial impact as 

expected, it is important to look beyond the fiscal impacts and try to empathise with 

the members of the household. Repeatedly falling ill is not desirable and can place a 

psychological burden on the patient, and over time can weaken and tire.  

                                                

80 Another intervention point identified was to help households reduce their fuel consumption. 
As fuel costs were such a large percentage of daily expenditure, a reduction in fuel consumed 
would have a beneficial effect on the finances of the household, and on the environment. 
However, this would be an intervention point more suited to development actors. 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The model also did not capture the knock-on effects of having no savings. When the 

household has no money, they have to make difficult choices, which again place a 

psychological burden on the household: “do we sell our remaining livestock?”, “do 

we borrow money?”, “do we eat less?”, “do we forgo repairs this year?” etc. Each of 

these decisions has a repercussion. By selling all livestock, the household is losing an 

income generating activity, and buying back livestock becomes incredibly difficult. 

Reducing the quantity or quality of food has short and long term side effects. Ignoring 

repairs can also have serious consequences – damages can accumulate over time until 

the home needs more substantial (and more expensive) repairs, households may 

become homeless or instead could repair their home with locally found materials 

which could damage ecosystems.  

Even though the SD model did not capture all the factors of household vulnerability, 

it did reveal a number of interesting insights and proved itself a functional tool in 

better understanding vulnerability and flooding. The model indicated that resilient 

homes can play a significant role in reducing vulnerability, as they mitigate the 

financial drain on household finances, allowing for money to be used to contribute to 

socio-economic resilience.  

6.4 Weaknesses of Research  

The greatest weakness of the research was the absence of a clear framework for the 

fieldwork. It was not until the trip to Senegal that the subject matter was clearly 

understood, by which point it was necessary to change the direction of the research, as 

well as the location. Though substantial information was gathered whilst in the Saint 

Louis region and Dakar through semi-structured and informal interviews, it was not 

until months later that the implications were fully understood. In retrospect, a second 

visit to Senegal would have been beneficial in order to continue with the research, 

building on the information gained during the first trip. 

The language barrier was another serious setback. During the fieldwork a lack of 

fluency limited true understanding of subtleties and nuances during the interviews and 

conversations, and it is possible that confusions may have arisen in the data as a 

consequence of poor understanding. Only two people who were interviewed spoke 
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English, both members of the community with little specialist knowledge on flooding 

or vulnerability.  

During the subsequent desk research, a significant number of relevant documents 

were only available in French, which limited the number of regionally specific 

research reports used in the overall research. There were very few academic 

publications on Saint Louis and the surrounding area in English, and specific data was 

not easy to obtain. Towards the end of the time in Senegal it became apparent that 

there were many local university students who were working in the field, but due to 

time and geographic constraints they were not contacted.  

Once the original location fell through and the hypotheses changed, the scope of the 

research broadened significantly. Subsequently, the interviews were quite general, 

and in hindsight lacked detail in some places that would have been beneficial in 

understanding the issues more clearly. As a consequence, there is a lot of data that 

was not used at all, and some specific details that would have added depth that was 

not gathered during the month in Senegal and due to poor communication avenues, 

was not possible subsequently.  

A second field trip to Senegal, with a translator or stronger knowledge of French 

would have reduced the unreliability and paucity of data collected. It would also have 

allowed for the opportunity to visit local scientists and scholars who have a much 

better quantitative knowledge of the region. It would also have been advantageous to 

visit the region during the floods, to better understand the short-term effects.  

There is a wealth of research and information available on disasters and vulnerability, 

and as a consequence, filtering relevant information from the numerous sources was 

complex and painstakingly slow. When the research questions were developing, the 

breadth of the topic chosen was hugely underestimated. The fields of vulnerability 

and disaster management were already known to be extensive and complex, but when 

combined with adaptation, the humanitarian system and funding mechanisms, shelter 

and settlements, sustainability and resilience, the research became perhaps too broad 

and convoluted. However, the aforementioned issues and fields are interconnected 

and it was challenging to build a picture of the research without them. Conversely, 

there was less information on shelter and settlements, especially with regards to recent 
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developments in the field. This is like to be because the community is quite small and 

close knit, and they seldom have the funding or capacity to complete more than one 

pilot project for new methods.  

One of the biggest stumbling blocks, not only for the original project, but also for the 

subsequent research was the breach between academia and practice. As previously 

mentioned, it was not until the field research that the specifics and idiosyncrasies of 

the subject matter came to light. Even with access to books, peer-reviewed journals 

and humanitarian publications, it was presumptuous to expect a full understanding of 

disasters and vulnerability in Senegal without having first spent time researching in 

the area and interviewing those living in the affected communities.  

It is common to approach challenges from a western, and ultimately external 

perspective, and to prescribe solutions accordingly, without first gaining a deep 

understanding of context and cultural strengths and limitations. Due to initial 

unfamiliarity with the region and culture, over the course of the field research 

numerous misconceptions were revealed, some of which were significant enough to 

change the course of the research. Whilst some publications spoke about flooding in 

the region, or innovations in disaster preparedness and response, the actual needs and 

opinions of the communities were not understood until the fieldwork. Without this 

component of the research, the voice of the inhabitants would have been missing from 

the conversation; the imbedded pride in the psyche of the Senegalese people or the 

overwhelming community spirit would not have been experienced and comprehended 

and the overall understanding of the topic would have been compromised.  

The contextual and cultural characteristics of the region and its people shaped the 

research in a way that would not have been possible from a purely desk-based 

research. The time in Senegal highlighted the importance of linking academic and 

practical research together. Any research that overlooks the importance of contextual 

and cultural characteristics and omits to understand the capacities and needs of the 

communities is likely to come to partly inaccurate conclusions.  

It is not only research that suffers from a lack of ‘grassroots’ understanding, policies 

and projects can be ineffective as they do not address the actual needs of the 

communities they set out to assist. This is seldom due to ignorance on the part of 
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humanitarian and development actors on the ground, but due to constraints on time 

and money, and a strict adherence to targets. 

Many practitioners in the organisation headquarters have access to innovative new 

ideas and research, but rarely have the time or capacity to implement them beyond 

pilot projects, if at all. It is exceedingly frustrating to witness the wealth of 

information that each stakeholder holds, whether the traditional knowledge in small 

communities, or cutting edge innovation and technology, but to see how infrequently 

this information is properly communicated or implemented. When there is a trickle 

down of information to the field, there is not always the capacity or ability to put it 

into practice.  

However, changes are occurring slowly. Practitioners now understand the importance 

of community engagement, and more sustainable approaches to disaster risk reduction 

and response are being explored and implemented.  

6.5 Future research 

There is great potential and a greater need to continue with this research. 

Advancements in the fields of disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation 

are urgently needed if humanitarian actors are to cope with the projected increase and 

intensity of weather related events. If practitioners gain a deeper understanding of the 

long-term consequences of inaction, they can better advocate new or improved 

strategies for dealing with disasters, both in terms of preparedness and response. 

Quantitative as opposed to theoretical research on small-scale disasters as contributors 

to vulnerability would strengthen arguments for increased funding to DRR. Any 

additional research that showed evidence of the importance of advancing and better 

integrating the fields of DRR and climate change adaptation would also be of benefit.  

The causal loop diagrams and the system dynamic model in this research are useful 

tools in illustrating the long-term effects of small-scale disasters, and it would be 

interesting to pursue their development further. Through stakeholder engagement in 

vulnerable communities, both the CLDs and the SD model could be shared and 

subsequently expanded upon. Working with the communities that suffer because of 

annual floods would help capture additional components, as well as feedbacks and 
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interactions that were overlooked in this research. The diagrams would be of value to 

the communities as means to explore the interconnecting characteristics of 

vulnerability; to better illustrate the direct and indirect consequences of annual floods; 

and most importantly, to facilitate understanding of how their actions can increase or 

reduce vulnerability.  

The system dynamic model would also benefit from additional research. A deeper 

understanding of household economics would improve the accuracy of the model; this 

could be achieved through feedback on the current model, as well as additional data 

gathered from communities. A more advanced model could then be used as a tool at 

organisational level to improve DRR funding mechanisms, to illustrate the potential 

of improved shelter and to influence policy makers. 

This research only just began to address the benefit of resilient homes as a solution to 

reduce vulnerability and increase resilience. More in-depth research is needed on the 

benefit of sustainable shelter initiatives; the implementation and subsequent 

assessment of pilot projects that are culturally appropriate and benefit local economies 

through locally sourced labour and materials would be essential. It would be 

worthwhile pursuing research on the potential of shelter as a means to: minimise the 

financial burden of disaster response on humanitarian organisations; better integrate 

disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation; and promote sustainable 

development. 
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7 Conclusion 

Despite significant developments in disaster management and improvements in early 

warning systems and preparedness, the number of people affected by disasters 

continues to rise. Recurrent small-scale disasters contribute to this increase. In 

addition, they have a cumulative impact: over time they damage resilience, erode 

capacity, reverse or halt development and can lead to larger disasters or crises (IFRC, 

2006). Though rainfall volume in the Saint Louis region is relatively low, flooding 

occurs annually as many inhabitants live in over-populated, uninhabitable areas where 

rainwater does not drain away due to a high-water table and poor drainage.  

Understanding the numerous components of vulnerability that turn hazards into 

disasters is complex, but exploring the connections and relationships between them is 

the first step in identifying points of intervention. Causal loop diagrams were a 

valuable tool to illustrate the connections and feedbacks between the various 

components of vulnerability and flooding in the Saint Louis region.  

They diagrams gave some indication of the long-term effects of annual flooding and 

consequences of inaction. These annual flooding events increase vulnerability as they 

damage homes and possessions, cause health problems, damage livelihoods, destroy 

crops, drown livestock, place pressure on local ecosystems and hinder development.  

The systems dynamic model was used to quantify the economic well-being of a 

household, and to assess the financial pressures as a result of flooding. It also 

indicated a number of potential tipping points. The model showed that the 

‘household’ was very vulnerable to change; any increase in the price of food or fuel 

effectively bankrupted them, and repairing substantial damage on their home was an 

expense that could not always be afforded. An increase in volume or frequency of 

rainfall as a consequence of climate change increased vulnerability, highlighting the 

importance of finding solutions without delay. Climate change would also reduce the 
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thresholds of tipping points, making it even more likely that households would reach 

incredibly vulnerable states.  

Mitigating the impacts of the floodwater would alleviate suffering during the rainy 

season. In reducing or eliminating the cost of household repairs, both the causal loop 

diagram and the system dynamics model showed that one of the most effective 

intervention points for humanitarian actors was to create resilient homes. Resilient 

homes would alleviate the financial burden of repairs, as well as minimise illness.  

Repeated events not only corrode the resilience of households and communities, but 

they also place a sustained responsibility on the budgets and efforts of humanitarian 

and development actors. One of the most effective ways to reduce the risks posed by 

disasters is to address the underlying causes of vulnerability (Schipper & Pelling, 

2006) Disasters can be interpreted as ‘unsolved development problems’ (Cardona, 

2003) and therefore addressing ‘vulnerability to disaster’ needs to be fundamental to 

the development process in order to achieve sustainable resilience, through the 

integration of local knowledge and coping mechanisms (Walker, Wisner, Leaning, & 

Minear, 2005). 

In addition to burdening communities and humanitarian actors, responding to floods 

and other climate hazards can place significant strain on many countries’ 

governments, which slows progress towards the Millennium Development Goals 

(Cheboi, 2010), compromises poverty alleviation goals (IUCN, 2006) and diverts 

funds away from other vital services like education and health.  

The cumulative stresses that develop without the obvious triggers of sudden onset-

disasters need to be addressed before they reach ‘crisis’ status. Unfortunately, when 

humanitarian needs are a consequence of chronic vulnerability, donors and 

international actors do not view them in the same way as large, sudden onset 

disasters. They are often viewed as a problem of poverty, and therefore something 

that is the responsibility of development agencies and funding (United Nations, 2009). 

However, there needs to be a mind-shift from ‘shock’ driven response and an 

adoption of a longer-term focus that alleviates not only immediate suffering, but 

provides long-term solutions and benefits.  
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Protecting homes, strengthening livelihoods and reducing flood related illnesses 

through improved hygiene and effective waste removal would significantly improve 

resilience in vulnerable communities, like those in the region of Saint Louis. Resilient 

homes could play a fundamental role in creating resilient communities; resilient 

communities would require less intervention from humanitarian and development 

actors, and would place less strain on local and national governments. This would 

allow for renewed focus on the MDGs and would help reduce poverty and the 

underlying causes of vulnerability.  

Successfully mitigating and responding to disasters will enable effective adaption to 

future climate change (Schipper & Pelling, 2006) and will give vulnerable 

communities the chance at meaningful development. Failure to do so, will create 

human need and suffering on a scale that neither humanitarian nor development 

communities will be able to address.  
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Appendix A 
Causal Loop Diagram developed by the ‘Towards an SMS-based flood warning 

system for the Senegal Red Cross’ group, as part of the ‘Applications of System 

Dynamics: Global Challenges’ course at MIT.  
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Appendix B 
Complete STELLA® model. 
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Appendix C 
HOUSEHOLD FUNDS 

Household_Fund(t) = Household_Fund(t - dt) + (Salary - Food_Expenditure - 
Education - Fuel_expenditure - Transportation - remaining_salary) * dt 

INIT Household_Fund = 0 

INFLOWS: 

Salary = Salary_Rate*(1-period_of_illness) 

OUTFLOWS: 

Food_Expenditure = Global_Market__Prices*Food_Expenditure__Rate 

Education = Children_attending_school*Education_Rate 

Fuel_expenditure = Cost_of_a_litre*Litres__consumed 

Transportation = Household_using__public_transport*daily_cost_of_transportation 

remaining_salary = PULSE(Household_Fund,7,7) 

period_of_illness(t) = period_of_illness(t - dt) + (get_ill - get_better) * dt 

INIT period_of_illness = 0 

 COOK TIME = 7 

 CAPACITY = 1 

 FILL TIME = ∞ 

INFLOWS: 

get_ill = frequency_of__malaria__wage_earner 

OUTFLOWS: 

get_better = CONTENTS OF OVEN AFTER COOK TIME, ZERO OTHERWISE 

Children_attending_school = 3 

Cost_of_a_litre = 1.5 

daily_cost_of_transportation = 1 
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Education_Rate = 9/7 

Food_Expenditure__Rate = 70/7 

Global_Market__Prices = 1 

Household_using__public_transport = 2 

Litres__consumed = 30/7 

Salary_Rate = (160/7) 

 

ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURE 

Savings(t) = Savings(t - dt) + (remaining_salary - Repairs_to_home - Health_costs) * 
dt 

INIT Savings = Household_Fund 

INFLOWS: 

remaining_salary (IN SECTOR:  HOUSEHOLD FUNDS) 

OUTFLOWS: 

Repairs_to_home = cost_of_repair*number_of_times_home_is_repaired 

Health_costs = $_malaria+$_minor_illness 

Vulnerability(t) = Vulnerability(t - dt) + ('bankrupcy') * dt 

INIT Vulnerability = 0 

INFLOWS: 

'bankrupcy' = IF Savings<=0 THEN 1 ELSE 0 

$_malaria = (cost_of__malaria_treatment)*(total_malaria__cases) 

$_minor_illness = (cost_of__minor_illness)*(total_minor_illnesses) 

cost_of_repair = 50 

cost_of__malaria_treatment = 3 

cost_of__minor_illness = .6 

number_of_times_home_is_repaired = (IF Rainfall >= 19 THEN 1 ELSE 0) OR (IF 
Rainfall >= 19.8 THEN 2 ELSE 0) 

ILLNESS 
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annual_probability = chance_of_illness*increased__probability_of_illness 

chance_of_illness = 0.0055 

child_1__probability_of_illness = (IF probability_child_1 <= annual_probability 
THEN 1 ELSE 0) 

child_2_probability_of_illness = (IF probability_child_2 <= annual_probability 
THEN 1 ELSE 0) 

child_3_probability_of_illness = (IF probability__child_3 <= annual_probability 
THEN 1 ELSE 0) 

father__probability__of_illness = (IF probability_father <= annual_probability THEN 
1 ELSE 0) 

increased__probability_of_illness = IF Accumulation >= 1 THEN 3 ELSE 1 

mother__probability__of_illness = (IF probability__mother <= annual_probability 
THEN 1 ELSE 0) 

number_of_non_wage__earners_ill = 
child_1__probability_of_illness+child_2_probability_of_illness+child_3_probability_
of_illness+mother__probability__of_illness 

probability_child_1 = RANDOM (0,1) 

probability_child_2 = RANDOM (0,1) 

probability_father = RANDOM (0,1) 

probability__child_3 = RANDOM (0,1) 

probability__mother = RANDOM (0,1) 

 

MEDICAL COSTS 

total_medical_costs(t) = total_medical_costs(t - dt) + (Noname_1) * dt 

INIT total_medical_costs = 0 

INFLOWS: 

Noname_1 = IF Health_costs > 0 THEN Health_costs ELSE 0 

 

RAIN 

Accumulation(t) = Accumulation(t - dt) + (Rainfall - Discharge_or_Evaporation) * dt 
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INIT Accumulation = 0 

INFLOWS: 

Rainfall = (Rainfall_Probability*Rainfall_Amount)*Rainy_Season 

OUTFLOWS: 

Discharge_or_Evaporation = 2.5 

Total_Rainfall(t) = Total_Rainfall(t - dt) + (rain__accumulation) * dt 

INIT Total_Rainfall = 0 

INFLOWS: 

rain__accumulation = IF Rainfall > 0 THEN Rainfall ELSE 0 

climate_change = 0.60 

Probability = RANDOM (0,1) 

Rainfall_Amount = RANDOM (0,rainfall__mm) 

Rainfall_Probability = IF Probability >= climate_change THEN 1 ELSE 0 

rainfall__mm = 20 

Rainy_Season = (IF (TIME >=187) AND (TIME <= 277) THEN 1 ELSE 0)  

OR (IF (TIME >=549) AND (TIME <= 639) THEN 1 ELSE 0)  

OR (IF (TIME >=918) AND (TIME <= 1008) THEN 1 ELSE 0)  

OR (IF (TIME >=1283) AND (TIME <= 1373) THEN 1 ELSE 0)  

OR (IF (TIME >=1648) AND (TIME <= 1738) THEN 1 ELSE 0) 

 

TYPES OF ILLNESS 

total_malaria_non_wage_earner(t) = total_malaria_non_wage_earner(t - dt) + 
(malaria__counter) * dt 

INIT total_malaria_non_wage_earner = 0 

INFLOWS: 

malaria__counter = IF frequency_of__malaria = 1 THEN 1 ELSE 0 

total_malaria__wage_earner(t) = total_malaria__wage_earner(t - dt) + 
(malaria__counter_wage_earner) * dt 
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INIT total_malaria__wage_earner = 0 

INFLOWS: 

malaria__counter_wage_earner = IF frequency_of__malaria__wage_earner = 1 
THEN 1 ELSE 0 

total_minor_illness_non_wage_earner(t) = total_minor_illness_non_wage_earner(t - 
dt) + (minor_illness__counter) * dt 

INIT total_minor_illness_non_wage_earner = 0 

INFLOWS: 

minor_illness__counter = IF frequency_of___minor_illness = 1 THEN 1 ELSE 0 

total_minor_illness_wage_earner(t) = total_minor_illness_wage_earner(t - dt) + 
(minor_illness__counter_wage_earner) * dt 

INIT total_minor_illness_wage_earner = 0 

INFLOWS: 

minor_illness__counter_wage_earner = IF 
frequency_of___minor_illness__wage_earner = 1 THEN 1 ELSE 0 

frequency_of__malaria = Malaria*number_of_non_wage__earners_ill 

frequency_of__malaria__wage_earner = Malaria*father__probability__of_illness 

frequency_of___minor_illness = Minor_Illness*number_of_non_wage__earners_ill 

frequency_of___minor_illness__wage_earner = 
Minor_Illness*father__probability__of_illness 

Malaria =  IF random_illness <= probability__of_malaria  THEN 1 ELSE  0  

Minor_Illness =  IF Malaria < 1 THEN 1 ELSE  0   

probability__of_malaria = 0.1 

random_illness =  RANDOM(0,1) 

total_malaria__cases = 
frequency_of__malaria+frequency_of__malaria__wage_earner 

total_minor_illnesses = 
frequency_of___minor_illness+frequency_of___minor_illness__wage_earner 
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TOTAL COST OF REPAIRS 

total_cost_of_repairs(t) = total_cost_of_repairs(t - dt) + 
(accumulating_cost_of_repair) * dt 

INIT total_cost_of_repairs = 0 

INFLOWS: 

accumulating_cost_of_repair = IF Repairs_to_home > 0 THEN Repairs_to_home 
ELSE 0 

 

 

 


